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ABSTRACT 

 

Diabetic retinopathy is a major cause of blindness globally. Research investigating the 

underlying mechanisms of diabetic retinopathy and the development of therapeutic 

interventions has been hindered due to the lack of an animal model showing the wide 

array of pathological features of non-proliferative and proliferative diabetic retinopathy. 

Current animal models that fulfil some or all of the pathological manifestations of diabetic 

retinopathy harbour genetic modifications designed to artificially over- or -under express 

particular genes. Therefore, diabetic retinopathy research would be greatly aided by a 

suitable mouse model that developed key features seen in the human disease, and did so 

by the action of naturally occurring genetic variants. 

 

To develop and characterise a novel non-transgenic mouse model showing a wide array 

of diabetic retinopathy lesions, and to investigate the underlying molecular mechanisms 

of disease pathogenesis, the search for a novel model of diabetic retinopathy was carried 

out screening two well-established recombinant inbred panels of mice: the BXD and the 

Collaborative Cross.  

 

The development of diabetic retinopathy was first investigated in the two-way BXD panel 

after chemically-induced diabetes. The tested BXD strains did not develop diabetic 

retinopathy-like features and hence, a more genetically diverse eight-way recombinant 

inbred panel, the Collaborative Cross, was screened for diabetic retinopathy after 7 and 

21 days of diabetes. Of the 61 tested Collaborative Cross strains, three strains (named 

PEF, GIG and FOT) developed typical diabetic retinopathy-like features.  

 

In order to identify the most suitable mouse model of diabetic retinopathy, the retinal 

vascular and neural pathology in PEF, GIG and FOT strains were characterised in detail. 

The PEF strain showed minimal retinal changes, which included the formation of 

acellular capillaries and mild intraretinal vascular proliferation at 7 and 21 days while the 

GIG strain showed moderate vascular and neural changes such as increased number of 

acellular capillaries, intraretinal microvascular abnormalities, mild intraretinal vascular 

proliferation, ganglion cell loss, congested blood vessels and retinal rosette formation.  
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Compared to the PEF and GIG strains, the FOT strain showed more severe retinal 

vascular pathology with markedly increased intraretinal vascular proliferation, pre-retinal 

neovascular tuft formation, significantly increased formation of acellular capillaries, 

development of microaneurysms and intraretinal microvascular abnormalities. In 

addition, the FOT mice also showed neural retinal changes such as significant ganglion 

cell loss from the mid and peripheral retina, Müller cell gliosis and photoreceptor layer 

damage due to the migration of nuclear layers. Although preretinal neovascularisation 

was not observed, the profound retinal vascular and neural changes noted in the FOT mice 

indicated this strain as the most suitable for the identification of genes predisposing to 

diabetic retinopathy. Microarray studies on FOT control and diabetic mice showed 

significant differential expression of multiple genes known to be involved in DR. At 7 

days of diabetes, FOT mice showed an upregulation in 16 genes (>1.0 log-fold) and 

downregulation in one gene (-1.18 log-fold). By 21 days of diabetes, expression increased 

in 45 genes (>1.0 log-fold) and decreased only in three genes (>-1.0 log-fold). Among 

these differentially expressed genes, several genes are known to be involved in the 

functioning of the visual cycle, inflammatory processes and neurodegeneration.  

 

The unique genetic background of the FOT strain in combination with the setting of 

hyperglycaemia led to the development and the progression of diabetic retinopathy in this 

strain. Thus, the FOT mouse model is the first non-transgenic mouse model mimicking 

several pathological features of the human diabetic retina, caused due to the interaction 

of common genetic polymorphisms just as in humans. Importantly, this study has 

provided a useful mouse model to further investigate the pathogenesis of diabetic 

retinopathy and to develop effective treatments for vision-threatening retinopathy.
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1.1 Introduction 

1.1.1 Diabetes 

Diabetes mellitus is recognised as the world’s fastest growing chronic condition. It is a 

major public health concern due to its significant impact on the global health-care system 

and the global economy. At present, diabetes is at epidemic levels globally (King et al., 

1998). In the year 2017, the global diabetic population (age 18 years and above) was ~425 

million. In the year 2045, this number is expected to increase to ~693 million (IDF, 2017). 

In Australia, an estimated 1.3 million individuals (7%) suffer with diabetes (IDF, 2017).  

 

Diabetes mellitus is a chronic metabolic disorder marked by high blood glucose levels or 

hyperglycaemia, resulting from defects in insulin secretion, insulin action, or both. There 

are three main types of diabetes, type 1 diabetes (T1D), type 2 diabetes (T2D) and 

gestational diabetes. T1D or Insulin Dependent Diabetes Mellitus (IDDM) (also known 

as juvenile diabetes) is characterised by autoimmune destruction of insulin-producing 

pancreatic beta cells leading to insulin deficiency (Gepts, 1965, Atkinson and Maclaren, 

1994). The onset of T1D may take place at any age; however, it occurs most frequently 

in children and adolescents. In 2017, over 1.1 million children and adolescents below the 

age of 20 years were estimated to suffer from T1D globally (IDF, 2017). 

 

T2D or Non-Insulin Dependent Diabetes Mellitus (NIDDM) is characterised by insulin 

resistance in peripheral tissue and insulin secretory defects of the pancreatic beta cells 

(Turner et al., 1979). T2D comprises the vast majority of the diabetic cases worldwide, 

accounting for around 87-91% of all cases of diabetes (IDF, 2017). 

 

1.1.2 Complications of diabetes  

Large prospective clinical studies show a strong relationship between hyperglycaemia 

and diabetic complications in both T1D and T2D (DCCT, 1993, Nicolucci et al., 1998, 

Ginsberg, 2000). The development and progression of diabetic complications depend on 

several factors. These include duration of diabetes, glycaemic control, and age of onset, 

obesity and hormonal changes. The Pittsburgh Epidemiology of Diabetes Complications 

Study VIII has shown that diabetes along with its related complications can significantly 

reduce the quality of life (Lloyd et al., 1992). However, most diabetic complications can 
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be delayed or prevented (Ohkubo et al., 1995). To achieve this, maintenance of nearly 

normal levels of blood glucose concentrations is important (Holman et al., 2008, Patel et 

al., 2008, Nathan and DCCT, 2014).  However, diabetic complications may occur in spite 

of adequate glycaemic control and conversely, remain absent in patients with poor 

glycaemic control (Zhang et al., 2001). These observations suggest that genetic 

susceptibility may underlie the diabetic complication development and progression risk. 

Maintaining normal body weight and adequate physical activity are also vital in 

preventing or limiting diabetes and its related complications (Fuchsjager-Mayrl et al., 

2002, Colberg et al., 2010). These steps have provided an opportunity to reduce the cost 

of managing diabetic complications and to improve the quality of life of those affected 

(Selby et al., 1997).  

 

All forms of diabetes can lead to the development of diabetes-specific macrovascular 

and/or microvascular complications. Both hyperglycaemia and insulin resistance have 

important roles in the pathogenesis of macrovascular and microvascular complications of 

diabetes (Reichard et al., 1993, Brownlee, 2015). Macrovascular complications 

commonly affect the arteries of the heart (coronary artery disease), brain and lower body 

(Fowler, 2008). As a consequence of its microvascular pathology, diabetes is a leading 

cause of several chronic diseases, such as diabetic nephropathy, neuropathy and 

retinopathy (Fowler, 2008).  

 

The focus of this thesis is on diabetic retinopathy (DR). In the next section, the retinal 

structure and its function will be discussed. Further to this, in section 1.3 background 

knowledge on DR in relation to its classification, epidemiology, risk factors and 

pathophysiology will be discussed. In section 1.4, DR will be examined with particular 

emphasis on current mouse models of DR. In sections 1.5 and 1.6, the genetic basis of 

DR and the use of recombinant inbred panels for the development of disease phenotypes 

will be discussed.  

 

1.2 Overview of the eye 

The eye is a complex anatomical structure; the front part of the eye includes the sclera, 

cornea, iris, and pupil and behind the pupil lies the lens. The sclera is the outermost lining 
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that provides support and protection to the inner parts of the eye while the cornea is the 

transparent dome-like structure, which protects the iris. The iris mainly modulates light 

entering the eye. The cornea also controls and focuses light and projects this light through 

the pupil and the lens. The posterior segment of the eye includes the vitreous membrane, 

vitreous humor, retina, choroid and the optic nerve. The choroid is a pigmented layer and 

its blood supply provides vital nutrients and oxygen to the outer retina. The light entering 

through the lens forms an inverted image on the retina. The photosensitive rods and cones 

in the retina convert light energy into neural impulses, which travel to the brain via the 

optic nerve, resulting in the sense of sight (Hubel, 1995, Forrester et al., 2016).  

 

1.2.1 Structure of the retina 

The retina is a delicate yet complex, colourless structure that is sensitive to light. It is the 

innermost layer of the three layers lining the surface of the eye (figure 1.1). The human 

retina is approximately 1100mm2 and its thickness varies from 100µm in the periphery to 

230µm closer to the optic nerve head (Kolb, 1995a). In the macular region of the retina, 

a small dimple called the fovea is located. The fovea is responsible for sharp central vision 

and colour perception. It is made up of several intricate layers essential for vision (Kolb, 

1995b). 

 

The retina is divided into the neurosensory retina, the simple outer epithelium (the retinal 

pigment epithelium (RPE)) and the internal and external limiting membranes (Kolb, 

1995b). The neurosensory retina is composed of nerve cell bodies and synapses arranged 

into seven different layers. On a histological preparation of the retina (figure 1.2) from 

the inner to the outer retina these layers can be identified as: nerve fiber layer (NFL), 

ganglion cell layer (GCL), inner plexiform layer (IPL), inner nuclear layer (INL), outer 

plexiform layer (OPL), outer nuclear layer (ONL) and photoreceptor outer segment 

(Mullins and Skeie, 2010). Each layer contains one or more of the three main cell types 

that exist in retinal layers: neural (ganglion, amacrine, bipolar, horizontal and 

photoreceptors; cones and rods), macroglial (astrocytes and Müller cells) (Jeon, 1998, 

Kolb et al., 2001) and vascular cells (endothelial cells and pericytes) (Kuwabara and 

Cogan, 1960, Cuthbertson and Mandel, 1986). Each cell type has a specific function and 

plays an important role in the overall retinal function (Kolb et al., 2001, Bowie and 

Crosson, 2009).  
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The NFL is made up of the axons of ganglion cells while the cell bodies of ganglion cells 

and occasionally displaced amacrine cells make up the GCL (Kolb et al., 2001, Mullins 

and Skeie, 2010). The INL contains cell bodies of the bipolar, horizontal and amacrine 

cells and the ONL contains cell bodies of the rods and cones (Kolb et al., 2001, Mullins 

and Skeie, 2010). Dividing these nerve cell layers are two plexiform layers or synapse 

layers. In the OPL, bipolar cell and horizontal cell dendritic tree and rod and cone cell 

connections occur. In the IPL, the bipolar cell dendritic tree connects to ganglion cells 

(Kolb et al., 2001). Various horizontal and vertical amacrine cells also interact forming 

further networks influencing ganglion cell signals (Marc, 2010).  

 

Both vertical and lateral pathways of information flow (figure 1.2) are important for 

accurate vision. The vertical information flow across the retina (involving photoreceptors, 

bipolar and ganglions cells) is responsible for visual processing. In contrast, 

communication between horizontal and amacrin cells is responsible for the lateral 

information flow which fine-tunes the final output from the retina (Masland, 2012).  

  

The retina contains several types of glial cells and these cells play an important role in 

retinal function (Yang, 1998). Astrocytes and Müller cells are the two types of macroglial 

cells found in the retina (Hollander et al., 1991). Astrocytes are seen in completely or 

locally vascularised mammalian retinas. Astrocyte cell bodies and processes are located 

only in the NFL and the GCL, wrapping around retinal blood vessels (Schnitzer, 1988). 

These cells maintain retinal homeostasis and provide metabolic support to the 

extracellular environment of the retina (Reichenbach and Robinson, 1995). Müller cell 

bodies are found in the INL forming irregular thick and thin processes that are directed 

towards the RPE. These cells span across the thickness of the retina and are in close 

contact with the retinal blood vessels and neurons (Hollander et al., 1991). Müller cells 

are able to identify a range of neuronal signals and regulate the retinal microenvironment 

through the secretion of neuroactive substances (Newman and Reichenbach, 1996). In the 

healthy retina, the expression of Glial Fibrillary Acid Protein (GFAP) is mainly noted in 

astrocytes but not in Müller cells (Eng, 1985, Eng et al., 2000). As shown in several 

studies, following injury to the retina, astrocytes express lower levels of GFAP (Eng et 

al., 2000, Rungger-Brandle et al., 2000, Ly et al., 2011). In contrast, other studies have 

shown over expression of GFAP in astrocytes in response to neural damage (Feit-
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Leichman et al., 2005, VanGuilder et al., 2008). Up-regulation of GFAP is a hallmark of 

Müller gliosis and it is a well-established pathological characteristic of retinal disease (Li 

et al., 2002, Wu et al., 2003, VanGuilder et al., 2008). 

 

The microglial cells are found throughout the retinal layers (Chen et al., 2002). Acting as 

phagocytic cells, these microglia provide innate immunity and neural homeostasis to the 

retina (Schuetz and Thanos, 2004). The dendritic tree of microglial cells gradually 

develop once the cells have reached a definitive location. Activation of microglia is a sign 

of neurodegeneration in retinal disease (Chen et al., 2002, Naskar et al., 2002).   

 

1.2.2 Retinal blood supply and anatomy of the retinal vasculature  

The retina has the highest oxygen requirement per unit weight of any tissue in the human 

body (Schmidt et al., 2003). Any alteration in this circulation may result in functional 

impairment and tissue damage. If untreated, several retinal circulation based diseases 

such as diabetic retinopathy, retinopathy of prematurity, and hypertensive retinal disease 

can lead to irreversible blindness (Flammer et al., 2002, Lee et al., 2017). 

 

Microscopic and histological studies of several species have shown a similar ultra-

structure of the retinal arteries, veins and capillaries; however the retinal vascular 

distribution shows notable differences (Chase, 1982, Kiel, 2010). For example, the rabbit 

retinal vasculature does not develop beyond the NFL (Hyvarinen, 1967, Chase, 1982) and 

the zebrafish does not form subretinal plexi but form branches originating radially from 

the optic disc (Alvarez et al., 2007). Furthermore, the mouse has 5-6 retinal arterioles and 

5-6 venules consecutively distributed around the optic disc forming a wagon-wheel, 

spoke-like arrangement (Ganesan et al., 2010, McLenachan et al., 2015). In contrast, the 

human retina has four retinal quadrants; each quadrant has a retinal arteriole supplying 

blood to the retina and a venule draining blood away from the retina (Garcia et al., 2002). 

 

The retina is nourished by two major blood vessel systems (Kuwabara, 1969). The central 

retinal artery enters from the back of the eye, at the optic nerve head, this artery divides 

to form the superior nasal and temporal arteries and the inferior nasal and temporal 

arteries, which supply blood to the four quadrants of the inner retina. A similar 

distribution pattern is followed by the venous system, forming the superior nasal and 
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temporal veins and inferior nasal and temporal veins that drain blood away from the retina 

(Kolb, 1995b). These veins and arteries do not cross themselves, but can overlap, forming 

arteriovenous crossings (Weinberg et al., 1993). Smaller branches of these major vessels 

form arterioles and venules. These arterioles and venules further divide to form an 

extensive capillary network, nourishing the inner two thirds of the retina spanning all the 

way to the external margin of the INL. Hence, two distinguishable capillary beds are 

observed within the inner retina; the superficial capillary network (Gariano et al., 1994) 

in the GCL and the deep capillary network in the INL (Gariano et al., 1994) (figure 1.3 

A).  

 

The second circulatory system of the retina is the choriocapillary network (Hildebrand 

and Fielder, 2011). Generally, blood vessels from the retinal arteriole and venule system 

do not nourish the OPL and outer retinal layers beyond the OPL. Thus, the outer retina 

(OPL and photoreceptor layer) is nourished and sustained by the choroidal vessels rather 

than the retinal vessels (Hildebrand and Fielder, 2011). The two distinctive pathways of 

blood circulation in the retina is vital for its early development and ongoing function. 

However, as an exception to this, the fovea is considered as an avascular zone in relation 

to retinal circulation in the human (Provis, 2001). In contrast, the mouse retina does not 

show a fovea region (Huberman and Niell, 2011).  

 

Retinal blood vessels are made up of endothelial cells, intramural pericytes and the 

basement membrane (Kuwabara, 1969) (figure 1.3 B). The endothelial cells line the blood 

vessel wall while the pericytes wrap around the outside of the vessels. The development 

of retinal vasculature involves vasculogenesis and angiogenesis (Hughes et al., 2000). 

Vasculogenesis is defined as the de novo development of blood vessels from isolated 

endothelial cells derived from angioblasts (Hughes et al., 2000, Fruttiger, 2007). This 

process forms the superficial blood vessels of the retina. Angiogenesis is defined as the 

formation of new capillaries from pre-existing vessels and this process forms the inner 

and deep capillary plexuses of the retinal vasculature (Hughes et al., 2000). The retina 

also has a blood-retinal barrier (BRB) which controls the movement of water, solute and 

waste in and out of the retina. Proper functioning of the BRB is vital for accurate vision 

and the loss of this barrier can lead to a range of ocular diseases (Runkle and Antonetti, 

2011).  
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1.3 Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) 

Patients with diabetes often develop ophthalmic complications, such as corneal 

abnormalities, glaucoma, iris neovascularisation, and cataracts (Tielsch et al., 1995, 

Fernandez-Vigo et al., 1997, Bron et al., 1998, Rosenberg et al., 2000). Diabetic 

retinopathy is recognised as one of the most prevalent complications of both T1D (Klein 

et al., 2008, Grauslund et al., 2009, Romero-Aroca et al., 2011) and T2D (Stratton et al., 

2001, Jones et al., 2012, Thomas et al., 2012)  and it is one of the leading causes of vision 

impairment globally (Williams et al., 2004, Foster and Resnikoff, 2005). Diabetic 

retinopathy is a progressive disorder that is classically graded based on the changes that 

may occur in the microvasculature of the retina (Wilkinson et al., 2003). In the initial 

stages of DR, patients are generally asymptomatic (Aiello, 2002, Fong et al., 2004). With 

prolonged duration, the condition may advance to a more serious stage where patients 

may experience symptoms that include distortion, blurred vision and/or blindness 

(Cheung et al., 2010). Globally, the number of people with DR is estimated to grow from 

126.6 million in 2011 to 191.0 million by 2030, and vision-threatening diabetic 

retinopathy is projected to increase from 37.3 million in 2010 to 56.3 million by 2030 

(Zheng et al., 2012).  

 

1.3.1 Classification of DR 

The classification of DR is primarily based on the changes that occur in the pre-existing 

retinal microvasculature and presence or absence of retinal neovascularisation (Frank, 

2004, Bowie and Crosson, 2009, Cheung et al., 2010). Diabetic retinopathy is divided 

into two principal stages, Non-Proliferative Diabetic Retinopathy (NPDR) and 

Proliferative Diabetic Retinopathy (PDR) (Curtis and Gardiner, 2009).  

 

In order to bring a universal classification to diabetic eye disease, a group of researchers 

and clinicians presented the Airlie House Classification of Diabetic Retinopathy in 1968 

(Goldberg and Jampol, 1987). This was subsequently modified by the Diabetic 

Retinopathy Study (DRS) (DRS, 1981a) and extended by the Early Treatment Diabetic 

Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) (ETDRS, 1991b). However, the most widely recognised and 

gold standard classification in determining clinical DR is the ETDRS classification 

(ETDRS, 1991b). This is composed of six major subdivisions of DR based on the 
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severity: (1) clinically absent DR, (2) mild to moderate non-proliferative DR (NPDR), 

(3) moderate to severe NPDR, (4) severe NPDR, (5) very severe NPDR, and (6) 

proliferative DR (PDR) (ETDRS, 1991b).  

 

The early stage of the disease often does not show recognisable retinal changes, leaving 

patients unaware of the condition (Klein et al., 1986, Fong et al., 2003). As retinopathy 

progresses patients may invariably undergo vision loss (Wilkinson et al., 2003). 

Characteristic features of DR include haemorrhages, microaneurysms, intraretinal 

microvascular abnormalities (IRMA) such as dilated pre-existing capillaries, soft 

exudates (cotton wool spots), hard exudates (lipid deposits), retinal oedema and 

neovascularisation (Engerman, 1989, Wilkinson et al., 2003). The exact chronological 

sequence of the development of above lesions is still undefined (Sima et al., 1983, 

Robison et al., 1991, Feit-Leichman et al., 2005, Li et al., 2010). However, 

microaneurysms are the earliest ophthalmoscopically detectable, clinical manifestation of 

DR.  

 

1.3.1.1 Non-Proliferative Diabetic Retinopathy (NPDR) 

The early retinal changes of diabetic retinopathy is called non–proliferative or 

background diabetic retinopathy (Curtis and Gardiner, 2009). Non-proliferative DR can 

be subdivided into mild, moderate, severe and very severe NPDR, according to the 

modified Airlie House classification of diabetic retinopathy severity scale (ETDRS, 

1991b, Wilkinson et al., 2003).  

 

During the NPDR stage, patients usually have no symptoms and have normal vision. All 

microvascular changes of NPDR are limited to the inner retina and do not extend beyond 

the internal limiting membrane (Steinle and Ambati, 2010). Although the presence of 

microaneurysms are the hallmark of NPDR, histopathological observations of diabetic 

retinas show the presence of pericyte ghost, acellular capillaries and thickening of 

capillary basement membrane (Cogan et al., 1961, Bloodworth and Molitor, 1965, 

Deckert et al., 1979, Engerman, 1989, Dagher et al., 2004, Halfter et al., 2017) marking 

the mild or early NPDR stage. Typically, the pericyte to endothelial cell ratio is 1:1 

(Cuthbertson and Mandel, 1986). Due to diabetes, pericytes necrotise significantly 

reducing the number of functional pericytes on capillary walls (Mizutani et al., 1996, 
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Hammes et al., 2002). This selective loss of pericytes from the retinal capillaries is a 

characteristic lesion that occurs in the very early stages of DR (He et al., 2007). The loss 

of pericytes affect the integrity of the capillaries, leading to the formation of acellular 

capillaries, microaneurysms or capillary occlusure (Stitt et al., 1995). Capillary occlusion 

is histologically manifested as increased number of acellular capillaries. These capillaries 

are mere basement membrane tubes lacking endothelial cells and pericyte nuclei (Barber 

et al., 2005). In addition, the mild NPDR stage can manifest hemorrhages and/or hard 

exudates (ETDRS, 1991b, Wilkinson et al., 2003).  

 

Presence of microaneurysms, retinal hemorrhages along with soft exudates mark the 

moderate NPDR stage (ETDRS, 1991b). The development of IRMA manifests a hallmark 

feature of the moderate NPDR stage. IRMA occurs in intraretinal blood vessels between 

arterioles and venules, closer to areas with capillary non-perfusion (Takahashi et al., 

1998). In particular, IRMA can be tortuous blood vessels formed due to intraretinal 

neovascularisation (IRNV) or dilation of pre-existing capillaries (Bloodworth, 1962, 

Hudson, 2008, Proia and Caldwell, 2010). Moderate NPDR progressing to severe NPDR 

shows microaneurysms with venous beading, hemorrhages, or both (Wilkinson et al., 

2003, Muchnick, 2008). When very severe NPDR approaches, features of mild to 

moderate NPDR increase by several folds in all four quadrants of the eye (ETDRS, 1985, 

Wilkinson et al., 2003).  

 

1.3.1.2 Proliferative Diabetic Retinopathy (PDR) 

Proliferative diabetic retinopathy occurs once NPDR progresses to its next level, with the 

growth of new blood vessels from pre-existing vessels (angiogenesis) on the inner most 

layer of the retina. These blood vessels develop towards the vitreous and its cavity. The 

neovascularisation or formation of new blood vessels take place in addition to the clinical 

features of NPDR (Danis and Davis, 2008, Curtis et al., 2009). Extensive lack of oxygen 

leads to the development of neovascularisation (Isenberg et al., 1986) which is a random 

growth pattern of blood vessels (Hassan et al., 2012). Winding of vessels and various 

other complicated formations indicate neovascular events (Hassan et al., 2012). The 

newly formed preretinal vessels are thin, leaky and fragile in structure, and susceptible to 

haemorrhages, causing the leakage of blood into the vitreous (Westerfeld and Miller, 

2010). As PDR progresses, fibrovascular scar tissue can form around new vessels 
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(Guidry, 2005). This tissue can be vascular or avascular. This fibrovascular variety can 

lead to retinal tearing and tractional retinal detachment followed by blindness (Steinle 

and Ambati, 2010). 

 

1.3.2 Epidemiology of DR 

Approximately one in three people living with diabetes may develop some form of DR 

and one in 10 individuals will develop vision-threatening DR (Yau et al., 2012). In 2015, 

of the 415 million adults with diabetes, 145 million individuals had some form of DR and 

45 million people suffered from vision threatening PDR. The estimated global prevalence 

of any DR is 35% while PDR is 7% (IDF, 2017).  

 

It has been shown that the prevalence of any DR increase with duration of diabetes (21.1% 

vs. 76.3%, comparing <10 with ≥20 years) (Yau et al., 2012). An individual diagnosed 

with diabetes at a young age will be exposed to hyperglycemia for many years resulting 

in higher risk for the development of DR. Hence, T1D patients are more likely to develop 

DR due to the longer duration of diabetes compared to T2D patients. Approximately 25% 

of people with TID start to develop DR symptoms within 5 years after the onset of 

diabetes, and this number increases to 80% by 15 years (Aiello et al., 1998).  

 

In Australia, the Australian Diabetes, Obesity and Lifestyle (AusDiab) study investigated 

11,247 adults aged 25 years and above, in 42 randomly selected areas to assess the 

prevalence and incidence of diabetes and its complications (Tanamas et al., 2012). The 

study found that 15.3% of those with diabetes had some form of retinopathy, with 1.2% 

having vision-threatening retinopathy. This study also reported that factors such as 

duration of diabetes, glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c) levels, and systolic blood pressure 

were major risk factors for development and progression of DR (Tapp et al., 2008).  

 

In addition, several other significant epidemiological studies over the past few decades 

have described the onset, risk factors, prevalence, diagnosis and prevention of DR 

(Williams et al., 2004). These include the Wisconsin Epidemiological Study of DR 

(WESDR) (Klein et al., 1984, Klein et al., 2008), the Diabetes Control and Complication 

Trial (DCCT) (DCCT, 1993, Nathan and DCCT, 2014), the United Kingdom Prospective 

Diabetes Study (UKPDS) (Stratton et al., 2000, Stratton et al., 2001, Kohner, 2008), the 
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Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) (ETDRS, 1985, ETDRS, 1991a) 

and the Diabetes Retinopathy Study (DRS) (DRS, 1981b, Rand et al., 1985).  

 

As reviewed by many, the epidemiology of DR is well established in western populations 

(Williams et al., 2004, Zheng et al., 2012, Ruta et al., 2013, Lee et al., 2015, Ting et al., 

2016). Recently DR prevalence rates have been reported in developing countries such as 

India (Narendran et al., 2002, Rema et al., 2005), Brazil (Schellini et al., 2014) and 

Southwest Ethiopia (Sharew et al., 2013). However, significant gaps exist in reliable 

population-based data from developing countries; hence more studies are required to 

establish the prevalence of DR in developing countries (Ruta et al., 2013).  

 

1.3.3 Risk factors of DR 

Well-designed clinical trials have recognised that the duration of diabetes, HbA1c levels, 

hypertension, dyslipidaemia, and the age of onset of diabetes are key risk factors for the 

development and progression of DR (Yau et al., 2012, Duh et al., 2017). In addition, DR 

is associated with genetic (as discussed in section 1.5) and environmental factors. 

Although it has not been well evaluated, environmental factors such as cigarette smoking 

(Omae et al., 2016), race and cultural factors (Wong et al., 2006b), socioeconomic status 

(Wong et al., 2006b, Low et al., 2015) and deprived neighbourhoods (Nwanyanwu et al., 

2015) do influence the development and the rate of DR progression. Changes in dietary 

habits like increased consumption of fatty acids and dietary fibers, and nutritional 

supplements such as vitamin B12, C and E have been associated with the progression rate 

of DR (Petrovič, 2014).  

 

1.3.4 Pathophysiology of DR 

Retinal vascular abnormalities observed ophthalmoscopically form the basis of the 

clinical diagnosis for DR (ETDRS, 1991b). However, a growing body of evidence 

supports that DR is both vascular (Curtis et al., 2009) and a neurodegenerative disease 

(Barber, 2003) of the retina. In general, the development of diabetic retinopathy is known 

to progress from mild non-proliferative DR (NPDR) to severe proliferative DR (PDR). 

The general pathogenesis of DR is illustrated in figure 1.4. However, the exact sequence 

of the development of DR lesions is unknown.  
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Several biochemical pathways have been proposed to explain the development and 

progression of DR. These have also led to investigating possible treatments to prevent or 

minimise the onset of DR. However, chronic hyperglycaemia is the only well-established 

contributing factor of DR (Frank, 2004). None of the other pathways studied to date can 

be regarded as established, and none has yet led to the development of effective therapies 

(Kern, 2012).  

 

1.3.4.1 Mechanisms of hyperglycaemia-induced damage 

Excessive transport of glucose across the retina leading to high glucose concentrations 

within retinal cells is a common factor leading to the pathogenesis of DR. Increased 

metabolic dysfunction due to high glucose levels and activation of signalling pathways 

as mentioned below, lead to the development and progression of DR. Of the biochemical 

pathways involved, four major mechanisms have been found to explain the fate of cells 

and tissues exposed to hyperglycaemia. These include, 1) activation of protein kinase C 

(PKC); 2) increased glucose flow via the polyol pathway; 3) increased advanced glycation 

end-product (AGE) formation and 4) increased hexosamine pathway flux (Brownlee, 

2005).  

 

Hyperglycaemia increase the synthesis of diacylglycerol (DAG) in the retinal 

microvasculature (Shiba et al., 1993). Diacylglycerol is a critical factor for the activation 

of several PKC isoforms (Koya and King, 1998). Therefore, activation of PKC is mainly 

facilitated through increased release of diacylglycerol. Activation of PKC can bring about 

changes in retinal blood flow (Ishii et al., 1996, Park et al., 2000), increase vascular 

permeability (Aiello et al., 1997, Huang and Yuan, 1997), endothelial cell dysfunction 

(Booth et al., 2002), altered growth factor signalling and angiogenesis (Aiello et al., 

1997). Vascular endothelial growth factor-A (VEGF-A) is a commonly investigated 

angiogenic factor, which is increased due to PKC activation (Harhaj et al., 2006). 

Prevention of early diabetic retinal changes by inhibition of PKC has shown the 

importance of this pathway in the pathogenesis of DR (Ishii et al., 1996). 

 

In a hyperglycaemic environment, the polyol pathway metabolises excess glucose. This 

pathway involves the conversion of glucose into glucose alcohol (sorbitol) with the 
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enzyme aldose reductase and uses nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate 

(NADPH) as a cofactor. Sorbitol is then converted into fructose by sorbitol 

dehydrogenase using nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+) as a cofactor. Sorbitol 

has many hydroxyl groups and is hydrophilic in nature. Therefore, sorbitol does not 

permeate via the cell membrane and accumulate within the cell (Obrosova, 2005). The 

fructose formed via the polyol pathway can become phosphorylated, eventually 

producing glycosylating agents that lead to the formation of AGEs (Lorenzi, 2007). The 

accumulation of sorbitol has damaging effects in retinal cells and creates osmotic stress. 

The polyol pathway has been associated with several pathophysiological changes in the 

retina, such as loss of pericytes, formation of acellular vessels, microaneurysms and 

hemorrhages (Engerman and Kern, 1984, Engerman and Kern, 1993), thickening of 

basement membranes (Roy and Lorenzi, 1996), glial cell activation and apoptosis 

(Cheung et al., 2005). Aldose reductase inhibition in diabetic animals such as rats has 

shown results suggesting prevention of DR (Obrosova et al., 2003). However, clinical 

trials conducted by the Sorbinil Retinopathy Trial research group (SRT) and other 

research have shown minimal benefits from aldose reductase inhibition in DR (SRT, 

1990, Gabbay, 2004). 

 

Due to the increased availability of glucose in a diabetic environment, the formation of 

AGEs increases. Several complex pathways are responsible for the production of AGEs 

in the presence of amino groups from DNA, proteins and lipids. Production of AGEs 

damage target cells via three mechanisms. Firstly, changed extracellular matrix can bring 

about abnormal interactions with matrix receptor proteins and surrounding matrix 

components. Secondly, AGE-modified intracellular proteins have altered functions. 

Lastly, AGE-modified plasma proteins bind to the Receptor for Advanced Glycation End-

products (RAGE) on cells such as endothelial cells, leading to the production of reactive 

oxygen species (Stitt, 2010). Therefore, AGEs are an important pathogenic precursor in 

almost all diabetic complications. Advanced glycation end-products are found in retinal 

blood vessels of diabetic patients, and AGE levels increase with severity of retinopathy 

(Ono et al., 1998, Zong et al., 2011). Similarly, animals with DR lesions have reported 

increase in AGEs in retinal vessels (Stitt et al., 1997). Not only in the vasculature, AGEs 

increase in neural and glial cells of the retina in both humans and animals. These findings 

suggest that AGEs play a key role in both retinal vascular and neural degeneration 

occurring due to DR (Hammes et al., 1999, Schalkwijk et al., 1999, Gardiner et al., 2003).  
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When high amounts of glucose is present within the cell, most of this is metabolised 

through glycolysis. However, a small percentage (~3%) of glucose that enters the cell is 

processed through the hexosamine pathway. During the initial stage of this process 

fructose-6-phosphate is converted to glucosamine-6-phosphate by the enzyme GFAT 

(glutamine, fructose-6-phosphate amidotransferase). Subsequently glucosamine-6-

phosphate is metabolised to UDP-GlcNAc (uridine diphosphate N-acetyl glucosamine), 

the major end-product of the hexosamine pathway. UDP-GlcNAc then attaches to serine 

and threonine residues of transcription factors, leading to post-translational modification 

of cytoplasmic and nuclear proteins. The enzyme GFAT determines the overall rate of 

the reactions in the hexosamine pathway. It is shown that inhibition of GFAT, blocks 

hyperglycaemia-induced increase in the transcription of transforming growth factor-α, -

β1 and plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (Sayeski and Kudlow, 1996, Kolm-Litty et al., 

1998, Du et al., 2000). Furthermore, in vivo investigations on diabetic Wistar rats have 

shown that inhibition of hyperglycaemia-induced hexosamine pathway activation 

prevents experimental DR (Hammes et al., 2003). 

 

As reviewed by Brownlee, all these pathways ultimately lead to increased oxidative 

stress, inflammation, and vascular dysfunction, upregulation of a wide range of growth 

factors and eventually contributes to the pathogenesis of DR (Brownlee, 2005). However, 

evidence associating the link between all these pathways is yet to be established 

(Brownlee, 2001). This has led researchers to explore different mechanisms and pathways 

that can lead to the development of DR.  

 

Changes in retinal hemodynamics are also linked to pathogenesis of DR. Decreased 

retinal blood flow is an early evident abnormality in retinal vascular hemodynamics in 

diabetic patients (Patel et al., 1992). The decreased blood flow through retinal tissue or 

retinal hypoperfusion has a significant impact on metabolic activities of the retina (Frank, 

2004). In diabetic patients (Harris et al., 1996) and animals (Linsenmeier et al., 1998), the 

development of a hypoxic environment in the retina is evident prior to occurrence of other 

DR symptoms. Hypoperfusion in the retina is also linked to capillary occlusion, a well-

defined mechanism occurring in early DR (Joussen et al., 2001b). As more capillaries 

become occluded with time, hypoxia in the surrounding retinal tissue enhances VEGF 

expression (Shweiki et al., 1992, Aiello et al., 1995). This promotes breakdown of the 
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blood-retinal barrier, increases vascular permeability, and stimulates endothelial cell 

growth and retinal neovascularisation in the ischemic retina in PDR (Adamis et al., 1994, 

Campochiaro, 2000, Ishida et al., 2003, Merlak et al., 2008). 

 

Nevertheless, VEGF can be present with no retinopathy or early in DR (Boulton et al., 

1998). However, animal models showing early DR features did not show retinal hypoxia 

(Ernest et al., 1983, Stefansson et al., 1986). In addition, 6-7 year old diabetic cats showed 

lower PO2 (partial pressure of oxygen) levels in the inner retina (Linsenmeier et al., 1998) 

showing irregular oxygen supply by the retinal blood circulation. These findings 

suggested that factors other than hypoxia may up-regulate VEGF expression. 

 

It has also been hypothesised that a shift from hypoperfusion to hyperperfusion can occur 

due to the hypoxic nature of the diabetic retina. This shift is believed to cause several 

other microvascular lesions such as basement membrane thickening, pericyte loss and 

acellular capillaries in both humans and animals (Curtis et al., 2009). The loss of pericyte 

function results in weakening of retinal capillaries (Armulik et al., 2005). This leads to 

the formation of clinically significant early features of NPDR, such as microaneurysms, 

the sack-like dilations or out pouching of retinal capillary walls (Stitt et al., 1995). It is 

also evident that development of microaneurysms is governed by other pathological and 

biochemical factors (Hammes et al., 1991, Fowler, 2008). As NPDR advances to the more 

serious PDR stage, the formation of new blood vessels (neovascularisation) takes place. 

These newly formed retinal blood vessels are thin, leaky and fragile in structure, and 

susceptible to haemorrhage, causing the leakage of blood into the vitreous (Westerfeld 

and Miller, 2010). Furthermore, fibrovascular scar tissue can form around new vessels 

leading to retinal tearing and retinal tractional detachment with subsequent blindness 

(Steinle and Ambati, 2010). 

 

Although most research on DR focuses on changes in the retinal vasculature, retinal 

neuropathy was recognised as early as 1962 (Bloodworth, 1962). A number of studies 

support the hypothesis that DR may begin as a disease of retinal neurons and glia, and 

later involves the retinal vasculature (Lopes de Faria et al., 2002, Barber, 2003, Feit-

Leichman et al., 2005, Cabrera DeBuc and Somfai, 2010, Rodrigues et al., 2015, Sohn et 

al., 2016). Furthermore, a series of investigations demonstrated the loss of retinal layer 

thickness in the inner retina. Significant thinning of the NFL (Peng et al., 2009), GCL 
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(van Dijk et al., 2010), IPL and INL (van Dijk et al., 2009) suggest neurodegeneration is 

an important aspect of early vision impairment in DR (Peng et al., 2009, van Dijk et al., 

2009, van Dijk et al., 2010). Observations related to neural and glial changes in the retina 

can either predict the progression of DR or indicate the possibilities of developing 

retinopathy (Mizutani et al., 1998, Lieth et al., 2000). Despite the importance of 

neurodegeneration in DR, the mechanisms leading to the changes in the neural retina are 

poorly understood (Whitmire et al., 2011, Ola et al., 2013).  

 

1.4 Animal Models of DR 

Extensive research has been carried out on animal models to further the understanding 

and treat DR (Engerman, 1976, Engerman, 1979, Barnett, 1981, Ben-nun et al., 2004, 

Barber et al., 2005, Kern, 2008, Montezuma et al., 2009, Shi et al., 2009, Ugarte, 2009, 

Grossniklaus et al., 2010, Rakoczy et al., 2010, Timmers et al., 2010). To understand the 

cellular, molecular and genetic background of DR, species such as rats, mice, dogs, cats, 

pigs and non-human primates have been studied (Kern, 2008, Kern, 2009). Although 

animal models show clinical manifestations similar to human DR, course of progression, 

duration of development, severity of the disease, appearance and size of lesions vary 

among different models.  

 

1.4.1 Mouse Models of DR 

In recent years, the mouse is predominantly used in DR and other ocular research due to 

advantages such as small size, reproducibility, easy handling and maintenance and close 

genetic background to humans. In addition, the mouse genome is well-understood. 

Therefore, ample molecular tools are available for genetic manipulations for in vivo 

investigations (Houdebine, 2004). In mice diabetes can be induced by diet, surgical 

removal of the pancreases, injecting chemicals such as Alloxan or Streptozotocin (STZ), 

or spontaneously by genetic manipulation/breeding. However, none of these methods has 

generated a successful mouse model with the complexity of human DR (Timmers et al., 

2010, Lai and Lo, 2013, Olivares et al., 2017). Despite the challenges faced due to the 

small size of the mouse retina, mouse is the most successful species in DR and other 
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vision related research (Chang et al., 2005). In the following sections, several mouse 

models of DR will be discussed. 

 

1.4.1.1 Diet induced mouse models 

Diet modifications such as high-galactose (Kern and Engerman, 1996, Joussen et al., 

2009) and -fat (Rajagopal et al., 2016) have developed mouse models with retinopathy 

features similar to those observed in patients with DR. Long-term exposure (over 15 

months) to a galactose-enriched diet showed the development of DR features such as 

increased acellular capillaries, pericyte ghosts, capillary basement membrane thickening 

and microaneurysms (Kern and Engerman, 1996, Joussen et al., 2009). High-fat diet-

induced diabetic mice showed increased retinal vascular permeability, acellular 

capillaries and pericyte ghosts at 12 months of age (Rajagopal et al., 2016). The extended 

duration of disease development and the inconsistent DR lesions within a group of mice 

are some of the major disadvantages of diet induced DR mouse models.  

 

1.4.1.2 Spontaneously diabetic mouse models 

1.4.1.2.1 Non-obese diabetic (NOD) mouse model  

The NOD mouse is a well-established mouse model demonstrating spontaneous 

autoimmune T1D. These mice show infiltration of leucocytes in pancreatic islets causing 

inflammation, hyperglycaemia, and apoptosis of insulin-producing β cells (Leiter et al., 

1987, Anderson and Bluestone, 2005). A few studies have examined the NOD retina for 

DR features. These studies reported retinal capillary basement membrane thickening, loss 

of pericytes and endothelial cells, focal vascular proliferation, ganglion cell apoptosis and 

vasoconstriction in 4-12 weeks from diabetes onset (Shaw et al., 2006, Lee and Harris, 

2008, Li and Sun, 2010). However, extensive work is required to fully establish the DR-

related vascular and neural phenotype in this mouse model.  

 

1.4.1.2.2 db/db mouse model  

The db/db mouse spontaneously develops T2D due to a mutation in the leptin receptor 

gene (Leprdb). These mice lack the ability to regulate their appetite caused by defects in 

leptin signalling. Hence, developed obesity and hyperglycaemia at approximately 6 
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weeks of age (Kobayashi et al., 2000). At approximately, 15-24 weeks of age db/db mice 

demonstrated pericyte loss, basement membrane thickening, increased acellular capillary 

formation, ganglion cell loss, thinning of retinal layers and blood-retinal barrier 

breakdown (Clements et al., 1998, Tang et al., 2011, Bogdanov et al., 2014). In addition, 

older mice (15 months of age) showed further loss of retinal neural cells, glial reactivation 

and proliferation of blood vessels (Cheung et al., 2005). 

 

1.4.1.2.3 Ins2Akita mouse model 

A point mutation in the insulin 2 gene leads to the misfolding of the insulin 2 protein, 

causing pancreatic β-cell death and hyperglycaemia in the Akita mouse model (Barber et 

al., 2005). At 4 weeks of age, heterozygous male Akita mice develop hyperglycaemia. 

After 12 weeks of hyperglycaemia retinal vascular permeability is increased followed by 

the formation of acellular capillaries (Barber et al., 2005). Furthermore, altered astrocyte 

morphology, microglial reactivity and Müller gliosis suggest retinal neural damage 

(Barber et al., 2005, Han et al., 2013, McLenachan et al., 2013). Thinning of the inner 

layers (IPL and INL) of the retina and the loss of ganglion cells suggests chronic retinal 

degeneration in Akita mice after 22 weeks of hyperglycaemia (Barber et al., 2005, 

Gastinger et al., 2008). The formation IRMA began after 20 weeks of hyperglycaemia 

and exacerbated after 32 weeks. In addition, neovascularisation (Han et al., 2013, 

McLenachan et al., 2015) and decreased retinal function (Han et al., 2013) was noted at 

32 weeks post hyperglycaemia. However, the development of microaneurysm, vascular 

leakage and other advanced DR features reported in this model remain controversial (Han 

et al., 2013, McLenachan et al., 2013, McLenachan et al., 2015).  

 

1.4.1.3 Oxygen induced retinopathy (OIR) mouse model 

The OIR mouse model is developed by exposing mouse pups to high concentrations of 

oxygen (75%) at postnatal day 7 for a period of 5 days, followed by transfer of mice to 

normal oxygen levels at postnatal day 12. The shift from hyperoxia to hypoxia results in 

the development of retinal lesions characteristic to retinopathy of prematurity and DR 

(Smith et al., 1994). In this mouse model, hyperoxia during early retinal development 

causes retinal nonperfusion and leads to the arrest of normal retinal vascular development 

forming avascular regions in the central retina (Smith et al., 1994, Connor et al., 2009, 
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Lange et al., 2009). When neonates are returned to the normoxic environment, the retina 

undergoes relative hypoxia. The retina lacking the normal vascular structure experience 

retinal ischemia followed by the expression of angiogenic factors. This leads to 

pathological neovascularisation occurring from the inner retina into the vitreous 

(preretinal neovascularisation (PRNV)), at the interface of the avascular-vascular zone 

(Smith et al., 1994, Connor et al., 2009, Lange et al., 2009, Kim et al., 2016).  

 

The OIR mouse model also showed blood-retinal-barrier breakdown, formation of 

microaneurysms, reduced thicknesses of nuclear layers (IPL and INL), increased number 

of gliotic Müller cells and microglia, reduced neuronal function and the formation of 

neovascular tufts (Smith et al., 1994, Connor et al., 2009, Xu and Le, 2011, Nakamura et 

al., 2012). 

 

The neovascularisation is consistent, reproducible and quantifiable in this model. 

However, this neovascularisation occurs only during developmental stages and therefore 

does not reflect the true damage seen in the retinal vasculature due to chronic diabetes. 

OIR model serves only as a surrogate control mouse model for studying mechanisms and 

potential treatments for the neovascular component of DR (Geert et al., 2016). 

 

1.4.1.4 Genetically engineered mouse models  

Modifications of the mouse genome has allowed the development of several mouse 

models that mimic DR-like features. 

 

1.4.1.4.1 Insulin-like growth factor (IGF-I) transgenic model  

Patients with DR have shown an increase in IGF-1 in the vitreous (Merimee et al., 1983, 

Inokuchi et al., 2001) and it is associated with abnormal cell growth and pathological 

neovascularisation in PDR (Merimee et al., 1983, Smith et al., 1999, Inokuchi et al., 

2001). Normoglycemic/normoinsulinemic transgenic mice overexpressing IGF-1 in the 

retina develop several pathological features of NPDR and PDR (Ruberte et al., 2004). At 

2-months of age, IGF-1 transgenic mice showed NPDR features such as pericyte loss, 

formation of acellular capillaries, capillary basement membrane thickening, blood–retinal 

barrier breakdown and increasing retinal vascular permeability (Ruberte et al., 2004, 
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Haurigot et al., 2009). By 6 months of age, the disease progressed to PDR stage where 

mice showed the development of IRMA, venule dilation, and neovascularisation forming 

new vessels inside the retina and in the vitreous cavity (Ruberte et al., 2004). Progressive 

damage to the neural retina was indicated by reduced thickness of retinal layers, ganglion 

cell loss, Müller cell gliosis and retinal dysfunction (Ruberte et al., 2004). In addition, 

retinal detachment, iris neovascularisation, neovascular glaucoma and cataract was noted 

with prolonged duration (Ruberte et al., 2004). Although the IGF-1 transgenic mouse 

model does not represent a true DR model, these mice are extensively used for studying 

the mechanisms responsible for the development of pathological features of DR.  

 

1.4.1.4.2 trVEGF029 (Kimba) mouse model  

The Kimba mouse model was generated by overexpressing human VEGF165 in 

photoreceptors under the control of a truncated mouse rhodopsin promoter (Lai et al., 

2005). This normoglycemic transgenic model develops pathological changes resembling 

NPDR and early stages PDR (Lai et al., 2005, van Eeden et al., 2006, Ali Rahman et al., 

2011). Formation of microaneurysms, IRMA, IRNV and reduction in the INL and ONL 

were noted in 1-4 week postnatal Kimba mice (Lai et al., 2005, van Eeden et al., 2006). 

Further retinal changes in the Kimba mouse has been documented from juvenile (4 weeks) 

to early adult (20 weeks) age (Ali Rahman et al., 2011). Vascular changes progressed 

over time leading to the loss of blood-retinal barrier, increased vascular permeability and 

vascular leakage (Shen et al., 2006, Wisniewska-Kruk et al., 2014), pericyte and 

endothelial cell loss, vessel tortuosity and venous beading (Shen et al., 2006, Ali Rahman 

et al., 2011). The increase capillary dropouts were associated with the presence of 

advanced neovascularisation state (Ali Rahman et al., 2011). Additionally, there was a 

progressive decrease in retinal thickness over time, from 4-20 weeks of age (Lai et al., 

2005, Ali Rahman et al., 2011). The older Kimba mice also developed retinal oedema, 

focal retinal detachment and choroidal abnormalities (Tee et al., 2008, Rakoczy et al., 

2010, Ali Rahman et al., 2011). Although DR-like features developed gradually, the 

neovascularisation process occurring towards the photoreceptors in the outer retina is a 

major limitation of the Kimba mouse model (van Eeden et al., 2006).  
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1.4.1.4.3 Akimba (Ins2AkitaVEGF+/−) mouse model 

The Akimba model was generated by crossing the T1D Akita mice with hVEGF-

overexpressing Kimba mice (Rakoczy et al., 2010). Overall, Akimba mice retained key 

characteristics of the parental strains, Akita (hyperglycaemia) and Kimba 

(neovascularisation). However, young (8-9 weeks postnatal) Akimba mice demonstrated 

more severe NPDR (microaneurysms, severe capillary nonperfusion, haemorrhages, 

vascular leakage and tortuous retinal vessels), PDR (neovascularisation and oedema) and 

advanced PDR (retinal detachment) features, compared to the parent lines (Lai et al., 

2005, Rakoczy et al., 2010, Ali Rahman et al., 2011, McLenachan et al., 2015). In older 

Akimba (24-26 weeks postnatal) mice, most pathological features were more prominent. 

Furthermore, capillary nonperfusion and neovascularisation were most extensive in old 

Akimba mice (Rakoczy et al., 2010, Wisniewska-Kruk et al., 2014, McLenachan et al., 

2015). The Akimba line showed increased severity of neuroretinal changes (enhanced 

photoreceptor loss, rosette formation and retinal thinning) when compared to Akita and 

Kimba strains (Rakoczy et al., 2010).  

 

Although the Akimba strain is the most successful transgenic mouse model of DR 

investigations, there are several limitations. Firstly, the neovascularisation occurred due 

to the presence of the transgene in the photoreceptors and is not caused by long-term 

hyperglycaemia induced vascular damage. Secondly, regardless of the presence of 

hyperglycaemia, the neovascularisation process did not occur due to prolonged 

hyperglycaemia as in patients with DR. Lastly, the neovascularisation did not represent 

as PRNV, given new blood vessels developed toward the source of VEGF production in 

the photoreceptors of the outer retina (Rakoczy et al., 2010).  

 

1.4.1.5 Chemically induced diabetic models 

Injection of chemicals such as Alloxan or STZ leads to the disruption of pancreatic islets 

of Langerhans and loss of β cells causing T1D in animals (Olivares et al., 2017). 

 

1.4.1.5.1 STZ-induced diabetic mice 

STZ-induced diabetic mouse models are widely used is DR investigations (Lai and Lo, 

2013, Olivares et al., 2017). Depending on administered dosage of STZ, mice develop 
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hyperglycaemia within 1-4 weeks after injection (Lai and Lo, 2013). STZ-diabetic mice 

developed several vascular changes characteristic to DR. Increased vascular permeability 

was noted as early as 8 days of hyperglycaemia (Kim et al., 2009), followed by increased 

vessel leakage, pericyte loss (Kim et al., 2012), basement membrane thickening (Kuiper 

et al., 2008) and neovascularisation (Su et al., 2012) between 8-16 weeks of 

hyperglycaemia. However, early DR features such as formation of acellular capillaries 

and pericyte loss has been reported starting after 24 weeks of hyperglycaemia (Feit-

Leichman et al., 2005, Zheng et al., 2007). 

 

As reviewed by Lai and Lo, a number of studies have reported retinal neurodegeneration 

in the STZ-induced diabetic retina (Lai and Lo, 2013). At 4-5 weeks of hyperglycaemia, 

the number of astrocytic cell bodies is significantly increased (Kumar and Zhuo, 2010) 

and both astrocytic cell bodies and processes showed increased GFAP expression (Feit-

Leichman et al., 2005, Kumar and Zhuo, 2010). Reduced thickness of the whole retina 

(Martin et al., 2004), IPL, INL, OPL and ganglion cell loss, together with increased 

apoptosis was reported at 10-14 weeks of hyperglycaemia (Martin et al., 2004, Sasaki et 

al., 2010). In addition, visual function defects starting at 4 weeks of hyperglycaemia, 

represented by changes in electroretinography (ERG) has been reported (Sasaki et al., 

2010). 

 

1.4.1.5.2 Alloxan-induced diabetic mice 

Alloxan is infrequently used to induce diabetes in mice most likely due to its short half-

life (Lai and Lo, 2013, Olivares et al., 2017). Changes in neuronal cell activity led to 

altered retinal function in Alloxan-diabetic mice (Gaucher et al., 2007, Miranda et al., 

2007). Microglial cells activated and showed morphological changes after 3 months of 

diabetes (Gaucher et al., 2007). However, vascular alterations, glial reactivity or neural 

cell apoptosis is not detected in this mouse model.  

 

1.5 Genetics and DR 

Diabetic retinopathy is a multifactorial disease resulting from a complex interaction 

between genetic and environmental factors in the setting of diabetes. Unlike single gene 
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disorders, the complexity of DR makes it a challenging task to identifying the contributing 

genes (Warpeha and Chakravarthy, 2003). Based on a recent review of familial and twin 

studies, candidate gene studies, Genome Wide Association Studies (GWAS) and linkage 

analysis (Kuo et al., 2014), the development and progression of DR shows a strong 

genetic basis. 

 

1.5.1 Twin studies and familial clustering of DR 

Twin studies (Leslie and Pyke, 1982) provided initial evidence of genetic susceptibility 

to DR. The study by Leslie and Pyke found concordance of DR in 21 of 31 (68%) identical 

twins with T1D and 35 of 37 (95%) identical twins with T2D (Leslie and Pyke, 1982). 

 

Following this, further evidence for a genetic basis of DR came from family studies 

conducted by the Diabetes Control and Complications Trial (DCCT), showing that DR 

tend to cluster in families (DCCT, 1997). Similar findings have also been reported across 

different ethnic groups with either T1D or T2D, including those from China (Zhang et 

al., 2010), India (Rema et al., 2002) and the USA (Mexican-American) (Arar et al., 2008). 

In the Chinese study, DR was diagnosed in 29.7% of siblings of probands with DR, and 

in 7.1% of the siblings of the probands without DR (Zhang et al., 2010). The South-Indian 

study reported higher rates, where DR was diagnosed in 35.3% of siblings of the probands 

with DR and 11.2% of siblings of the probands without DR (Rema et al., 2002). While in 

Mexican-Americans the heritability of any DR was reported to be 24% (Arar et al., 2008).  

 

1.5.2 Candidate gene studies of DR 

As emphasised in several reviews (Warpeha and Chakravarthy, 2003, Uhlmann et al., 

2006, Schwartz et al., 2013, Kuo et al., 2014), the search for genes influencing DR has 

largely been undertaken using the candidate gene approach. These studies compare the 

frequency of a particular genetic variant in subjects with and without DR. Several 

pathways and processes have been strongly linked to the development and progression of 

DR, and genes involved in these pathways have been regarded as possible candidate 

genes. For instance, some of the well investigated candidate genes for DR include VEGF 

(Suganthalakshmi et al., 2006, Churchill et al., 2008), aldose reductase (ALR) (Abhary et 

al., 2010), RAGE (Balasubbu et al., 2010) and endothelial nitric oxide synthases (eNOS) 
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(Taverna et al., 2002). Despite the large number of candidate gene studies, conflicting 

results have been reported for the development and/or severity of DR. This is largely 

accounted for by the varying ethnicity of participants, the study design, differences in 

retinopathy grading scales, and suboptimal sample sizes of individual studies (Uhlmann 

et al., 2006). 

 

A potential problem with the candidate gene approach is that it is dependent on the 

hypothesis that a particular gene of interest plays a functional importance in the 

pathophysiology of DR. If the hypothesis is incorrect, the genetic association could be 

inconsistent or false positive. To overcome this problem, hypothesis-free approaches have 

been used, first by linkage analysis, and recently by Genome Wide Association Studies 

(GWAS). 

 

1.5.3 Linkage Studies of DR 

To date a limited number of linkage studies have been conducted on DR (Imperatore et 

al., 1998, Hallman et al., 2007, Looker et al., 2007), and these studies have reported 

inconsistent results where most of the implicated genome regions did not reach genome-

wide statistical linkage significance of a LOD (logarithm of odds) score >3.3. Weak 

evidence linking DR to loci on chromosomes 3 (LOD=1.36) and 9 (LOD=1.46) was seen 

in Pima Indians (Imperatore et al., 1998) and a follow up study further showed linkage 

on chromosome 1 (LOD=3.01) (Looker et al., 2007). A study conducted on Mexican-

Americans revealed linkage on chromosomes 2, 3, 5, 6, 12, 15, 19 and 20 at different 

stages of the disease. However, satisfactory LOD scores were not obtained in this study 

(Hallman et al., 2007).  

 

There are several limitations to linkage studies of DR. Firstly; these usually have low 

mapping resolution. Hence, more effective methods are needed to pinpoint the specific 

variants responsible for DR. Secondly, factors such as low sample size (leading to 

insufficient power to find associations), differences in the type of diabetes under 

investigation, and poor DR standardisation can lead to inconsistent results (Schwartz et 

al., 2013).  
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1.5.4 Genome Wide Association Studies (GWAS) of DR 

The completion of the Human Genome Project and the International HapMap Project has 

enabled researchers to uses tools such as GWAS to identify genes contributing to common 

diseases. GWAS involves rapid scanning of common genetic variants (known as single 

nucleotide polymorphisms or SNPs) across genomes in different individuals, to identify 

if any genetic variant is associated with a particular disease trait (Visscher et al., 2012).  

 

The first GWAS study of DR was conducted on Mexican-Americans. In this study two 

SNPs (on chromosome 5 and 15) showed a moderate significance in association to severe 

DR (Fu et al., 2010). This was followed by GWAS analysis of Taiwanese, Caucasian and 

Chinese patients, where nine, six and three SNPs respectively, were associated with DR 

(Grassi et al., 2011, Huang et al., 2011, Sheu et al., 2013). However, none of the SNPs in 

above studies reached the accepted genome-wide threshold of statistical significance of 

p-value <5x10−8 after correction for multiple comparisons. 

 

Some limitations of these studies include modest sample sizes by GWAS standards, 

combining of phenotypes (subjects with PDR, NPDR, diabetic macular oedema) as cases, 

poor characterisation of control groups (subjects with no DR), and poor DR 

standardisation. These limitations could have led to the unsuccessful replication and 

inconsistent results through GWAS (Kuo et al., 2014). 

 

1.6 Introduction to systems genetics 

Disease conditions caused by several contributing factors are called complex or 

multifactorial disorders. Common medical conditions such as heart disease, Alzheimer’s 

disease and diabetes do not have a single genetic cause. These disease conditions most 

often result from multiple interactions among various genetic and environmental factors 

(Manolio et al., 2009). Systems genetics seeks to understand these interactions, by 

incorporating systems biology methods with those of genetics, to identify genetic variants 

that alter the phenotype of interest (Mulligan et al., 2017).  

 

Fundamentally, systems genetics is carried out by phenotyping a particular population at 

multiple levels and assembling the trait profile starting at a molecular level. Molecular 
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phenotyping usually includes microarray technology, which provides the identification 

of gene-phenotype networks and mapping of quantitative trait loci (QTL) and expression 

quantitative trait loci (eQTL) (Mulligan et al., 2017). With systems genetics providing 

the first global overview of the molecular architecture of complex traits, this could enable 

researchers to modulate the phenotypic outcomes of complex traits, eventually leading to 

the treatment and prevention of disease (Cookson et al., 2009).  

 

System genetic studies are most suited to utilize mouse “Genetic Reference Populations 

(GRPs)”. These resources consist of individuals with fixed and known genomes that can 

be replicated indefinitely. GRPs are genetically well-characterised and have often been 

used in studying complex disease traits. Furthermore, GRPs provide the advantage of 

being able to control the environmental variables in a study, as well as the collection of a 

wide array of tissues at desirable time points. They provide an exceptional source to study 

a large range of phenotypes, which can be used to identify gene network correlations. 

With improved computational methods, GRPs can help understand how particular genetic 

variations can drive a specific trait of interest (Grupe et al., 2001, Zhou et al., 2012).  

 

1.6.1 Recombinant Inbred (RI) strains 

Most mouse GRPs are collections of recombinant inbred (RI) strains. Over the past 

several decades, RI strains have been used as a resource for investigation and genetic 

mapping of quantitative traits in the mouse (Taylor, 1989). The development of RI panels 

date back to 1940’s (Snell, 1948). However, in 1970’s Donald Bailey who used RI strains 

for linkage analysis of genetic polymorphisms, first described the importance of these 

panels (Bailey, 1971). His first attempt included seven RI strains (Bailey, 1971). RI 

strains are commonly used in complex genetic trait studies since they offer researchers a 

mapping population with desired number of animals per genome, over an extended period 

of time. 

 

1.6.1.1 The BXD RI panel  

A well-established two-way RI panel is the BXD inbred strains, derived from crossing 

C57BL/6J (B6) and DBA/2J (D2) progenitor strains (Taylor, 1978, Peirce et al., 2004) 

(figure 1.5). These progenitors differ at approximately 1.3 million known SNPs (Li et al., 
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2005). The highly inbred progenitor strains (B6 and D2) are outcrossed to form the 

heterozygous F1 generation. The F1 animals are identical in their genetic makeup. F1 

hybrid animals are mated to each other creating the F2 progeny. Due to the segregation 

of alleles from heterozygous F1 parents, each F2 animal has a distinct genotype where 

some loci show homozygosity for either of the parental alleles and some loci show 

heterozygosity (figure 1.5). These F2 animals serve as parents for the breeding program 

to derive the inbred strains, and these parents are chosen randomly. The progeny arising 

from the F2 mice are sib-mated (inbreeding) for 20 generations or more to achieve at least 

99% inbred status in every line (Bailey, 1971). Allele fixation during the inbreeding 

process is random. There is extensive variation between lines and effectively no genetic 

variation between individual mice from one line. The genome of each inbred line is a 

mosaic pattern derived from the parents genomes.  

 

BXD strains (1 through 103) were produced as four separate groups. These are; BXD1-

30, BXD31-32 and BXD33-42 produced by Benjamin A. Taylor at Jackson Laboratory 

(JAX) in USA (Taylor et al., 1973, Taylor et al., 1999a), and BXD strains from 43-103 

produced at the UTHSC, Memphis, Tennessee, USA (Peirce et al., 2004). Available BXD 

lines have been genotyped at 13,377 markers (Shifman et al., 2006). Over the past 50 

years, BXD RI strains have been widely used for the study of many phenotypes and are 

still a popular resource to study phenotype-genotype correlations in specific traits of 

interest. The data collected from this reference panel is stored and freely available for 

analysis at the online resource, GeneNetwork (http://www.genenetwork.org) (Mulligan 

et al., 2017). 

 

RI strains have several advantages over the classical F2 or backcross mouse populations. 

Their primary advantage is, they offer researchers a reproducible mapping (QTL or gene) 

population with minimal individual genetic variations. As such, once genetic and 

phenotypic data is acquired for an RI strain this information can be used repeatedly and 

new data can be continuously added to the pre-existing map. In addition, RI strains can 

be evaluated in many different environments (multiple phenotypes on the same 

genotype). The mapping effectiveness of RI strains is directly related to the size of the RI 

panel; the more strains available per panel, the more precisely the traits are mapped 

(Broman, 2005).  
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1.6.1.2 The Collaborative Cross (CC) 

The presence of only two parental genomes and the limited number of strains in 

conventional RI panels, result in limited genetic diversity needed for the study of many 

phenotypes of interest (Threadgill et al., 2002). To overcome the existing limitations of 

classical RI panels, a better resource was needed. 

 

During the 15th International Mouse Genome Conference held in Edinburgh, Scotland in 

2001, an idea was put forward for the development of an international, community-based 

mouse resource, which would provide the phenotypic diversity required for the dissection 

of complex traits and QTL gene identification. This notion brought together an 

international group of geneticists forming the Complex Trait Consortium, which 

officially gathered in Memphis, Tennessee, USA in 2002 (Threadgill et al., 2002). The 

consortium discussed the structure and specifics of the breeding design, which would 

provide enough mapping power to determine single causative genes (Threadgill and 

Churchill, 2012). In 2003, The Complex Trait Consortium initiated the development of 

“The Collaborative Cross (CC)” (Churchill et al., 2004), which is the largest and the most 

diverse mouse RI panel to date (Morahan et al., 2008, Threadgill and Churchill, 2012, 

Soller and Iraqi, 2014).  

 

Unlike the conventional two-way RI panels, the CC is derived from eight genetically 

diverse inbred founder strains through randomised breeding (Figure 1.6 A). The founder 

strains consisted of five common inbred strains (A/J, C57BL/6J, 129S1/SvImJ, 

NOD/ShiLtJ, NZO/H1LtJ) and three wild derived strains (CAST/EiJ, PWK/PhJ, 

WSB/EiJ). The wild-derived strains help maximise genetic diversity, whereas the NOD 

and NZO strains contribute genes for traits such as diabetes, obesity and immunological 

disorders.  

 

The breeding scheme followed in the CC results in many random allele combinations, 

due to both recombination and chromosomal assortment, bringing a large genetic 

diversity to this RI panel, which is required for system genetic studies (Threadgill et al., 

2002). The CC lines were generated via a funnel breeding scheme that combined the eight 

founder genomes in three outbreeding generations prior to repeated inbreeding through 

sibling mating. The establishment concept of the CC via a single funnel is illustrated in 
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Figure 1.6 B. In brief, the eight founder strains (referred to as G0) are mated to generate 

56 unique G1 crosses followed by 1680 unique G2 crosses. G2 mice are the parents giving 

rise to the family tree of the CC. The G2 mice give rise to the G3 progeny that inherit 

DNA from all eight founders. Each strain then begins by sib mating of the G3 or the CC 

mice. At approximately 26 generations, eight-way breeding panels achieve 99% inbred 

status (Broman, 2005). As shown in Figure 1.7, each CC strain has a unique mosaic 

pattern of alleles inherited from all eight-founder strains. The overall aim of the CC effort 

was to create at least 1000 independent RI strains (Churchill et al., 2004, Chesler et al., 

2008, Iraqi et al., 2008, Morahan et al., 2008). 

 

The generation of CC lines is a combined effort among several national and international 

universities and research institutions, and includes three distinct breeding sites located in 

Australia, the United States and Israel. The Australian node is bred at Geniad (Geni) in 

Western Australia and is commonly known as “The Gene Mine” (Morahan et al., 2008). 

The United States node is located at the University of North Carolina (Unc) (Chesler et 

al., 2008) and the Israel node at Tel Aviv University (Tau) (Iraqi et al., 2008). 

 

1.6.1.2.1 Power of the CC panel 

The CC captures a greater level of genetic diversity (due to the inclusion of three wild-

derived strains) in comparison to the standard RI panels (Keane et al., 2011). Each CC 

strain has a large amount of natural variation, for instance, ~135 recombination events 

per strain will bring about 135,000 recombinations across the CC panel (Threadgill et al., 

2002, Currer et al., 2009, Buchner and Nadeau, 2015). It will also capture polymorphisms 

every 100-200bp, which is sufficient genetic diversity to bring about phenotypic diversity 

in any trait of interest (Churchill et al., 2004, Morahan et al., 2008). 

 

To date, many CC strains have been genotyped using a custom designed Mouse Universal 

Genotyping Array (MUGA), built on the Illumina Infinium platform covering over 

140,000 SNP markers (Srivastava et al., 2017). A major advantage of the CC over 

conventional genetic approaches is that once a particular CC strain is genotyped this data 

can be repeatedly used for further characterisation. Furthermore, the founder haplotypes 

at each genomic position can then be identified using these genotypes. Once a CC strain 

is genotyped this information can be used to map candidate genes for a particular trait of 
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interest and, once genes are identified, these can be traced back to the founder strains for 

understanding the heritability of a specific trait (Consortium, 2012).  

 

The ultimate goal of generating 1000 independent CC strains was not reached due to 

factors such as poor breeding performance and limited funding. Soller and Iraqi (2014) 

reported the availability of 350 strains at the time (Soller and Iraqi, 2014); currently ~80 

strains are available for studies from the CC website 

(http://csbio.unc.edu/CCstatus/index.py?run=availableLines). A study published by 

Valdar et al. (Valdar et al., 2006) used a computer based simulation program to show that 

for QTL detection and high-resolution mapping, the CC would not benefit from 

increasing the number of strains above 500. This was supported by a study published by 

our team, mapping the coat colour trait with ~50 CC strains (Ram et al., 2014). At present, 

the CC has proven successful in understanding the complex genetic interactions involved 

in specific traits and this RI panel has the potential to become an extremely valuable 

resource for the discovery of novel mouse models for human disease conditions (Rogala 

et al., 2014, Rutledge et al., 2014, Vered et al., 2014, Ferguson et al., 2015, Levy et al., 

2015, Weerasekera et al., 2015, Boutilier et al., 2017). 

 

1.6.1.2.2 The Gene Mine  

As stated previously, “The Gene Mine” is the Australian version of the CC resource 

produced by the Geniad Proprietary Limited (Morahan et al., 2008). This was initiated in 

2005 at the Animal Resource Centre (ARC) in Perth. For the initiation of the Gene Mine, 

Professor Gary Churchill at The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, USA, provided 35 male 

and 40 female G1 mice arising from the 56 G0 progenitor combinations (Morahan et al., 

2008). These G1 mice were used to generate Gene Mine strains as explained in section 

1.6.1.2. 

 

Each strain has a unique name assigned randomly using a consonant-vowel-consonant 

combination. The name is followed by a suffix which denotes the founder strain 

contributing to the mitochondrial DNA and Y chromosome. Each founder strain has a 

strain code as follows: A = A/J; B = C57BL/6J; C = 129S1/SvImJ; D = NOD/ShiLtJ; E 

= NZO/H1LtJ; F = CAST/EiJ; G = PWK/PhJ and H = WSB/EiJ. An example of a Gene 

Mine strain established according to this naming strategy is NUK_AC; NUK is the name 
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of the strain followed by “A” for the strain contributing the mitochondrial DNA and “C” 

for the Y chromosome. 

 

Since the beginning of the breeding process, many naturally occurring phenotypic 

variations such as body weight and coat colour have been observed within Gene Mine 

strains (Morahan et al., 2008, Ram et al., 2014). To date, several studies have utilised 

fully inbred Gene Mine strains (Ram et al., 2014, Ferguson et al., 2015, Weerasekera et 

al., 2015, Boutilier et al., 2017). 

 

1.7 Hypothesis and aims 

As stated previously in this chapter, DR is a complex disease trait and to date a suitable 

in vivo system for the study of DR does not exist. Therefore, a mouse model with a true 

diabetic phenotype developing DR lesions would be of advantage for further 

investigations. The use of RI panels for the study of DR or any other diabetes related 

complication is yet to be carried out. For the first time, two large RI resources (one two-

way and one eight-way RI panel) will be studied for DR. 

 

The overall aim of this thesis is to screen the BXD and CC mouse resources to identify a 

novel mouse model to further investigate the molecular pathology of DR. 

 

1.7.1 Hypotheses of this thesis  

1. Diabetes leads to the development of DR lesions in some BXD and CC RI strains.  

2. Gene expression studies of a well-characterised DR mouse model will aid in 

defining the underlying genetic mechanisms leading to the development and 

progression of DR.   

 

1.7.2 Aims 

1. Development and characterisation of the BXD mouse model of DR. 

2. Development and characterisation of the CC mouse model of DR. 
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1.7.2.1 Specific Aims  

1. Induce diabetes in BXD and CC mice. 

2. Screen BXD and CC strains for the development of DR by assessing the retinal 

vascular pathology. 

3. Characterise the most suitable mouse model for DR by assessing the retinal vascular 

and neural pathology.  

4. Assess the gene expression pattern in the retinas of the characterised mouse model, 

at 7 and 21 days of diabetes, and compare it to controls. 
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1.8 Figures 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. 1: The orientation of the retina in the eye. [Source: modified from (Kolb, 1995b). 

Original figure licensed under a CC BY-NC 4.0 Creative Commons Attribution, Non-

Commercial License]. 
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Figure 1. 2: Ultra structure of the mouse retina. (A) Histological preparation of a mouse retina showing various retinal layers. (B) A schematic representation of 

the retinal layers and different neural components. [Sources: (A) Lakshini Weerasekera, Harry Perkins Institute of Medical Research and (B) reproduced with 

permission from Oxford University Press (Fitzpatrick, 2004)].
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Figure 1. 3: (A) Schematic representation of the retinal blood supply and the (B) detailed structure of a retinal capillary. GCL - ganglion cell layer, INL - inner 

nuclear layer. [Sources: modified from (Forrester et al., 2016) with permission from Elsevier]. 
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Figure 1. 4: Flow diagram illustrating the general pathogenesis of DR. DR - diabetic 

retinopathy, NPDR - non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy, PDR – proliferative diabetic 

retinopathy, VEGF – vascular endothelial growth factor, IGF-I – insulin like growth factor one.  

[Sources: modified from (Brownlee, 2015) with permission from Elsevier].
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Figure 1. 5: Derivation of the BXD strains. All BXD lines are derived from parental strains, 

namely B6 and D2. Following a cross between the two, the F1 generation consists of genetically 

identical individuals that inherited one chromosome from each parental strain. Intercrosses 

between F1 individuals will generate recombination in the F2. Patterns of recombination are 

frozen with 20 generations of inbreeding, which results in almost complete homozygosity at 

generation F22. After generation F22 each line represents a unique mosaic of B6 and D2 alleles. 

[Sources: modified from (Gini and Hager, 2012). Original figure licensed under a CC BY 3.0 

Creative Commons Attribution License].
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Figure 1. 6: The establishment concept of the CC. (A) The eight founder strains of the CC. (B) 

The eight founder strains are represented as G0 and different colours show their genomes. Eight 

founders can be mated to generate 56 unique G1 crosses referred to as the grandparents, followed 

by 1680 unique G2 crosses. G2 mice serve as the parents giving rise to the G3 progeny (CC strain) 

that inherit DNA from all eight of the founders. Over 20 generations of sib-mating, the allelic 

positions in each strain is fixed, giving a mosaic pattern of inheritance to each CC strain. [Source: 

(A) reproduced with permission from Cambridge University Press (Mathes et al., 2011), 

https://doi.org/10.1017/S0007114511001905].
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Figure 1. 7: Representative genomic map of a CC mouse strain showing the mosaic pattern 
of genetic inheritance from all eight founder strains. [Source: Dr. Ramesh Ram, Harry Perkins 

Institute of Medical Research]. 
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This chapter describes all the materials and methods used in this project. All mouse strains 

in this project were screened for DR lesions using whole mount preparation as described 

in section 2.2.1. All other methods described in sections 2.2.2, 2.2.3 and 2.4 were carried 

out only for the characterisation of the mouse model of DR (Chapter 5).  

 

2.1 Animal procedures 

2.1.1 BXD and CC mice RI mice 

The BXD and CC mouse strains were bred and maintained at the ARC Perth, Western 

Australia or at the UTHSC, Memphis, Tennessee, USA. All weaned animals were housed 

with a maximum of six mice per cage, at a constant temperature of 22°C with 12h:12h 

light/dark cycle with free access to food and water. BXD strains from generation 20 (N20) 

or above and CC strains from generation 15 (N15) and/or above were used.  

 

For BXD experiments conducted in Perth, ethics approval was obtained from Royal Perth 

Hospital Animal Ethics Committee (Approval number R512/11-14). For experiments 

conducted at UTHSC, ethics approval was obtained from the Institutional Animal Care 

and Use Committee (IACUC) (Approval number 2097). Animal Ethics approval from the 

UWA Animal Ethics Committee (Approval number 3/100/967 and 3/100/1143) and the 

Royal Perth Hospital Animal Ethics Committee (Approval number R512/11-14) was 

obtained prior to conducting experiments on CC mice. 

 

Experiments were carried out using both male and/or female mice aged 6-12 weeks, 

depending on availability. Mice bred at ARC and UTHSC breeding facilities were 

transferred to animal holding facilities and mice were acclimatised for 5-10 days prior to 

experiments. 

 

2.1.2 Induction of diabetes in mice  

A single tail vein injection of freshly prepared Alloxan (Sigma-Aldrich, Sydney, 

Australia), a common diabetogenic agent was given to render mice hyperglycaemic. A 

dose of 60-100mg/kg of Alloxan was administered to each mouse strain. Age matched 

controls received a similar volume of saline.  
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2.1.3 Monitoring of animals  

Following administration of Alloxan, mice were monitored over a period of 7 days (7d) 

and/or 21 days (21d) as illustrated in figure 2.1. All 7-day experiments for BXD strains 

were carried out in Memphis (figure 2.1 A) whereas 21-day experiments were carried out 

in Perth (figure 2.1 B). The monitoring regime included weighing of animals and urine 

glucose testing as shown in figure 2.1.  

 

In Memphis, mice were monitored daily, weighed and urine glucose measurements were 

taken for the first 5 days. On day 6, only visual monitoring was performed. At 7d, the 

final weight from all mice was recorded, followed by urine glucose testing and euthanasia 

(figure 2.1 A).  

 

For 21d experiments in Perth, mice were weighed and urine glucose was tested daily for 

the first 5 days. During week 2, mice were weighed and urine glucose was tested every 

other day and in week 3, every second day. At 21d, final weight was recorded, followed 

by urine glucose testing and euthanasia (figure 2.1 B). 

 

Following administration of Alloxan or saline to CC strains, mice were monitored as 

illustrated in figure 2.1 B. The monitoring regime included weighing of animals and urine 

glucose testing as explained above. At experiment end-point of 7d or 21d, mice were 

weighed and tested for the presence of glucose in urine, followed by euthanasia. 

 

2.1.4 Establishment of diabetes 

2.1.4.1 Urine glucose testing 

All mice were tested for presence of glucose in their urine using the dipstick test (Keto-

Diabur-Test 5000 Roche, Germany) according to the regime outlined in figure 2.1. The 

mouse was restrained by the scruff and the bladder area was gently massaged to obtain a 

few drops of urine. Urine was placed on a test strip and the colour change was observed 

within two minutes under a bright defuse light (figure 2.2 A), to detect the presence of 

glucose. Mice were considered diabetic if they showed a urine glucose concentration 

higher than 56 mmol/L which was indicated by the colour change from light yellow to 
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bright green (figure 2.2 B). Majority of the mice (<90%) developed diabetes 24 hours 

post Alloxan injections. Mice that did not develop diabetes at this rate were excluded 

from further investigations.  

 

2.1.4.2 Blood glucose testing 

Blood glucose measurements were performed only in the FOT mouse model, 

characterised for DR (Chapter 5). Blood glucose levels were recorded on days 7, 14 and 

21 on both Alloxan (n=11) and saline (n=6) treated mice. The mouse was restrained 

briefly and the lateral tail vein was punctured using a sterile 29G needle to obtain a drop 

of blood. Measurements were taken using an Accu-Check Performa (Roche, Germany) 

blood glucometer. Mice with a blood glucose concentration higher than 15 mmol/L were 

considered hyperglycaemic. 

 

2.1.5 Anaesthesia and euthanasia  

Anaesthesia by inhalation was performed with Methoxyflurane prior to cervical 

dislocation. A Methoxyfluorane volume of 1ml was placed into a jar with cotton wool 

and the mice were added to the jar and remained until no movement, inhalation or chest 

movement was apparent. Footpad reflexes were tested on the mice to ensure adequate 

anaesthesia. Under adequate anaesthesia, death was confirmed by cervical dislocation.   

 

2.1.6 Enucleation and dissection of retinal tissue 

The eyelid was opened widely and the eye socket was gently pressed down with the 

fingers to achieve proptosis of the eye. A mark on the cornea was made on the dorsal side 

using a No.12 scalpel blade. With the use of 45° angle forceps the muscles around the eye 

were loosened and with a gentle pulling motion the eye was removed. The eye and the 

optic nerve was washed in 1 x PBS. Each eye was transferred to individual wells in a 6 

or 12 well plate which contained ice-cold 1 x PBS and the plate was placed on ice.   

 

Using a dissection microscope SZX9 (Olympus, Japan) both left and right eyes were 

cleaned free of extra tissue and muscle, excess PBS was removed with kimwipes and eyes 

were weighed using an analytical scale. The left eye was used for flat mount preparations 
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(section 2.2.1) and the right eye was transferred to 10% neutral buffered formalin for the 

trypsin digest method (section 2.2.2) or for paraffin wax embedding (section 2.2.3.1). The 

left eye was placed on a super frost slide in 500µl of PBS and dissected using a dissection 

microscope SZX9 (Olympus, Japan). A small incision was made on the limbus at the 

dorsal orientation mark using a No.12 scalpel. Capsulotomy scissors were used to 

continue the incision along the limbus and the anterior and posterior chambers of the eye 

were separated. The anterior chamber, lens and vitreous humor were discarded. The optic 

nerve head was carefully clasped with capsulotomy scissors to release the retina from the 

optic nerve head attachment. The retina was gently rolled away from the RPE/choroid. 

Radial insertions were made to allow the retina to be flat mounted.   

 

2.2 Histological procedures  

Overall eye and retinal tissue processing is described in detail below and summarised in 

figure 2.3. 

 

2.2.1 Whole mount preparation, staining and analysis  

A method optimised in our laboratory was used throughout this project for the preparation 

and staining of retinal whole mounts (Weerasekera et al., 2015). Retinas dissected as 

described above, were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA; pH 7.0-7.3) with a minimum 

of 500μl for 5 minutes at room temperature (RT) and washed in PBS (3 x 5 minutes). A 

two-step staining procedure was used to visualise the retinal vasculature. To detect 

endothelial cells, retinas were incubated with biotinylated Griffonia (Bandeiraea) 

Simplicifolia Lectin 1 Isolectin-B4 (Isolection-B4) (Vector Laboratories, USA) 1:1000, 

kept overnight at 4°C and washed in PBS (3 x 5 minutes). Retinas were incubated with 

fluorescent conjugated Cy3–Streptavidin (GE Healthcare, UK) at 1:500 for 3 hours in the 

dark at 4°C followed by washing in PBS (3 x 10 minutes). The retinas were then placed 

on superfrost slides, excess PBS carefully removed and cover-slipped using hard-set anti-

fade mounting media (Vector Laboratories, USA). 

 

The retinal vascular distribution was examined from the vitreous side of the retina where 

retinal vascular proliferation and retinal lesions were analysed (n=3-15 mice per 
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strain/group). Each retina was evaluated without knowing the diabetic status by three 

examiners for the presence or absence of vascular proliferation using light microscopic 

images. Vascular proliferation was defined as abnormal vascular structures 

morphologically distinct from the normal vasculature, including excessive formation of 

tortuous vessels, clumps, or tufts of endothelial cells. In addition, the detailed structure of 

the vascular beds and vascular lesions were analysed by capturing representative areas in 

z-plane at 1-2µm steps using a Nikon Eclipse Ti fluorescent microscope running a NIS-

Elements Advanced Research software (Nikon, Japan).  

 

Eye tissue from the BXD mice used at UTHSC was collected and processed as described 

above, with a slight modification to the fixation time (15 minutes). Tissue was then 

transferred to cryo tubes containing sterile PBS and shipped to Perth at 4°C for whole 

mount preparation, staining and analysis (n=3-8 mice/strain). The right eyes from all 

animals were directly placed in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C for future gene 

expression studies.  

 

2.2.2 Isolation of retinal vasculature, staining and analysis 

Whole eyes fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) for 1-2 weeks 

were processed to isolate the intact retinal microvasculature with a modified trypsin digest 

method as published previously (Balmer et al., 2017) and detailed in Appendix 1. In brief, 

fixed eyes were washed in PBS and the retina was isolated and washed with PBS (3 x 5 

minutes) on a shaker. A volume of 500µl of 2.5% Trypsin (Invitrogen, USA) was added 

to each well in a 48 well plate; samples were added carefully and incubated at 37°C 

overnight. Using a clean plastic pipette with a wide opening, digested retinas were 

transferred into a clean petri-dish containing sterile Baxter water (Baxter, UK). The neural 

retina surrounding the vasculature was removed using a single hair paintbrush while 

carefully dropping sterile water onto the retina. The separated retinal vasculature was 

transferred to a super-frost slide; excess water was removed and air-dried for 15 minutes. 

Vasculature was stained using Periodic Acid Schiff’s (PAS) method, cover-slipped with 

DPX and stored at 4°C.  

 

The overall digest preparations were screened for the presence of degenerated pericytes 

and capillaries (n=3-6 mice/group per PEF, GIG and FOT mouse strain). The number of 
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degenerated capillaries was counted in eight random fields (figure 2.4) around the optic 

nerve head region and the numbers were normalised to the relative capillary density 

(number of acellular capillaries per mm2 of capillary area). 

 

2.2.3 Section preparation, staining and analysis 

2.2.3.1 Fixation, paraffin embedding and sectioning 

Eyes for histology were fixed by immersion in 10% buffered formalin for 24 hours at RT, 

placed in 70% ethanol overnight followed by wax embedding in sagittal orientation (optic 

nerve parallel to cassette surface). Tissue blocks were prepared for cutting by trimming 

excess paraffin.  Serial sections were cut at 5μm using a Leica semi-automated RM2245 

microtome (Leica Biosystems, Australia) and placed in a 33°C water bath. Sections were 

aligned and collected on to super-frost slides. Each slide contained six sections. All slides 

were air dried overnight followed by oven drying at 60°C for 3 hours. All slides were 

stored at RT. 

 

2.2.3.2 Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) staining  

Sections were deparaffinised in two changes of xylene for 10 minutes each and one 

change for 2 minutes, rehydrated in one change of absolute alcohol for 5 minutes and 

95% alcohol for 2 minutes followed by 70% alcohol for 2 minutes. Slides were then 

placed under running tap water for 2 minutes. Nuclei were stained with Gill’s 

Haematoxylin (Sigma, Australia) for 5 minutes and placed again under running water 

until the water ran clear. Acid alcohol at 1% was used for differentiation for 30 seconds 

and washed in running water for 1 minute. Slides were then placed in bluing Scott’s water 

for 1 minute and washed in mild warm water for 5 minutes. Ten dips in 95% ethanol were 

followed by 30 seconds in alcoholic Eosin (Sigma, Australia). Rapid dehydration in a 

series of ethanol (95% ethanol for 5 minutes followed by twice in 100% for 10 minutes) 

was followed by clearing in xylene (twice for 5 minutes) and mounted using DPX (Sigma, 

Australia). 

 

H&E-stained retinal sections were scanned for overall gross anatomy followed by 

morphometric analysis (n=3-8 mice/group per PEF, GIG and FOT mouse strain). 

Morphometric measurements included counting the cells in the GCL. RGC were 
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quantified by counting ganglion cells in an approximately 500-700µm linear distance in 

central, mid and peripheral retinal regions. Each measurement was done in three separate 

sections from each mouse. In addition, retinal layer thickness was measured for the 

overall retina and each retinal layer.  

 

2.2.3.3 Immunohistochemistry (IHC) 

Dewaxing and rehydration was performed as stated above. Sections were incubated with 

polyclonal rabbit anti-GFAP (DAKO, Denmark) 1 in 3000; for 16 minutes at 36°C using 

the immunohistochemistry autostainier Ventana Benchmark Ultra (Ventana, USA). 

Detection was performed using Ultraview Universal DAB (3, 3'-Diaminobenzidine) 

detection kit (Ventana, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions, followed by 

counterstaining of nuclei with Gill’s haematoxylin for 30 seconds. Slides were washed, 

dehydrated, cleared and mounted using DPX. 

 

Retinal sections were screened for GFAP expression in Müller cells across the length of 

each retinal section (n=3-6 mice/group per PEF, GIG and FOT mouse strain). Müller cell 

projections spanning beyond the GCL were considered for Müller cell gliosis. Each 

retinal section was screened from central, mid and peripheral regions in a linear manner. 

At least six retinal sections per eye were assessed.  

 

2.2.3.4 Isolectin-B4 staining 

Paraffin sections were dewaxed through xylene (3 x 4 minutes), rehydrated (1 x 2 

minutes) in each of 100%, 95% and 70% ethanol then placed under running tap water for 

2 minutes. Tissue was placed in pre-heated EDTA and microwaved for 6 minutes. Once 

cooled to RT, slides were washed in immunohistochemistry buffer (Ventana, USA) for 5 

minutes followed by permeabilisation in each 0.2%, 0.05% and 0.2% tritonX100 in PBS 

for 5 minutes and blocked in 1% Bovine serum albumin (BSA) for 1 hour. Tissue was 

incubated in Isolection-B4 (Vector Labs, USA) 1:1000 in BSA overnight at 4°C and 

washed in 1% BSA (3 x 5 minutes). Fluorescent conjugated Cy3–Streptavidin (GE 

Healthcare, UK) at 1:500 was placed on retinal sections for 3 hours and incubated at RT 

in the dark followed by washing with 1% BSA (1 x 5 minutes). All sections were 

incubated with DAPI (4', 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) in BSA (1:10000) for 5 minutes 
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followed by three changes of PBS. Slides were cover-slipped using hard-set anti-fade 

mounting media (Vector Laboratories, USA). Each group of samples contained a negative 

control that was incubated with BSA instead of Isolection-B4.  

 

Isolection-B4 and Cy3–Streptavidin stained retinal sections were scanned for overall 

gross anatomy of the retinal layers and for preretinal and intraretinal neurovascular 

lesions using a Nikon Eclipse Ti microscopic system. IRNV was defined as Isolection-

B4 positive labelling within the retina internal to the ILM. Isolection-B4 labelled blood 

vessels protruding through the ILM into the vitreous was identified as PRNV. Three 

retinal sections per eye were assessed (n=4 mice/group). 

 

2.2.3.5 TUNEL assay 

Tissue sections were processed for the identification of apoptosis by terminal 

deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated dUTP nick-end labelling (TUNEL) according to 

the manufacturer’s instructions (In Situ Cell Death Detection Kit, POD, Roche Applied 

Science, Germany). Briefly, the sections were dewaxed, and rehydrated through a graded 

series of ethanol and rinsed in distilled water as stated in section 2.2.3.4, followed by 

enzymatic digestion with Proteinase K (QIAGEN, Australia) for 20 minutes at RT. After 

washing, each sample was exposed to TUNEL Reaction mixture containing enzyme 

solution, diluted 1:5 in TUNEL Dilution Buffer and Label Solution for 1 hour at 37°C in 

the dark. Positive controls were prepared using DNase (Sigma, Australia) to induce strand 

breaks for 25 minutes at room temperature before exposure to TUNEL Reaction mixture. 

Negative controls were obtained by omitting enzyme solution from the labelling 

procedure. Sections were cover-slipped using hard-set anti-fade mounting media (Vector 

Laboratories, USA). 

 

For each eye (n=4 mice/group), six separate sections were observed using a Nikon Eclipse 

Ti fluorescent microscope. Number of TUNEL-positive cells were counted from the 

dorsal to ventral side with NIS-Elements Advanced Research software and the number of 

TUNEL-positive cells between cases and controls were compared. 
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2.2.4 Microscopy  

Dissections were carried out using an Olympus SZX9 (Olympus, Japan) double-headed 

dissecting microscope. Fluorescence flat mounts, retinal sections and trypsin digest 

preparations were visualised and imaged using inverted microscopic systems: a) Olympus 

IX71 (Olympus, Japan) equipped with Olympus DP70 camera, (Olympus, Japan) 

connected to a computer running the software DPController (Olympus, Japan) and/or b) 

Nikon Eclipse Ti (Nikon, Japan) equipped with a digital camera CoolSNAP HQ2, 

photometrics, (Roper scientific, USA) linked to a computer running image analysis 

software NIS-Elements Advanced Research, (Nikon, Japan).  

 

Bright field imaging of retinal sections was carried out using the Aperio Scan Scope XT 

(Aperio, USA) automated slide scanner connected to a computer running the software 

SSConsole (Aperio, USA). Images were visualised and assessed using the ImageScope 

software (Aperio, USA). 

 

Photoshop CS3 (Adobe, USA) was used for all image composites and to generate 

photomontages of low magnification images captured from retinal flat mounts.  

 

2.3 Quantitate Trait Loci (QTL) analysis 

2.3.1 QTL mapping of BXD eye weight 

To identify QTLs the web based analysis software, GeneNetwork 

(http://www.genenetwork.org) was used. GeneNetwork is an open resource software 

which contains full genome sequence data (SNPs) and uses interval mapping to estimate 

the position of QTLs across the genome (Mulligan et al., 2017). Significant linkage 

between the phenotypic trait and genotype is generated by using permutation tests and by 

calculating the log of the odds (LOD). A significantly higher LOD score indicates that 

the associated portion of the chromosome harbours the gene most likely to influence the 

phenotypic trait.  

 

For this QTL analysis, mean eye weight as a percentage of the body weight was calculated 

for all control and 7d diabetic mice. These data were used for interval mapping with 

permutation testing (2000 tests), at regularly spaced intervals. Significant and suggestive 
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loci were mapped based on the derived LOD values. Suggestive loci were defined as those 

that exceeded the 95th percentile (P<0.05) while significant loci exceeded the 99th 

percentile (P<0.01). Once QTL regions were obtained, Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms 

(SNPs) and Indels (Insertions/Deletions) were identified within the region as described 

below. 

 

2.3.2 Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms and Indel Query, PROVEAN and gene 
expression prediction for the eye weight trait 

To search for SNPs and Indels by genomic region, the web-based resource hosted by the 

Welcome Trust Sanger Mouse Genomes Project was used 

(http://www.sanger.ac.uk/sanger/Mouse_SnpViewer). The mouse reference assembly of 

the B6 genome (REL-1211 - NCBIm37) was compared against specific regions of the D2 

genome to identify variants. Eight different SNP/Indel consequences were chosen 

(frameshift variant, inframe deletion, inframe insertion, missense variant, splice acceptor 

variant, splice donor variant, stop gained and stop lost). The results obtained were 

analysed using online resources PROVEAN (Protein Variation Effect Analyzer) 

algorithm (http://provean.jcvi.org/seq_submit.php) and BioGPS 

(http://biogps.org/#goto=welcome). PROVEAN predicts whether an amino acid 

substitution or Indels has an impact on the biological function of a protein (Choi et al., 

2012) and BioGPS facilitates the search of gene annotation resources for one or more 

genes of interest (Wu et al., 2009). If the PROVEAN score ≤-2.5, the protein variant is 

predicted to have a “deleterious” effect, if it is >-2.5, the variant is predicted to have a 

“neutral” effect. The BioGPS was used to identify genes showing higher expression levels 

in eye tissue.  

 

2.3.3 QTL mapping of CC strains for body weight and eye weight 

CC strains have been genotyped as described previously (Ram et al., 2014) using the 

Mega or Giga Mouse Universal Genotyping Array (Mega or GigaMUGA) from 

GeneSeek, Lincoln, USA.  

 

CC QTL mapping was performed online (Ram and Morahan, 2017) for both traits; mean 

body weight (control and 21d diabetic) and eye weight as a percentage of the body weight 
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(control and 21d diabetic) using the URL: http://130.95.9.22/Geniad/Index.html?g=1. In 

brief, for each phenotype, the mean was calculated with standard errors for each strain 

and data was entered into the “Input” box provided. Analysis was performed using the 

MugaQTL (normalise) option. Upon analysis, results are displayed as interactive plots. 

The mouse genome is on the x-axis and the y-axis (LOD score) is calculated from testing 

reconstructed eight founder haplotype results. Based on 1000 permutations, the threshold 

for significant (P<0.05) and suggestive (P<0.63) LOD scores were determined. The 

negative-2 LOD drop method was used for the determination of the 99% confidence 

interval. Founder coefficient plots were generated for the chromosome carrying the peak 

locus.  

 

2.3.4 Identification of candidate gene variants corresponding to causative 
founder/s QTL peaks 

Several tools developed within our group (http://130.95.9.22/Geniad/EncodeGM.htm) 

allowed the search for candidate polymorphisms with regulatory effects within regions of 

candidate QTLs. In the Encode/Coding CC-SNP Finder tool, the negative-1 or -2 LOD 

drop confidence interval of the specific chromosome was first searched for SNPs and 

Indels obtained from the most recent Sanger release (Keane et al., 2011). These variants 

are categorised as any one of the following: coding sequence variant, frameshift, inframe 

deletion, inframe insertion, missense, splice acceptor, splice donor, stop gain or stop lost. 

If no variants were obtained with the Coding CC-SNP Finder, the Encode SNP Finder 

was used to identify SNPs that are found within ENCODE elements reported in 84th 

version of the Ensembl Biomart regulation database (Kinsella et al., 2011). 

 

2.4 Molecular biology methods 

2.4.1 Tissue collection and processing 

Tissue collection for molecular procedures was performed as illustrated in figure 2.5. In 

brief, the mouse was anesthetised and euthanised as described in section 2.1.5 and the 

eyes were enucleated as stated in section 2.1.6. To avoid tissue breakdown and RNA 

degradation, eyes were placed in RNAlater (Ambion, USA) immediately upon removal. 

Excess muscle tissue was removed and cleaned prior to further processing. The retina was 

dissected from the left eye according to section 2.1.6 and placed in a tube containing 1ml 
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TRIzol (Life technologies, USA) and six 2.8mm ceramic beads (Mobio Laboratories, 

USA). The right eye was placed in a separate tube containing TRIzol and ceramic beads. 

Each sample consisted of three retinas/eyes in groups of either diabetic or control mice; 

three samples of each group were prepared. Samples were homogenised using a 

Precellys®24 bead beater instrument (Precellys, USA) for 20 seconds. All samples were 

stored at -80°C. 

 

2.4.2 RNA extraction  

RNA was extracted using conventional methods. Briefly, samples stored at -80°C were 

thawed, placed on ice. Once thawed 200µl of chloroform was added and tubes were 

vigorously inverted for 15 seconds. Tubes were again placed on ice for 2 minutes 

followed by centrifugation at 12,000g for 15 minutes at 4°C. Avoiding the interface 

phase, the aqueous layer formed at the top was carefully transferred into RNase free tube 

and 500µl isopropanol was added. The tubes were incubated at -20°C for 10 minutes or 

overnight at -20°C followed by centrifugation at 12,000g for 10 minutes at 2-8°C. The 

supernatant was carefully removed and the pellet was washed in 1ml of 75% ethanol 

followed by centrifuge at 7500g for 5 minutes at 2-8°C. The ethanol was carefully 

removed and the samples were air-dried. The pellets were re-suspended in 20µl of RNase 

free water (Ambion, USA) and stored at -80°C. The RNA concentration was measured 

using a Nanodrop-1000 spectrometer (Nanodrop Technologies, USA) and RNA quality 

was assessed with the Total RNA Nano 6000 Assay Kit (Agilent, USA) and Agilent 2100 

bioanalyser (Life technologies, USA). A typical RNA quality assessment graph is shown 

in figure 2.6. Samples with a RNA Integrity Number (RIN) value 7 and above were used.  

 

2.4.3 cRNA synthesis 

Synthesis of cRNA was performed using an Illumina® TotalPrepTM RNA Amplification 

Kit (Ambion, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. In brief, to generate 

first strand cDNA, 250ng (maximum volume of 11µl) of RNA was mixed with Reverse 

Transcription Master Mix (7 Oligo (dT) Primer, 10X First Strand Buffer, dNTP Mix, 

RNase Inhibitor, Array Script), incubated at 42°C for 2 hours. To create second strand 

cDNA, Second Strand Master Mix was added to each sample and incubated at 16°C for 

2 hours followed by cDNA purification. In Vitro Transcription (IVT) Master Mix (T7 
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10x Reaction Buffer, T7 Enzyme Mix, Biotin-NTP Mix) was added to each cDNA sample 

followed by incubation at 37°C for 16 hours. The labelled cRNA product was purified, 

followed by quantification using a Nanodrop-1000 spectrometer. cRNA was used for 

microarray experiments only when the concentration was 200ng/µl or higher and RNA 

integrity number (RIN) 7 and above.  

 

2.4.4 Microarray experiments and data analysis 

A total of 750ng of labelled cRNA was suspended in 5µl of RNase free water and 

hybridised to a BeadChip Array MouseRef-8 V2 (Illumina, USA) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions, followed by washing and staining with Streptavidin Cy-3 

(GE Healthcare, UK). The BeadChip was scanned with Bead Array Reader (Illumina, 

USA) measuring fluorescence intensity at each addressed bead location. Intensity of the 

signal corresponds to the quantity of transcript present in the sample. 

 

Data received was generated using the Illumina Bead Studio (Illumina, USA) software. 

These results were further analysed in an ‘R’ statistical environment. The detection P-

values were obtained using the LUMI module with 95% confidence interval (P<0.05).  

Following this, negative gene expression values were removed. These negative values do 

not have any biological meaning. Other experimental-, biological- and machine-related 

variations were then eliminated by transforming data sets in a Log2 scale values and 

normalising using a Robust Spline Normalisation (RSN) algorithm. In order to ensure the 

accuracy of the normalising process, diagnostic plots were generated. Sample replicates 

clustering together aligning to the same median value indicates the correct normalisation. 

 

2.5 Statistical Analyses 

All morphometric data were analysed using ANOVA or unpaired Student’s t-test where 

applicable. P<0.05 was considered as the significant threshold. In some instances, a non-

parametric data analysis technique was used by applying the Mann-Whitney U test and 

P<0.05 was considered significant.
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2.6 Figures 

 

 

Figure 2. 1: Monitoring regime for experimental animals. (A) 7d monitoring schedule - 

Memphis experiments for BXD strains: (B) 21d monitoring schedule for Perth experiments - 21 

days for BXD strains and 7 and/or 21 days for CC strains. 
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Figure 2. 2: Keto-Diabur Test 5000 for Urine glucose testing. (A) Colour chart determining 

urine glucose concentrations; (B) positive urine glucose test showing a colour change indicating 

over a 56 mmol/L glucose concentration in urine, negative test showing no colour change and is 

similar in colour to the untested strip.

(A) 

(B) 
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Figure 2. 3: Flow chart of eye and retinal tissue processing. RT, room temperature; PFA, paraformaldehyde; H&E, haematoxylin and eosin staining; IHC, 

immunohistochemistry; BSI-B4, biotinylated Griffonia (Bandeiraea) Simplicifolia Lectin 1 Isolectin- B4; TUNEL, Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick 

end labelling; PSA, Periodic Acid Schiff’s stain.
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Figure 2. 4: Schematic representation of acellular capillary counting on a trypsin digest 
preparation.
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Figure 2. 5: Isolation and processing of mouse eye samples for molecular procedures. Each 

sample consisted of three retinas/eyes in groups of either diabetic or control mice; three samples 

of each group were prepared. 
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Figure 2. 6: Retinal RNA quality assessment. (A) Representative result obtained from an 

Agilent 2100 bioanalyser for RNA integrity; (B) electrophoresis image showing good quality un-

degraded RNA for ribosomal units 18s and 28s. 

 

  

(A) (B) 
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3.1 Introduction and aims 

Complications such as retinopathy and glaucoma are well-established pathological 

manifestations of the diabetic eye (Curtis et al., 2009, Wong et al., 2011, Zhao et al., 

2015) and similar findings have been reported in animal models of hyperglycaemia 

(Ruberte et al., 2004, Zheng and Kern, 2010, Wong et al., 2011, Soto et al., 2014). As 

reviewed by Evans and Bird, complex diseases such as Diabetic retinopathy (DR) and 

glaucoma are inherited in a non-Mendelian fashion, highlighting genetic complexity and 

gene-environment interactions in pathogenesis (Evans and Bird, 1996).  

 

Mice have been closely studied to identify suitable models to understand the pathogenesis 

and the genetic basis of diabetic ocular complications. In particular, the B6 and D2 strains 

have been investigated for models representing features of DR and/or glaucoma. The B6 

strain has been studied over many years for DR and reported lesions include vascular and 

neural retinal changes (Kern and Engerman, 1996, Feit-Leichman et al., 2005, Zheng et 

al., 2007, Kuiper et al., 2008, Kim et al., 2009, Kumar and Zhuo, 2010, Kim et al., 2012, 

Lai and Lo, 2013). However, investigations of D2 mice reported limited early vascular 

changes or no symptoms of DR (Hazra et al., 2012, Soto et al., 2014). In contrast, D2 

mice do have a higher susceptibility to developing glaucoma (Yamate et al., 1987, Libby 

et al., 2005, Zhong et al., 2007), whereas the B6 strain is more resistant (Ji et al., 2005, 

Matsubara et al., 2006). 

 

The B6 and D2 strains are progenitors of a large set of RI strains-the BXD (B6 x D2) 

panel (Taylor, 1978, Peirce et al., 2004). The BXD RI strains were derived by crossing 

the two inbred progenitor strains B6 and D2, followed by inbreeding for 20 or more 

generations (Taylor, 1978). Resulting BXD strains each have a genome that consists of a 

unique mosaic of homozygous B6- and D2-derived segments. Hence, a variation in any 

measurable trait can be linked to the segregation of progenitor alleles. Linkage analysis 

can map this variation to QTLs, thereby identifying the genomic region(s) harbouring 

genes affecting the particular trait (Zhou and Williams, 1999a, Mozhui et al., 2008). The 

BXD RI panel has approximately five million segregating SNPs (Siefker et al., 2016); 

this genotypic diversity has been harnessed by scientists for the development and 

dissection of complex disease phenotypes (Tabakoff et al., 2008, Wu et al., 2014). 
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Therefore, BXD RI strains are a useful resource to identify genomic regions affecting a 

particular trait of interest. 

 

The observed natural variation in DR and glaucoma between the two progenitor strains 

suggest an opportunity to exploit the BXD RI panel, to develop an alternative model to 

analyse the mechanisms underlying these ocular complications of diabetes. To date, the 

BXD strains have been used extensively to study the cytological, morphometric and 

genetic variations in the healthy eye and the primary visual system (Williams et al., 1998, 

Geisert et al., 2009, Lu et al., 2011). To the best of our knowledge the BXD RI panel has 

not been studied for eye and retinal morphology under the influence of diabetes. Thus, 

the objective of this study was to investigate the eye morphology and the retinal 

vasculature in the BXD RI panel after Alloxan-induced diabetes. In addition, this series 

of experiments sought to map quantitative trait loci (QTL) and identify candidate genes 

modulating eye weight which could be associated with the development of glaucoma. 

Work presented in this chapter was a collaborative effort with Professor Rob Williams at 

the Anatomy and Neurobiology Department at UTHSC, Memphis, TN, USA.  

 

Specific aims for this chapter were to: 

1. Induce diabetes in B6, D2, F1 crosses and BXD strains, and screen these strains for 

changes in eye morphology and retinal vasculature.  

2. Characterise the overall retinal vascular pattern in B6, D2, F1 and BXD strains 

regardless of diabetes status.   

3. Identify QTLs and genes influencing changes in eye weight in the BXD RI panel, 

and establish their possible association with glaucoma and diabetic retinopathy. 

 

3.2 Results 

3.2.1 Characteristics of experimental mice   

In this study, the BXD RI strains were used in both Memphis and Perth to study the eye 

morphology and retinal vasculature at 7d and 21d of diabetes. All experiments in the 7d 

cohort were carried out at the Anatomy and Neurobiology Department at UTHSC, 

Memphis, TN, USA and experiments in the 21d cohort were carried out at the Harry 

Perkins Institute for Medical Research, at UWA, Perth, WA (table 3.1).  
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A total of 39 strains were studied at 7d and/or 21d of diabetes, along with controls. A list 

of strains used in this project is given in table 3.2. Alloxan causes pancreatic beta-cell 

death, resulting in diabetes in mice. Alloxan was injected into mice assigned to 7d and 

21d diabetic groups at a concentration of 70-90mg/kg. The specific Alloxan 

concentrations administered to different strains are given in table 3.2. Mice with a urine 

glucose reading over 56 mmol/L were considered diabetic and maintained this reading 

until the experimental end point. Some animals showed a positive (5.6-28 mmol/L) urine 

glucose measurement on day two and three, but recovered, showing normal (<5.6 

mmol/L) urine glucose readings for the remaining period of the experiment. These mice 

were excluded from further analysis. 

 

The 32 strains studied at 7d of diabetes included the two progenitor strains, B6 and D2, 

the (D2xB6) F1 progeny and 29 BXD strains (table 3.1). One limitation in this study was 

the BXD strains tested in the 7d diabetic group did not include age-matched controls, due 

to the unavailability of mice at the time of experiments. However, the majority of BXD 

strains investigated in the 7d diabetic cohort have been characterised by Dr. Lu Lu and 

Professor Rob Williams (unpublished data) as normal (non-diabetic) mice. These data 

(record ID-10799) were available from the GeneNetwork database 

(http://www.genenetwork.org/webqtl/main.py) for analysis. The 13 strains studied at 21d 

of diabetes included the two progenitor strains and 11 BXD strains, along with controls 

(table 3.1). Four BXD strains (48, 51, 62 and 66) were studied at both 7d and 21d diabetic 

time-points (table 3.1).  

 

Where possible, both males and females from each strain were tested. Three BXD strains 

(51, 65 and 95) in the 7d diabetic group had only male mice available (table 3.3) while 

most of the strains tested in the 21d diabetic group had either male or female mice 

available (table 3.4). The age range of mice used in these experiments was 6-12 weeks, 

with an average age of 10 weeks. A minimum of three mice per strain was analysed. 

 

The number of mice analysed per strain in the 7d diabetic group and their average body 

weight data are summarised in table 3.3. Several strains at 7d of diabetes showed a 

reduced average body weight at experiment end-point. However, this weight loss was 

significant in only two strains, BXD-09 and BXD-32 (P=0.05 and P=0.001 respectively). 
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Strains such as BXD-45 and BXD-97 showed an increased average body weight at end 

of experiment, but this weight gain was not statistically significant.  

 

The number of mice analysed per strain in the control and 21d diabetic groups, and their 

average body weight data are summarised in table 3.4. All control strains showed an 

increased average body weight over the experimental period and this was significant in 

seven strains (B6, BXD-08, -21, -22, -31, -45 and -51). In the diabetic group both 

progenitor strains, B6 and D2, showed a significantly reduced average body weight 

(P=0.0008 and P=0.003 respectively). Out of 11 BXD strains, eight (08, 14, 21, 22, 31, 

45, 48 and 66) showed an increased average body weight and this was significant only in 

the BXD-48 (P=0.01) strain. Three strains (BXD-28, -51, and -62) showed a reduced 

average body weight at the experiment end-point. 

 

3.2.2 Eye morphology, weight and retinal vasculature of the BXD RI panel  

Eye weight and morphology data for control and 7d diabetic B6, D2, (D2xB6) F1 and the 

29 BXD strains were collected. For the control group the data were obtained from the 

GeneNetwork database (record ID - 10799) with approval from Professor Rob Williams. 

Furthermore, the retinal vasculature of the diabetic group was analysed. In the control and 

21d diabetic groups, the overall morphology of the eye was recorded, followed by 

analysis of the retinal vasculature. 

 

3.2.2.1 Eye morphology  

Corneal calcification in mice has been reported, appearing as small spots or widely spread 

irregular shaped patches (Taradach and Greaves, 1984), bringing about an opaque 

appearance to the cornea (Van Winkle and Balk, 1986). The level of opacity in the cornea 

depends on the extent of the calcification. Slight calcification shows mild turbidity and 

focal deposits appear as grey dots below the corneal epithelium, whereas larger deposits 

cause the cornea to appear pale white (Mittl et al., 1970). 

 

Control mice from B6, D2 and (D2xB6) F1 strains did not show any corneal 

abnormalities. At 7d of diabetes, the overall morphology of B6 and (D2xB6) F1 mouse 

eyes was normal, whereas oval-shaped, centrally located opaque patches representing 
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corneal calcification were noted in the D2 eyes starting from eight weeks of age. In 21d 

diabetic D2 eyes, similar corneal calcification patches were noted, but 21d diabetic B6 

mouse eyes did not show any corneal changes.  

 

Based on available GeneNetwork data, none of the control BXD strains had corneal 

abnormalities. However, our studies showed the development of corneal abnormalities in 

several 7d diabetic BXD strains, similar to that of diabetic D2 mice. Out of 29 BXD 

strains studied at 7d diabetes, six strains (32, 48, 64, 95, 96 and 102) showed corneal 

calcification which appeared as oval-shaped, centrally located opaque patches (figure 

3.1). In addition, the level of calcification varied among different strains and among 

individual mice within the same strain. None of the BXD strains in the control or 21d 

diabetic groups showed changes in the cornea.  

 

3.2.2.2 Eye weight  

Mean eye weight, as a percentage of final body weight, was calculated for all control and 

7d diabetic mice. The data generated was analysed using the Mann-Whitney U test. 

Initially, eye weight of control mice was compared to diabetic mice, where no statistical 

significance was identified (table 3.5). This showed diabetes per se does not cause a 

change in eye weight. Secondly, the eye weight of calcification-prone strains (D2, BXD-

32, -48, -64, -95, -96 and -102) with and without diabetes were compared. In this cohort 

a statistical significance was identified (table 3.6), showing diabetes in conjunction with 

the genetic background leads to corneal calcification. Lastly, diabetic eye weight with 

and without calcification was compared but no statistical significance was identified 

(table 3.7). This shows the change in eye weight was not due to calcification by itself: 

concluding diabetes is a driving factor for corneal calcification in this cohort.  

 

3.2.2.3 Retinal vasculature  

Examples of the retinal vasculature of control, 7d and 21d diabetic B6 and D2 strains, and 

(D2xB6) F1 control and 7d diabetic mice are shown in figure 3.2. In all three strains, 

control mice showed a clear organised branching pattern of blood vessels throughout the 

retina (figure 3.2 A, B and C). At 7d of diabetes, the retinal vasculature of B6 mice 

appeared disorganised and dense in distribution, mainly in the peripheral region of the 
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retina (figure 3.2 D). By 21d, the retinal capillary distribution had increased and its 

distribution was further disorganised (figure 3.2 G). On the other hand, the retinal 

vasculature of D2 mice, both at 7d and 21d of diabetes appeared similar to that of the 

control mice (figure 3.2 E and H, respectively). The (D2xB6) F1 vasculature was studied 

only at 7d of diabetes and was similar to that of the control mice (figure 3.2 F).  

 

The retinal vasculature of a total of 36 BXD strains were studied. This included 29 BXD 

strains at 7d of diabetes, and an additional seven BXD strains at 21d of diabetes, along 

with their age matched controls. Of these 36 strains, four strains were studied at both 

time-points (table 3.1).  

 

Although the diabetic B6 mice showed notable changes in the retinal vascular distribution 

which worsened over time, none of the diabetic BXD strains studied showed any changes 

in the retinal vasculature at either time point. As an example, the retinal vasculature of 

strains BXD-48, -14, -63 and -102 are shown in figure 3.3, where control retinas of all 

four strains showed an organised branching pattern of the retinal capillary network (figure 

3.3 A, B, C and D, respectively). At 7d of diabetes, all four strains (figure 3.3 E, F, G and 

H, respectively) had a retinal vasculature similar to their controls. Furthermore, at 21d of 

diabetes the BXD-48 mice did not show any signs of retinal vascular changes.  

 

Despite the absence of significant retinal vascular changes in BXD mice, features such as 

formation of microaneurysms and capillary dropouts were occasionally observed. For 

instance, the BXD-79 strain showed the presence of microaneurysms at 7d diabetes. 

These sac-like dilations were present in the middle capillary bed of the retina, where some 

surrounding capillaries were noted to overlap (figure 3.4 A). Furthermore, the BXD-31 

strain showed small capillary dropout regions (figure 3.4 B) when observed after 21d of 

diabetes. Capillary dropout regions are observed as areas free of retinal capillaries.  

 

In addition to investigating the possible changes in the retinal capillary network due to 

diabetes, an observation was made of the variation in the number of retinal arterioles and 

venules originating from the optic disc (figure 3.5). This variation was noted within and 

between both progenitor strains and multiple BXD strains. Out of 39 strains, only 12 were 

assessed for this particular trait due to the cohort of mice available. The varying number 

of retinal arterioles and venules in B6, D2 and 10 BXD strains is shown in table 3.8. Most 
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eyes displayed 5-6 arteries and 5-6 veins. It was noted that arterioles and venules were 

typically present in pairs (figure 3.5 C, D and E), with an alternating pattern observed in 

the majority of eyes examined. In most eyes with non-alternating vascular patterns, the 

non-pairing vessel was noted to be an additional arteriole (figure 3.5 A and F). However, 

an exception to this rule was noted in the BXD-63 strain where five venules were 

observed against four arterioles (figure 3.5 B).  

 

3.2.2.4 QTL mapping for eye weight  

The mean eye weight, as a percentage of the body weight from control and 7d diabetic 

groups was used to map QTLs and genes that may modulate eye weight.  

 

3.2.2.4.1 Control eye weight 

For the control mean eye weight trait, interval mapping yielded a single peak (figure 3.6 

A, red arrow) above the suggestive threshold on chromosome (Chr) 14 (LOD=3.5), 

around 118Mb (figure 3.6 B). The haplotype map of all 33 BXD strains for the peak on 

5Mb QTL interval (116–121Mb) on Chr 14 is given in figure 3.6 C. At the specific 2Mb 

(118-120Mb) interval of interest (figure 3.6 C, purple vertical lines) strains inheriting the 

D2 allele (green) had a larger mean eye weight, while those strains inheriting the B6 allele 

(red) had a smaller mean eye weight.  

 

3.2.2.4.2 7d diabetic eye weight 

Analysis of mean eye weight data from 29 BXD strains, at 7d of diabetes, yield three 

suggestive peaks as shown in figure 3.7 A (red arrows); one on Chr 2 (LOD=2.9) and 

two peaks on Chr 14 (LOD=3.2 and 3.8, respectively). The peak on Chr 2 is at 

approximately 155Mb (figure 3.7 B1). The haplotype map of all 29 BXD strains for the 

peak on 25Mb (135–160Mb) QTL interval on Chr 2 is given in figure 3.7 C1. At the 

specific 4Mb (154-158Mb) interval of interest (figure 3.7 C1, purple vertical lines), 

strains inheriting the B6 allele (red) had a larger mean eye weight, while those inheriting 

the D2 allele (green) had a smaller mean eye weight.  
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The two peaks on Chr 14 were at approximately 90Mb and 118 Mb, respectively (figure 

3.8 B2). The haplotype map of all 29 BXD strains for the first peak, at 8Mb (84–92Mb) 

and for the second peak, at 5Mb (117–122Mb), QTL interval is shown in figure 3.8 C2. 

The second peak spanning 118-120Mb corresponded to the peak identified in the control 

group (figure 3.6 C). In both regions, the specific 2Mb intervals of interest (89-91Mb and 

118-120Mb respectively, purple vertical lines) showed strains inheriting the D2 allele 

(green) had a larger mean eye weight whereas those inheriting the B6 allele (red) had a 

smaller mean eye weight.  

 

The peak regions were further analysed as described below to identify single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) and/or insertions or deletions (Indels), followed by predicting 

their impact on the biological effect for the specific experimental group.  

 

3.2.2.5 SNP and Indel query, PROVEAN and gene expression prediction for the 
trait of eye weight 

3.2.2.5.1   Control eye weight 

In the control group, the critical region on Chr 14 spanned 2Mb between 118-120Mb. In 

this region, three genes were identified as possible candidates; Abcc4 (ATP-binding 

cassette sub-family C (CFTR/MRP) member 4), Cldn10 (claudin 10) and Uggt2 (UDP-

glucose glycoprotein glucosyltransferase 2). Collectively, 16 missense variants were 

found in these genes. All 16 missense variants were predicted to have a neutral effect on 

gene function (table 3.9 A). According to the BioGPS database, Abcc4 has a high level 

of expression in several parts of the eye including the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), 

retina and cornea; whereas minimal expression levels were reported for Cldn10 and 

Uggt2 (table 3.9 B). None of these genes has been reported previously to influence eye 

weight.  

 

3.2.2.5.2   7d diabetic eye weight 

For the 7d diabetic group, the suggestive region on Chr 2 spanned 4Mb between 154-

158Mb; a total of 14 genes were identified in this region (table 3.10). Of these, 13 genes 

(Bpifb1, Bpifb5, Snta1, E2f1, Zfp341, Dlgap4, Soga1, Samhd1, Rbl1, Rpn2, Manbal, 

Ctnnbl1 and Tti1) collectively showed 32 missense SNPs. A single missense variant 
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(rs13476858 Aspartate-Glycine) in the Zfp341 gene (zinc finger protein 341) was 

predicted deleterious with a PROVEAN score of -4.22. Upon searching for other non-

missense variants, a single gene Soga1 (suppressor of glucose, autophagy associated 1) 

was found to contain an inframe insertion with a deleterious score of -6.953. The Tldc2 

gene contained a single inframe insertion and an inframe deletion that did not affect the 

protein. The BioGPS database did not contain an appropriate diabetic whole eye database 

to investigate the gene expression pattern for the above 14 genes.  

 

The QTL region of Chr 14 analysed using the Sanger web resource did not show any 

variants listed within the first region spanning 2Mb between 98-91Mb. The second region 

coincided with that of the control group above. None of the genes identified on Chr 2 or 

14 have been reported previously to affect eye weight under the influence of diabetes. 

 

3.3 Discussion 

Several mouse models have been developed to study the pathogenesis and the underlying 

genetic basis of diabetic eye complications. In this study, the BXD RI panel was used for 

the first time to characterise the changes in ocular morphology and retinal vasculature 

associated with diabetes. 

 

Studying the eye morphology and the retinal vasculature of this mouse resource, with and 

without diabetes, revealed novel findings. The eye morphology studies showed corneal 

calcification and the retinal vasculature displayed varying number of retinal arterioles and 

venules within the strains investigated. Using the eye weight trait, suggestive QTLs were 

identified and genes identified as candidates that may influence the phenotype eye weight, 

in control and diabetic mice. 

 

Strains readily developed hyperglycaemia with accompanying symptoms of diabetes such 

as high water intake and excessive urination. The majority of diabetic mice showed 

weight loss over the experimental period. As reported in other studies, decrease in body 

weight is considered a marker for the development of diabetes (Tian, 2010, Sharma et al., 

2014).  
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3.3.1 Eye morphology and corneal calcification 

The D2 strain is a well-established glaucoma model and some features in this model 

include increased intraocular pressure (IOP), degenerated pigment epithelium, loss of 

ganglion cells and corneal damage due to calcification (Yamate et al., 1987, John et al., 

1998, Libby et al., 2005, Inman et al., 2006, Zhong et al., 2007). Although the mechanism 

of corneal calcification in these mice has not been fully understood, the presence of 

corneal calcification could suggest an association between corneal calcification and 

glaucoma (John et al., 1998, Inman et al., 2006).  

 

The overall morphological analysis of the eye showed the development of corneal 

calcification within some strains of the BXD RI panel. Previous studies have shown the 

presence of opaque calcified corneas, representing corneal calcification in D2 mice 

appearing at approximately 4-6 months of age (Bron et al., 1998, Inman et al., 2006). In 

7d diabetic D2 mice, similar corneal manifestations were noted starting as early as eight 

weeks of age. Age-matched control D2 mice in this study did not show corneal 

abnormalities. Corneal calcification similar to that of diabetic D2 mice was also observed 

in six BXD strains with diabetes. The observation of corneal damage in diabetic mice of 

some BXD strains suggest elevated glucose levels accelerated the development of corneal 

calcification in genetically susceptible individuals. An early study by Mittl et al. reported 

the development of corneal calcification in spontaneously diabetic KK mice (Mittl et al., 

1970). 

 

The molecular basis of corneal calcification in diabetes remains unknown. The findings 

in table 3.6 indicate corneal calcification increases eye weight. Increased IOP, a major 

risk factor for glaucoma (Flammer et al., 2002, Wong et al., 2011), is associated with 

increased eye weight (Zhou and Williams, 1999a, Zhou and Williams, 1999b). Therefore, 

IOP may also be linked to corneal damage. Furthermore, a recent study showed that 

diabetes exacerbated IOP (Soto et al., 2014). Taken together, changes in eye weight and 

corneal calcification can be linked to glaucoma, and hence could be taken into 

consideration as parameters to evaluate the development and/or progression of glaucoma 

in the presence of diabetes (Zhao et al., 2015). 
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3.3.2 Retinal vasculature in DR 

Changes in the retinal vasculature such as microaneurysms, acellular capillaries and 

vascular proliferation are hallmark features of DR (Fong et al., 2003, Duh et al., 2017). 

As shown in figure 3.2 and other research (Feit-Leichman et al., 2005, Soto et al., 2014), 

both progenitor strains of the BXD RI panel differ greatly in the DR phenotype. Hence, 

we anticipated several strains of mice derived from these progenitors could develop DR-

like features. Surprisingly, the vascular distribution in the tested 36 BXD strains was 

unaffected by diabetes at either 7d or 21d of diabetes. However, two BXD strains showed 

microaneurysms and capillary dropouts after diabetes.  

 

Retinal vascular characterisation of B6 and D2 strains showed DR-like vascular changes 

occurring only in the B6 parental strain. Therefore, if the development and progression 

of DR was a monogenic trait, the phenotypic outcome should be present in 50% of the 

BXD progeny arising from a two-parent cross between B6 and D2 strains. As stated 

previously, DR is a polygenic disorder where the phenotypic outcome is determined by 

many genes. For example, if the development and progression of DR was due to four 

genes, in the BXD progeny only 6% of strain would show the desired phenotype. In this 

study, only a small cohort of mice (36 BXD strains) were tested and of these none showed 

DR-like features. Hence, to successfully identify a strain/strains with DR-like features in 

the BXD progeny, greater number of strains require investigation. 

 

3.3.3 Variations in the overall retinal vasculature  

Although retinal vascular development is well studied in mice, variations seen in the 

overall retinal vasculature such as varying number of major retinal arterioles and venules 

has not been well documented. The arrangement of major retinal arterioles and venules 

in the mouse retina appears as a wagon-wheel, spoke-like arrangement. There is a marked 

difference in the retinal vasculature of mice compared to other species (Kiel, 2010). For 

example, humans have a 4-zone arrangement of retinal arterioles and venules where the 

central retinal artery has four main branches supplying blood to the four different retinal 

quadrants. Between these arterioles are the venules for draining blood away from the 

retina (Garcia et al., 2002). In contrast, the mouse has 5-6 retinal arterioles and 5-6 

venules, which are consecutively distributed around the optic disc and are identified based 
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on the branching pattern and the size of the vessels (Ganesan et al., 2010, McLenachan et 

al., 2015).  

  

This study has investigated for the first time the distribution of major retinal arterioles 

and venules in the BXD RI panel. Our findings are consistent with published work 

(Ganesan et al., 2010, McLenachan et al., 2015) where most mouse retinas showed 5-6 

arterioles and 5-6 venules; these vessels were present as alternating arteriole-venule pairs. 

An exception to this pattern was noted with the presence of extra arterioles or venules in 

the superficial vascular plux. 

 

The number, distribution, branching pattern and size of retinal arteries and veins can have 

a major impact on retinal blood flow (Ganesan et al., 2010, McLenachan et al., 2015). 

Alterations to the retinal blood flow can lead to pathological conditions such as retinal 

vein occlusion, DR and glaucoma (Flammer et al., 2002, Lee et al., 2017). Therefore, the 

varying number of retinal arterioles and venules in different BXD strains may potentially 

alter the retinal blood flow causing changes in IOP (Lu et al., 2016). This could also 

further increase the development of glaucoma observed in some BXD strains, with or 

without diabetes (Swaminathan et al., 2013). 

 

3.3.4 Identification of genes regulating eye weight 

The use of BXD strains is a particularly useful strategy to identify genomic regions 

affecting traits of interest (Williams et al., 1998, Kirstein et al., 2002, Geisert et al., 2009, 

Lu et al., 2011, Graybeal et al., 2014). QTL mapping of the control mean eye weight 

group revealed a single suggestive peak (LOD>2.5) on Chr 14 that spanned over a 2Mb 

region between 118-120Mb. Examining genes for protein changing polymorphisms that 

varied between founder strains identified three candidate genes (Abcc4, Cldn10 and 

Uggt2). Of these genes, there was no evidence of expression pattern or the role of Uggt2 

in the eye. The multidrug resistance protein 4 (MRP4) which belongs to the superfamily 

of ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters is encoded by the Abcc4 gene. Expression 

profiling studies have identified mRNA and protein expression of MRP4 in several parts 

of the eye, specifically in vascular endothelial cells, suggesting that MRP4 may have 

some vascular-specific functions (Tachikawa et al., 2008, Mannermaa et al., 2009, Dahlin 

et al., 2013, Haritova et al., 2013). Furthermore, Cldn10 has been associated with RPE 
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metabolism (Adijanto and Philp, 2014) and metabolic changes in the RPE is known to 

alter IOP leading to the development of glaucoma (Wang et al., 2015). 

 

In the 7d diabetic group, three suggestive QTLs were identified at peaks located over 

4Mb of Chr 2 and 2Mb each at 89-91Mb and 118-120Mb of Chr 14. The first 2Mb interval 

of Chr 14 did not reveal any candidate variants. However, the refined 4Mb region (154-

158Mb) of Chr 2 and the second 2Mb region of Chr 14 contained 14 and three 

characterised genes, respectively. It is noteworthy that the second 2Mb interval (118-

120Mb) of Chr 14 overlaps the QTL identified in the control group. This observation 

indicated this QTL could play a role in modulating eye weight, regardless of the diabetes 

status.  

 

A major limitation in interpreting the role of genes identified in QTL mapping of 7d 

diabetic eye weight was the unavailability of gene expression data from diabetic whole 

eyes. In addition, none of the genes in this group was previously known to influence eye 

weight. To the best of our knowledge Bpifb1, Bpifb5, E2f1, Zfp341, Dlgap4, Soga1, Rbl1, 

Manbal, Tti1 and Tldc2 genes identified in the 4Mb region of Chr 2 have not been 

associated with the diabetic eye or related complications. However, Snta1 (syntrophin 

alpha 1) is known to interact with Myoc (myocilin) (Joe et al., 2012), which is a known 

causative gene leading to elevated IOP and glaucoma (Jacobson et al., 2001). Genes 

Samhd1 (SAM domain and HD domain, 1) and Rpn2 (ribophorin II) have been associated 

with corneal changes (Owen et al., 2013, Scheetz et al., 2013) and Ctnnbl1 (catenin, beta 

like 1) plays an important role in synapse formation and ganglion cell development (Liu 

et al., 2002). Therefore, based on existing knowledge, genes Snta1, Samhd1, Rpn2 and 

Ctnnbl1 could have a role in modulating eye weight.  

 

As more phenotype data becomes available for genetic reference panels such as the BXD 

panel, it is helpful for characterising QTLs. By combining QTL mapping with open-

access gene expression data and other published research, this study has provided 

potential candidate genes for this particular trait of interest for future studies. Confirming 

the functional role of the causative polymorphisms was beyond the scope of this project.  
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3.3.5 Conclusion 

In summary, diabetes was successfully rendered in the BXD RI panel and the overall eye 

morphology and the retinal vasculature was screened for diabetic ocular changes. No 

BXD strain was found to show DR-like features. This was likely due to the complex 

genetic basis of DR, which is not captured by the relatively small number of strains tested 

from the BXD RI panel. Hence, to identify a mouse strain/strains that may develop DR-

like features, it would be valuable to investigate a more extensive mouse RI panel such 

as the Collaborative Cross, which exhibits wide diversity in essentially any trait of 

interest. Nonetheless, this study has provided data for several novel phenotypes within 

the BXD panel such as corneal calcification, retinal vascular distribution and has 

identified likely gene candidates for controlling eye weight. 
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3.4 Figures and table  

 

Table 3. 1: Summary of strains studied in Memphis and Perth. The additional 7 BXD strains 

studied only in Perth are shown in blue.  

  

Location and number 

of total strains 

Duration of 

study 

Strains tested 

 

Memphis (32) 7 days 

B6 

D2 

(D2xB6) F1 

29 BXD strains: BXD-09, 29, 32, 

39, 40, 48, 51, 60, 62, 63, 64, 65, 

66, 67, 68, 69, 73, 74, 77, 79, 84, 

86, 87, 95, 96, 97, 100, 102 and 

103 

Perth (13) 21 days 

B6 

D2 

11 BXD strains: BXD-08, 14, 21, 

22, 28, 31, 45, 48, 51, 62 and 66 

Memphis and Perth (6) 7 and 21 days 

B6 

D2 

4 BXD strains: BXD-48, 51, 62 

and 66 
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 Strain 

name 

Alloxan 

concentration (mg/kg) 

1 B6 90 

2 D2 70 

3 (D2xB6) 70 

4 BXD-08 80 

5 BXD-09 80 

6 BXD-14 70 

7 BXD-21 70 

8 BXD-22 70 

9 BXD-28 70 

10 BXD-29 80 

11 BXD-31 80 

12 BXD-32 80 

13 BXD-39 80 

14 BXD-40 80 

15 BXD-45 80 

16 BXD-48 80 

17 BXD-51 70 

18 BXD-60 80 

19 BXD-62 70 

20 BXD-63 70 

21 BXD-64 80 

22 BXD-65 80 

23 BXD-66 70 

24 BXD-67 80 

25 BXD-68 80 

26 BXD-69 80 

27 BXD-73 80 

28 BXD-74 80 

29 BXD-77 80 

30 BXD-79 70 

31 BXD-84 80 

32 BXD-86 80 

33 BXD-87 80 

34 BXD-95 80 

35 BXD-96 80 

36 BXD-97 80 

37 BXD-100 80 

38 BXD-102 70 

39 BXD-103 80 
 

Table 3. 2: BXD RI strains tested and the amount of Alloxan administered for induction of 
diabetes. 
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Strain name 
Number 

Initial body weight Final  body weight P value 
M F 

B6 4 2 21.94 ± 1.32 21.81 ± 1.60 0.90 

D2 4 4 20.84 ± 2.24 18.48 ± 1.56 0.34 

(D2xB6) F1 1 3 22.63 ± 1.57 21.88 ± 1.06 0.76 

BXD-09 2 1 26.20 ± 1.06 20.33 ± 0.32 0.05 

BXD-29 2 1 23.80 ± 2.43 22.36 ± 2.32 0.78 

BXD-32 3 2 24.62 ± 0.81 18.94 ± 0.58 0.001 

BXD-39 1 2 22.93 ± 1.60 21.59 ± 1.60 0.70 

BXD-40 1 2 22.10 ± 1.15 19.35 ± 0.19 0.23 

BXD-48 1 2 20.60 ± 0.22 19.93 ± 0.79 0.62 

BXD-51 3 0 23.95 ± 0.55 23.35 ± 0.45 0.49 

BXD-60 4 1 24.68 ± 1.83 23.06 ± 1.76 0.58 

BXD-62 1 2 24.00 ± 2.55 19.13 ± 0.35 0.31 

BXD-63 2 2 19.98 ± 1.10 19.23 ± 1.36 0.99 

BXD-64 2 1 21.13 ± 1.15 20.73 ± 1.57 0.89 

BXD-65 3 0 22.50 ± 0.46 21.80 ± 0.35 0.56 

BXD-66 1 2 16.80 ± 0.63 16.80 ± 0.57 1.00 

BXD-67 1 2 21.20 ± 0.71 17.84 ± 1.66 0.29 

BXD-68 3 2 21.44 ± 1.32 21.80 ± 1.78 0.89 

BXD-69 1 4 21.80 ± 1.12 20.44 ± 1.75 0.57 

BXD-73 2 2 20.23 ± 1.66 18.45 ± 2.01 0.60 

BXD-74 2 1 19.95 ± 0.20 19.20 ± 0.58 0.59 

BXD-77 1 2 19.57 ± 0.97 18.47 ± 1.58 0.70 

BXD-79 1 2 19.47 ± 0.90 19.30 ± 0.50 0.92 

BXD-84 2 1 24.50 ± 0.97 23.50 ± 1.27 0.68 

BXD-86 1 2 26.87 ± 1.08 23.53 ± 0.86 0.17 

BXD-87 2 1 17.33 ± 0.39 16.10 ± 0.35 0.17 

BXD-95 3 0 24.07 ± 0.37 23.87 ± 0.26 0.77 

BXD-96 2 1 26.50 ± 1.81 24.47 ± 1.01 0.54 

BXD-97 2 1 27.00 ± 2.79 28.50 ± 1.24 0.75 

BXD-100 2 1 25.07 ± 1.81 23.28 ± 2.43 0.70 

BXD-102 3 3 21.73 ± 2.20 19.63 ± 1.15 0.42 

BXD-103 1 2 17.37 ± 0.65 17.33 ± 1.08 0.99 
 

Table 3. 3: BXD RI strains tested at 7d of diabetes and their corresponding initial and final 
body weights. P≤0.05 is highlighted in red. 
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Strain 

Name 

Control 21d Diabetic 

Number Initial Body 

Weight 

Final Body 

Weight 
P value 

Number Initial Body 

Weight 

Final Body 

Weight 
P value 

M F M F 
B6 7 7 17.20 ± 0.56 19.37 ± 0.74 0.03 9 0 25.32 ± 0.30 22.4 0± 0.58 0.0008 

D2 8 4 19.64 ± 1.25 22.97 ± 1.15 0.20 13 0 24.48 ± 0.36 21.77 ± 0.69 0.003 

BXD-08 0 4 16.07 ± 0.21 19.84 ± 0.12 0.0004 2 1 19.75 ± 0.38 21.31 ± 1.12 0.30 

BXD-14 3 0 24.13 ± 1.33 27.74 ± 0.95 0.17 5 0 25.62 ± 0.63 28.15 ± 1.02 0.08 

BXD-21 0 4 16.68 ± 0.16 19.70 ± 0.29 0.002 3 3 19.98 ± 1.61 20.81 ± 1.12 0.68 

BXD-22 2 2 20.07 ± 0.75 23.09 ± 0.89 0.03 3 0 21.84 ± 0.82 23.47 ± 0.81 0.23 

BXD-28 4 0 22.83 ± 0.56 24.36 ± 1.12 0.28 4 0 22.42 ± 0.25 20.58 ± 0.86 0.12 

BXD-31 0 4 17.35 ± 0.25 20.42 ± 0.56 0.02 0 4 16.89 ± 0.50 17.06 ± 1.37 0.92 

BXD-45 6 0 23.23 ± 1.36 27.58 ± 1.35 0.01 3 0 21.69 ± 0.73 23.77 ± 0.54 0.09 

BXD-48 2 0 20.35 ± 0.26 23.62 ± 0.69 0.10 6 0 20.92 ± 0.61 23.47 ± 0.48 0.01 

BXD-51 2 4 17.64 ± 0.61 20.67 ± 0.64 0.001 3 0 15.71 ± 0.56 13.91 ± 0.95 0.57 

BXD-62 0 3 17.20 ± 0.57 19.53 ± 0.17 0.13 2 1 21.33 ± 1.12 21.02 ± 1.67 0.89 

BXD-66 0 3 15.42 ± 0.28 18.37 ± 0.85 0.06 2 3 17.55 ± 0.87 20.38 ± 1.30 0.07 
 

Table 3. 4: BXD RI strain tested at 21d of diabetes and their age matched controls with corresponding initial and final body weights. P≤0.05 is highlighted in 

red.
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Figure 3. 1: Corneal calcification in diabetic BXD mice. (A) BXD-84 (n=3) cornea showing a clear normal appearance (boxed); (B) BXD-64 (n=3) corneal showing 

a cloudy appearance (boxed) and (C) BXD-96 (n=3) cornea with denser calcification appearing as plaque shaped granules. Scale bar: 2mm (A-C). 
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Diabetes Status 
Number of 

samples 

Rank 

sum 
Mean rank U-value 

Control 797 363156 455.65 45146 

Diabetic 115   53172 462.32 46509 

Total 912 416328   

Z-statistic = -0.26 

P (2-tailed) = 0.8 

Table 3. 5: Mann-Whitney U test for eye weight as a percentage of body weight for control 
mice vs diabetic mice. No significant difference between the means at P≥0.05. 

 

 

Calcification prone strains 
Number of 

samples 

Rank sum Mean rank U-value 

Diabetic*   31   4483 144.61 1903 

Control 190 20048 105.52 9387 

Total 221 24531   

Z-statistic = -3.2 

P (2-tailed) = 0.002 

Table 3. 6: Mann-Whitney U test for eye weight as a percentage of body weight for diabetic 
mice with corneal calcification vs their control mice. Significant difference between the means 

at P≤0.05. * The diabetic D2 and BXD-32, -48, -64, -95, -96 and -102 strains showed calcification. 

 

 

Calcification status 
Number of 

samples 
Rank sum Mean rank U-value 

With calcification* (Diabetic)   31 1973 63.65 1127 

Without calcification (Diabetic)   84 4697 55.92 1477 

Total 115 6670   

Z-statistic = -1.1 

P (2-tailed) = 0.3 

Table 3. 7: Mann-Whitney U test for eye weight as a percentage of body weight for diabetic 
mice with corneal calcification vs diabetic mice without corneal calcification. No significant 

difference between the means at P≥0.05. * The D2 and BXD-32, -48, -64, -95, -96 and -102 strains 

showed calcification.
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Figure 3. 2: Characterisation 
of the retinal vasculature 
stained Isolectin-B4 and 
Streptavidin Cy3 in control 
and diabetic B6, D2 and 
(D2xB6) F1 mice. B6 (A) 

control, (B) 7d diabetic and 

(C) 21d diabetic retina; D2 (D) 

control, (E) 7d diabetic and (F) 

21d diabetic retina and 

(D2xB6) F1 (G) control and 

(H) 7d diabetic retina. Control 

retinas showed an organised 

retinal vascular branching 

pattern in B6, D2, and D2xB6 

F1 strains (A, D and G, 

respectively). After 7d of 

diabetes, the vascular 

distribution in retinas of (B) 

B6 mice was dense and 

disorganised and this 

worsened further by (C) 21d of 

diabetes. Vascular distribution 

in D2 (E) 7d, (F) 21d and (H) 

(D2xB6) F1 7d were 

comparable to the controls. 

Scale bar: 500µm (A-F) and 

100 µm (G and H); n=4-14 

mice/group. 
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Figure 3. 3: Retinas stained with Isolectin-B4 and Streptavidin Cy3 showing the retinal vascular distribution of several BXD strains. BXD-48 (A) control, (E) 

7d and (I) 21d diabetic; BXD-14 (B) control and (F) 7d diabetic; BXD-63 (C) control and (G) 7d diabetic and BXD-102 (D) control and (H) 7d diabetic mouse retinas. 

In each strain, the diabetic retinas showed a similar vascular pattern to that of the controls. Scale bar: 500µm (A-I); n=2-6 mice/group.
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Figure 3. 4: Retinal vasculature stained with Isolectin-B4 and Streptavidin Cy3 showing 
vascular changes in diabetic BXD mice. (A) Formation of microaneurysms (boxed) in the 

middle capillary bed of 7d diabetic BXD-79 (n=1) mouse retina. (B) Capillary dropout 

(arrowheads) in BXD-31 (n=1) mouse retina at 21d of diabetes. Scale bar: 500µm and 50µm (A), 

2mm (B).
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Figure 3. 5: Retinal vasculature stained with Isolectin-B4 and Streptavidin Cy3 showing the distribution of retinal arterioles and venules in the BXD RI 
panel. (A) Progenitor strain B6 and several BXD strains (B-F) are represented showing varying number of retinal arterioles and venules origination from the optic 

disc. Arterioles (yellow letter A) and venules (white letter V). Scale bar: 500µm (A-F); n=3-6 mice/strain.
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Strain name 
Number of 

arterioles/retina 

Number of 

venules/retina 

Number 

of mice 

1 BXD-28 5, 6 and 5 5, 6 and 5 3 

2 BXD-29 5,5 and 6 4, 5 and 5 3 

3 BXD-60 5,6 and 6 5, 6 and 6 3 

4 BXD-63 4,6 and 5 5,6 and 5 3 

5 BXD-67 6, 6 and 5 6,6 and 5 3 

6 BXD-69 5,6 and 6 5,5 and 6 3 

7 BXD-86 5 and 5 5 and 5 2 

8 BXD-97 6,5 and 6 6,5 and 5 3 

9 BXD-102 5,5 and 6 5,5 and 6 3 

10 BXD-103 5 and 5 4 and 5 2 

11 B6 5,5,5,6,5 and 6 4,5,5,6,5 and 6 6 

12 D2 6,6 and 5 5,6 and 5 5 

 

Table 3. 8: Varying number of arterioles and venules among progenitor strains and several 
BXD strains. 
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Figure 3. 6: QTL mapping of control mean eye weight as percentage of the body weight. (A) 

Interval map of control mean eye with a suggestive QTL mapping to the distal portion of Chr 14 

(red arrow). The x-axis represents the physical map of the genome; the y-axis and thick blue line 

provides the LOD of the association between the trait and the genotypes of markers, the green 

and red lines indicate the additive effect with the B6 and D2 alleles respectively. The scale on the 

right indicates the strength of the additive effects. The two horizontal lines are the suggestive 

(grey) and significant (red) thresholds computed using 2000 permutations. (B) Expanded interval 

map for of the peak (*) on Chr 14 reaches over the suggestive threshold around 115-125Mb. The 

orange markings on the x-axis highlights the high-density SNP map. (C) Haplotype map of all 33 

BXD strains for the peak on 5Mb (116–121Mb) QTL interval on Chr 14. Red lines indicate B6 

alleles (maternal), green lines indicate D2 alleles (paternal), blue lines indicate heterozygous 

alleles, and grey lines are unknown. The purple vertical lines show the specific 2Mb (118-120Mb) 

interval of interest. Strains are arranged from largest to smallest value for the mean eye weight 

(top to bottom).
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Figure 3. 7: QTL mapping of 7d diabetic mean eye weight as percentage of the body weight. 
(A) Interval map of 7d diabetic mean eye weight with suggestive QTLs mapping to Chr 2 and 14 

(red arrows). The x-axis represents the physical map of the genome; the y-axis and thick blue line 

provides the LOD of the association between the trait and the genotypes of markers, the green 

and red lines indicate the additive effect with the B6 and D2 alleles respectively. The scale on the 

right indicates the strength of the additive effects. The two horizontal lines are the suggestive 

(grey) and significant (red) thresholds computed using 2000 permutations. (B1) Expanded 

interval map for of the peak (*) on Chr 2 reaches over the suggestive threshold around 150-

160Mb. The orange markings on the x-axis highlights the high-density SNP map. (C1) Haplotype 

map of all 29 BXD strains for the peak on 25Mb (135–160Mb) QTL interval. Red lines indicate 

B6 alleles (maternal), green lines indicate D2 alleles (paternal), blue lines indicate heterozygous 

alleles, and grey lines are unknown. The purple vertical lines show the specific 4Mb (154-158Mb) 

interval of interest. Strains are arranged from largest to smallest value for the mean eye weight 

(top to bottom).
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Figure 3. 8: Expanded interval maps on Chr 14 for the 7d diabetic eye trait. (B2) On Chr 14 

two peaks (*) reach over the suggestive threshold around 88-94 Mb and 117-121Mb, respectively. 

The orange hash on the x-axis highlights the high-density SNP map. (C2) Haplotype map of all 

29 BXD strains for the first peak on 8Mb QTL interval on Chr 14 (84–92Mb). The purple vertical 

lines show the specific 2Mb (89-91Mb) interval of interest. Haplotype map of all 29 BXD strains 

for the second peak on 5Mb (117–122Mb) QTL interval on Chr 14. The purple vertical lines show 

the specific 2Mb (118-120Mb) interval of interest. Red lines indicate B6 alleles (maternal), green 

lines indicate D2 alleles (paternal), blue lines indicate heterozygous alleles, and grey lines are 

unknown. Strains are arranged from largest to smallest value for the mean eye weight (top to 

bottom).
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Sanger Analysis PROVEAN Analysis 

Gene 

Symbol 
dbSNP Chr 

Position 

(bp) 
B6 D2 Function Variant 

PROVEAN 

score 

Prediction 

(cut-off= -2.5) 

Abcc4 rs47738397 14 118996816 G A Missense variant S617L (Ser-Leu) -1.676 Neutral 

Abcc4      Missense variant S649L (Ser-Leu) -1.426 Neutral 

Abcc4      Missense variant S692L (Ser-Leu) -1.476 Neutral 

Cldn10 rs30908438 14 119273446 C T Missense variant A200V (Ala-Val) 0.057 Neutral 

Cldn10      Missense variant A202V (Ala-Val) 0.615 Neutral 

Cldn10      Missense variant A166V (Ala-Val) 0.629 Neutral 

Cldn10      Missense variant A145V (Ala-Val) 0.231 Neutral 

Cldn10      Missense variant A164V (Ala-Val) 0.24 Neutral 

Cldn10      Missense variant A185V (Ala-Val) 0.167 Neutral 

Cldn10 rs30460320 14 119273496 A G Missense variant T217A (Thr-Ala) -0.75 Neutral 

Cldn10      Missense variant T219A (Thr-Ala) -0.727 Neutral 

Cldn10      Missense variant T183A (Thr-Ala) -0.702 Neutral 

Cldn10      Missense variant T162A (Thr-Ala) -0.135 Neutral 

Cldn10      Missense variant T181A (Thr-Ala) -0.215 Neutral 

Cldn10      Missense variant T198A (Thr-Ala) -0.75 Neutral 

Uggt2 rs49716497 14 119428243 C T Missense variant A983T (Ala-Thr) -0.465 Neutral 

 

BioGPS Analysis 

Gene 

Symbol 
ID Species 

Mean 

expression 
Tissue 

Expression in 

specific tissue 
Probe set 

Abcc4 239273 mouse 437.64 Retinal pigment 1477.62 1443874_at     
Retina 47.7 

 

    
Iris 1268.48 

 

    
Cilliary body 1466.21 

 

    
Eye cup 474.18 

 

    
Lens 133.97 

 

    
Cornea 1761.05 

 

Cldn10 58187 mouse 136 Retinal pigment 5.01 1426147_s_at     
Retina 4.64 

 

    
Iris 6.57 

 

    
Cilliary body 5.53 

 

    
Eye cup 5.61 

 

    
Lens 6.13 

 

    
Cornea 5.52 

 

Uggt2 66435 mouse 7.1 Retinal pigment 16.51 1429836_at     
Retina 5.79 

 

    
Iris 6.82 

 

    
Cilliary body 6.72 

 

    
Eye cup 12.13 

 

    
lens 6.03 

 

    
Cornea 5.11 

 

Table 3. 9: List of (A) SNPs and prediction of their functional effects and (B) identified genes 
and expression levels, in the region of 2Mb (118-120Mb) on Chr 14 identified in the control 
mean eye weight trait.

(A) 

(B) 
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Sanger Analysis PROVEAN analysis 

Gene symbol dbSNP Chr Position (bp) B6 D2 Function Variant PROVEAN score Prediction (cut-off= -2.5) 

Bpifb1 rs48926494 2 154028418 T G Missense variant V23G (Val-Gly) -0.114 Neutral 

Bpifb1 rs47357495 2 154030539 G A Missense variant R81K (Arg-Lys) 0.745 Neutral 

Bpifb1 rs50108791 2 154031210 G A Missense variant D104N (Asp-Asn) 0.147 Neutral 

Bpifb1 rs49812513 2 154035616 G A Missense variant V202M (Val-Met) -0.611 Neutral 

Bpifb1 rs33521708 2 154038751 A G Missense variant R276G (Arg-Gly) 0.78 Neutral 

Bpifb1 rs27315607 2 154043957 G A Missense variant V445I (Val-Ile) 0.25 Neutral 

Bpifb5 rs27315572 2 154049547 A T Missense variant L9F (Leu-Phe) -1.438 Neutral 

Bpifb5 rs27315565 2 154050697 A C Missense variant N45H (Asn-His) 2.473 Neutral 

Bpifb5 rs48377483 2 154053917 A G Missense variant K184E (Lys-Glu) 1.279 Neutral 

Bpifb5 rs224781992 2 154054595 A C Missense variant D190A (Asp-Ala) -2.346 Neutral 

Bpifb5 rs49705238 2 154055287 C A Missense variant A266E (Ala-Glu) 2.082 Neutral 

Snta1 rs13461839 2 154203762 T C Missense variant I401V (Ile-Val) -0.098 Neutral 

E2f1 rs259162249 2 154395305 A G Missense variant S56P (Ser-Pro) 0.224 Neutral 

Zfp341 rs13476853 2 154459925 A G Missense variant D439G (Asp-Gly) -4.22 Deleterious 

Zfp341 rs47569799 2 154471527 C T Missense variant P732S (Pro-Ser) -0.737 Neutral 

Dlgap4 rs27324237 2 156574134 A G Missense variant I693V (Ile-Val) 0.572 Neutral 

Soga1 rs27322802 2 156846032 G A Missense variant A1571V (Ala-Val) 0.792 Neutral 

Soga1 rs27322714 2 156862989 T A Missense variant T788S (Thr-Ser) -0.052 Neutral 

Soga1 rs32861645 2 156865955 C T Missense variant A638T (Ala-Thr) -1 Neutral 

Soga1 rs32950769 2 156904254 T A Missense variant Q131L (Gln-Leu) 0.794 Neutral 

Soga1 rs262430645 2 156904639 T C Missense variant T3A (Thr-Ala) 0.25 Neutral 

Samhd1 rs27308049 2 156942195 C T Missense variant E281K (Glu-Lys) -0.074 Neutral 

Samhd1 rs27308035 2 156946230 C G Missense variant E260D (Glu-Asp) 0.181 Neutral 

Rbl1 rs27357519 2 156995626 C T Missense variant R715Q (Arg-Gln) 1.287 Neutral 

Rbl1 rs27357510 2 157000514 G T Missense variant Q634K (Gln-Lys) 1.137 Neutral 

Rbl1 rs27338556 2 157017655 A C Missense variant L413R (Leu-Arg) -2.394 Neutral 

Rbl1 rs27338555 2 157017752 C G Missense variant E381Q (Glu-Gln) -1.664 Neutral 

Rpn2 rs13461104 2 157109364 G A Missense variant V20I (Val-Ile) -0.184 Neutral 

Rpn2 rs27338302 2 157123262 A G Missense variant T279A (Thr-Ala) 0.893 Neutral 

Manbal rs27307163 2 157221698 T C Missense variant V68A (Val-Ala) 1.128 Neutral 

Ctnnbl1 rs3670912 2 157632427 C T Missense variant A194V (Ala-Val) 1.447 Neutral 

Tti1 rs27309098 2 157834407 G A Missense variant A216V (Ala-Val) -1.649 Neutral 

Soga1 rs238882095 2 156846766 G GGCT Inframe insertion G1326_V1327insAG -6.953 Deleterious 

Tldc2 rs263421472 2 156914249 GCCAGCC GCCAGCCCCAGCC Inframe insertion E17_P18insPAPA 0.985 Neutral 

Table 3. 10: The list of SNPs and prediction of their functional effects, in the region of 4Mb (154-158Mb) on Chr 2 identified in the 7d diabetic mean eye 
weight trait.
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Part of this work has been published in the Journal of Ophthalmology and Vision Science, 

March 10, 2017, Vol 1, Issue 1, Page No. 36-45 (Full text in Appendix 1). 

 

4.1 Introduction and aims 

Chapter 3 reported the investigation of ocular complications due to diabetes in the well-

established BXD two-way RI panel. No significant DR-like features were observed in the 

BXD RI panel, likely owing to the genetic complexity of DR not being captured by the 

small number of strains tested. Hence, a large RI panel was required. As described in 

Chapter 1, unlike most two-way RI panels, the Collaborative Cross (CC) is an eight-way 

RI panel derived from eight diverse founder strains. These founder strains include five 

common inbred strains (AJ, B6, NOD, NZO and 129) and three wild-derived strains 

(WSB, PWK and CAST), capturing a large genetic diversity and a high number of 

recombination events (Churchill et al., 2004, Morahan et al., 2008). The CC RI strains 

provide a next-generation resource for the study of complex disease phenotypes and 

mapping of QTLs.  

 

Of the eight CC founder strains, only the B6 and NOD strains have been tested for DR.  

However, AJ and 129 have been investigated for age-related retinal degeneration 

(Danciger et al., 2007). As reviewed by Robinson et al., many studies have reported DR 

lesions (ranging from mild NPDR to PDR) in B6 mice (Robinson et al., 2012). The NOD 

strain showed reduced perfusion of the retina, the loss of retinal microvessels and loss of 

ganglion cells by apoptosis (Shaw et al., 2006, Lee and Harris, 2008, Li and Sun, 2010).   

 

Most studies of DR have been conducted in common inbred strains with transgenic 

modifications leading to DR lesions such as microaneurysms, retinal vascular 

proliferation and neural damage  (Li et al., 2010, Rakoczy et al., 2010, Ali Rahman et al., 

2011, Liu et al., 2012), so a non-genetically modified diabetic mouse model with 

retinopathy will be more representative of human DR. Moreover, a DR mouse model 

from a diverse panel such as the CC could lead to the discovery of genes predisposing to 

retinopathy. The segregation of genes from all eight founders, in combination with the 

retinopathy background in the B6 strain, suggest the high potential for CC strains to be 

useful for DR investigation.  
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The precise assessment of anatomical and morphological changes are important for the 

characterisation of a suitable mouse model for DR. This will address key areas of the 

disease such as the onset, progression and genetic background of DR. The objective of 

this study was to investigate the development of DR in the CC RI panel after Alloxan-

induced diabetes. This series of experiments examined retinal changes in CC strains in 

order to identify the most suitable mouse model of DR. This is the first study of this 

capacity where several founder strains and CC strains have been assessed for DR. 

 

The specific aims for this chapter were to: 

1. Screen the CC RI panel for DR by assessing the overall retinal vasculature and map 

QTLs for DR. 

2. Map QTLs and genes influencing changes in body weight in the CC RI panel, and 

identify their possible association with normal and diabetic body weight. 

3. Map QTLs and genes influencing changes in eye weight in the CC RI panel, and 

identify their possible association with the normal and the diabetic eye. 

 

4.2 Results 

4.2.1 Characteristics of experimental mice  

In this study, the CC panel was used to study the eye and the retinal vascular pathology 

21d following the induction of diabetes. A total of 71 strains was studied; this included 

four founder strains B6, AJ, NOD and 129, and 67 CC strains. A list of strains and the 

number of animals used is shown in table 4.1. Irregular breeding of six CC strains (table 

4.1, strains 66-71) resulted in low availability of animals for study; hence, these strains 

were excluded from investigations. Therefore, a total of 65 strains (four founder strains 

and 61 CC strains) was completed with at least two mice in each of the control and 21d 

diabetic groups. Mice used in experiments ranged from 8-12 weeks of age. Where 

possible, both male and female mice from each strain were tested (table 4.1). 

 

Alloxan is known to cause pancreatic beta-cell death readily causing diabetes in mice. As 

described in Chapter 2, mice were administered with Alloxan at 60-100mg/kg in order to 

induce diabetes; control mice received saline. The Alloxan concentration varied among 

founder and CC strains. The specific Alloxan concentrations administered to each strain 
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is summarised in table 4.1. Mice with a urine glucose reading over 56 mmol/L were 

considered diabetic and mice maintained this reading until the experimental end-point. 

Some animals showed a positive (5.6-28 mmol/L) urine glucose measurement on day two 

and three, but recovered, showing normal (<5.6 mmol/L) urine glucose readings for the 

remaining period of the experiment. These mice were excluded from further analysis. 

Control mice showed normal urine glucose measurements over the course of the 

experiment.  

 

The difference in final (21d) and initial (1d) body weight of control mice is summarised 

in figure 4.1. Most of the strains (92%) gained weight in this group. In particular, FOT, 

DAVIS, GIG, XAP, PEF, XAC6, XAN and BEM strains showed a significant increase 

in final body weight (P≤0.05). The difference in final (21d) and initial (1d) body weight 

of 21d diabetic mice is summarised in figure 4.2. A majority of the strains (62%) lost 

weight, while 38% gained weight by experiment end-point. Seven strains (NOD, 

MERCURI, 129, SEH, TOP, FEW and CIS) showed a significant weight loss (P≤0.05). 

 

4.2.1.1 QTL mapping for body weight  

Mean body weight data from control and 21d diabetic mice were used to identify QTLs 

and genes effecting body weight. Strains with less than three mice per group were 

removed from analysis.  

 

4.2.1.1.1 Control body weight  

Mean control body weight data from 59 strains showed a peak (figure 4.3 A, red arrow) 

reaching over the significance threshold (LOD=7.6) on Chr 16. The founder beta 

coefficient plot (figure 4.3 B) showed the WSB allele to be associated with the reduced 

body weight. The negative-1 LOD drop confidence interval was determined as 3.8Mb to 

6.1Mb of Chr 16. A box plot of founder effects at the Chr 16: 4.86Mb position showed 

the WSB founder allele to be responsible for low phenotypic values (figure 4.3 C). 

 

Evaluation of WBS-specific candidate variants showed the presence of eight missense 

SNPs in five genes (Nlrc3, Slx4, Trap1, Srl and Vasn). Three of the missense variants 

rs242068183 (Arginine-Tryptophan), rs46542177 (Alanine-Threonine) and rs236997451 
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(Serine-Isoleucine) in the genes Trap1 (Tumor Necrosis Factor Receptor-Associated 

Protein-1), Srl (Sarcalumenin) and Vasn (Vasorin) respectively, were predicted to be 

deleterious (table 4.2). A single inframe deletion was identified in the Coro7 (Coronin 7) 

gene (table 4.2) which did not affect the protein function.   

 

4.2.1.1.2 21d diabetic body weight  

The QTL mapping performed using mean body weight data from 61 strains showed a 

peak (figure 4.4 A, red arrow) reaching over the significance threshold (LOD=10.2) on 

Chr 4. The founder beta coefficient plot (figure 4.4 B) showed the NZO allele to be 

associated with increased body weight in the 21d diabetic mice. The negative-2 LOD drop 

confidence interval was determined as 52.3Mb to 55.0 Mb of Chr 4. A box plot of founder 

effects (figure 4.4 C) and haplotype visualisation (figure 4.5) at the Chr 4: 52.93Mb 

position showed the NZO founder allele to be responsible for high phenotypic values.  

 

Assessment of NZO-specific candidate variants did not reveal any missense SNPs. 

However, the ENCODE database showed six candidate SNPs in the regulatory elements 

of five genes; AI427809, Fktn, Rps15a-ps8, Tmem38b and Zfp462 (table 4.3).  

 

4.2.1.1.3 Body weight difference between control and 21d diabetics 

Genome wide QTL mapping was also carried out for the mean body weight difference 

between control and 21d diabetic mice from 59 strains. This analysis showed a suggestive 

QTL (Figure 4.6 A, red arrow) mapping to the proximal portion of Chr 5 (LOD=7.2). 

The founder beta coefficient plot (figure 4.6 B) showed the CAST allele to be associated 

with increased body weight difference. The negative-2 LOD drop confidence interval was 

determined as 75.5Mb to 82.2Mb of Chr 5. A box plot of founder effects at the Chr 5: 

74.98Mb position showed the CAST founder allele to be responsible for high phenotypic 

values (figure 4.6 C). 

 

Upon searching of CAST-specific candidate variants, the presence of 25 missense SNPs 

in 12 genes (Srd5a3, Nmu, Cep135, C530008M17Rik, Aasdh, Srp72, Thegl, Hopx, Rest, 

Noa1, Igfbp7 and Adgrl3) were identified. Among these genes Nmu (Neuromedin U), 

Cep135 (Centrosomal Protein 135), Thegl (Theg Spermatid Protein-Like), Noa1 (Nitric 
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Oxide Associated 1) and Adgrl3 (Adhesion G Protein-Coupled Receptor L3) genes 

collectively had seven deleterious missense SNPs. The only inframe deletion 

(rs245338879) was in the C530008M17Rik gene and this was predicated deleterious 

(table 4.4).  

 

All identified genes (table 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4) were researched in published literature for 

evidence linking body weight with and without diabetes. None of these genes were 

reported previously to influence body weight. 

 

4.2.2 Eye morphology, eye weight and retinal vasculature in CC strains 

All collected eye samples were evaluated for changes in eye morphology under a 

dissection microscope and raw eye weight data were collected for control and 21d diabetic 

groups. Furthermore, all eye samples were processed to visualise the retinal vasculature 

and/or retinal histology.  

 

4.2.2.1 Eye morphology and eye weight 

Overall, the eye morphology of all tested strains appeared normal. Mean eye weight and 

mean final body weight were used to calculate the ratio of eye weight to body weight in 

58 strains (4 parental and 54 CC strains, table 4.1). Strains with less than three mice per 

group were excluded from analysis. When data between control and 21d diabetic groups 

were compared, a trend was noted in the majority of strains where the eye weight to body 

weight ratio was higher in the diabetic group. Moreover, 14 strains showed a significant 

increase in the ratio of eye weight to body weight, in the diabetic group in comparison to 

their controls (figure 4.7, asterisks). These 14 strains included two parental strains (NOD 

and 129) and 12 CC strains (DET3, CIS, XXEN2, BEM, JUD, GIT, XAT2, STUCKY, 

FEW, XAV, WOB2 and XAD7). 

 

4.2.2.1.1 QTL mapping for control and 21d diabetic eye weight  

Mean eye weight as a percentage of the body weight from control and 21d diabetic mice 

was used to map QTLs and genes modulating eye weight. Genome wide QTL mapping 

in control strains showed a peak (figure 4.8 A, red arrow) reaching over the significance 
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threshold (LOD=7.5) on Chr 3. The founder beta coefficient plot (figure 4.8 B) showed 

the NZO allele to be associated with reduced eye weight. The negative-2 LOD drop 

confidence interval was determined as 59.1 to 62.6Mb on Chr 3. A box plot of founder 

effects at the Chr 3: 62.07Mb position showed the NZO founder allele to be responsible 

for low phenotypic values (figure 4.8 C). Evaluation of NZO-specific candidate variants 

did not reveal any missense SNPs. However, the ENCODE database showed 11 candidate 

SNPs in the regulatory elements of three known and several unknown genes (table 4.4).  

 

The QTL mapping in diabetic eye weight showed a peak (figure 4.9 A, red arrow) 

reaching over the significant threshold on Chr 18 (LOD=9). The founder beta coefficient 

plot (figure 4.9 B) showed the PWK allele to be associated with reduced eye weight. The 

negative-2 LOD drop confidence interval was determined as 38.7 to 41.3Mb on Chr 18. 

A box plot of founder effects at the Chr 18: 40.01Mb position showed the PWK founder 

allele to be responsible for low phenotypic values (figure 4.9 C). Evaluation of PWK-

specific candidate variants revealed three missense SNPs in two genes (Arhgap26 and 

Nr3c1). Both SNPs, rs31706418 (Proline-Leucine) and rs250482897 (Valine-Alanine) in 

the Rho GTPase activating protein 26 (Arhgap26) were predicted to effect the protein 

(table 4.5). None of the genes identified in control and 21d diabetic groups were known 

previously to influence eye weight. 

 

4.2.2.2 Retinal vasculature 

The retinal vascular pattern of four founder strains and 61 CC strains were studied at 21d 

of diabetes. Strains showing any vascular changes at 21d of diabetes were subsequently 

tested at 7 days (7d) of diabetes, to identify potential vascular changes occurring in the 

early stages of disease pathogenesis.   

 

The retinal vasculature of four founder strains are shown in figure 4.10 and 4.11. The 

vasculature of 129, AJ and NOD control retinas showed a clear, organised branching 

pattern of blood vessels within retinal vascular layers (figure 4.10 A, C and E, 

respectively). The retinal vasculature of 129, AJ and NOD strains was unaffected by 

diabetes at 21d and appeared similar to that of the controls (figure 4.10 B, D and F, 

respectively). Control B6 retinas showed a well-defined retinal vasculature (figure 4.11 

A) but this became dense and disorganised in appearance as early as 7d of diabetes (figure 
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4.11 B) which worsened by 21d of diabetes (figure 4.11 C). In the B6 retina, at 7d and 

21d diabetes, retinal capillaries appeared convoluted in distribution within all retinal 

layers. However, vascular lesions such as microaneurysms, IRMA or regions of capillary 

dropouts were not observed. 

 

Of the tested CC RI strains, 58 did not develop any retinal vascular changes at 21d of 

diabetes. Examples of the retinal vasculature in a subset (14) of CC strains are shown in 

figures 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14, where both control and 21d diabetic retinas showed an 

organised branching pattern of retinal blood vessels throughout the retina. Although most 

CC strains did not develop vascular changes with diabetes, three strains (PEF, GIG and 

FOT) showed notable retinal vascular changes (figure 4.15).  

 

Control PEF, GIG and FOT retinas (figure 4.15 A1, B1 and C1 respectively) showed a 

clear, organised branching pattern of blood vessels. At 7d of diabetes (figure 4.15 A2, B2 

and C2 respectively) the vascular distribution was dense and disorganised, by 21d of 

diabetes the vascular distribution worsened (figure 4.15 A3, B3 and C3 respectively) with 

more tortuous capillaries forming within retinal layers. The detailed characterisation of 

PEF, GIG and FOT strains will be discussed in Chapter 5.  

 

While TOP, JUNIOR and XXAG4 strains did not show vascular proliferation, they did 

show the occasional presence of vascular lesions resembling microaneurysms or IRMA 

at 21d of diabetes. In particular, TOP (figure 4.16 A) and JUNIOR (figure 4.16 B) strains 

showed the presence of outpouchings of small blood vessels, which represent 

microaneurysms. In the XXAG4 strain (figure 4.16 C), several small blood vessels 

clustered together in the primary capillary bed forming small IRMA. 

 

Interestingly, the overall vascular distribution differed between strains irrespective of 

diabetes status. For instance, ROGAN (figure 4.13 A, B), DAVIS (figure 4.13 E, F), YID 

(figure 4.13 I, J) and XXAG4 (figure 4.14 E, F) strains showed a dense vasculature 

distribution within all retinal layers in comparison to strains such as DOD (figure 4.12 A, 

B), FIM (figure 4.12 G, H) and VIT (figure 4.13 C, D) which showed a sporadic vascular 

distribution.  
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4.2.2.2.1   QTL mapping for DR 

All tested strains (61 CC strains and 4 founder strains) were coded numerically based on 

the DR phenotype. In particular, the three CC strains and the B6 strain that developed 

DR-like features were coded based on the severity of the DR phenotype (non-DR= 0; 

PEF=1, GIG=2, FOT=2 and B6=2). Comparison of the four strains with DR versus 61 

non-DR strains did not show any significant peaks during QTL mapping (figure 4.17 A). 

However, a single suggestive peak (LOD=~4) was noted on Chr 5, between 81 and 83Mb 

(figure 4.17 B). The founder coefficient effect plot for the gene region on Chr 5 indicated 

that allelic variation inherited from B6 strain was responsible for the DR phenotype. 

 

4.2.2.2.2   Variations in the overall retinal vasculature 

In addition to investigating the possible changes in the retinal capillary network due to 

diabetes, an observation was made of the overall retinal vascular pattern in diabetic and 

control mice. The retinal vascular architecture of most tested CC strains showed the 

classical structure of retinal capillary distribution, where the extensive capillary network 

spanned across the inner two thirds of the retina, forming two distinguishable capillary 

networks: superficial capillary network in the GCL and the deep capillary network in the 

INL. However, a variation in the number of retinal arterioles and venules originating from 

the optic disc was found in some CC strains (figure 4.18). When this trait was first 

observed, studies of many CC strains had already been completed. Hence, out of 61 CC 

strains, only 30 were assessed for this particular trait.  

 

Studies of those CC strains analysed for the number of retinal arterioles and venules are 

summarised in table 4.6. Most of the retinas had 4-5 arterioles and 4-5 venules. Arterioles 

and venules were typically present in pairs (figure 4.18 B, C, E, F, H and I), with an 

alternating pattern observed in most examined retinas. In retinas with a non-alternating 

vascular pattern, the non-pairing vessel was usually an additional arteriole (figure 4.18 A, 

G and J). However, an exception to this rule was noted where six arterioles were observed 

against four venules in the GEK2 strain (figure 4.18 D). A small number of strains 

displayed hypovascular retinas (table 4.6: DAVIS, HIP and NUK), showing three 

arterioles and three venules (figure 4.18 E and I).  
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The most extreme example in the retinal vasculature was noted in the ZOE strain, which 

had five arterioles and four venules, but showed only a single capillary network (figure 

4.19 A). Further analysis of this strain was conducted in order to establish the localisation 

of the capillary network. 

 

4.2.2.2.3   Retinal architecture of the ZOE strain 

In the ZOE strain, the presence of a single capillary network was evident in both control 

(figure 4.19 A and B) and 21d diabetic retinas (figure 4.19 C and D). Fluorescent 

microscopy studies captured in the Z-plane showed ZOE retinas had an attenuated retinal 

vasculature and were missing the dense, deep capillary system in control and diabetic 

groups (figure 4.19 E).  

 

To further analyse the ZOE retinal vascular architecture, H&E stained whole eye sections 

were compared to the B6 strain (figure 4.20). The B6 strain showed the normal neural 

structure of the retina where all eight retinal layers were visible (figure 4.19 A and C) and 

two capillary nets were noted spanning to the external margin of the INL. In contrast, the 

ZOE strain had an overall thinner neural structure (figure 4.20 B) with only five retinal 

layers (figure 4.20 D) and a single capillary net that was visible towards the external 

margin of the INL. The ZOE retina was devoid of outer plexiform, nuclear and 

photoreceptor layers (figure 4.20 D). Therefore, the deep capillary network usually seen 

in the inner two-thirds of the retina was absent from retinas of the ZOE strain. 

 

4.3 Discussion 

At the start of this project, a suitable mouse model to investigate DR did not exist. A 

mouse model ideal for investigating DR should demonstrate the wide array of features 

seen in NPDR and PDR. The hypothesis of this study was that, just as in humans, the 

large number of interaction of common genetic polymorphisms present within the CC 

(Churchill et al., 2004, Morahan et al., 2008) would enable the development of a DR 

phenotype without any genetic modifications. In the present study, CC strains were 

screened for the first time to investigate the development of retinopathy in response to 

chemically induced diabetes, to identify the strain most suited as a mouse model of DR. 
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Urine glucose and body weight results confirmed control and diabetic status in 

experimental CC mice. Most of the control mice showed an increase in final body weight 

compared to diabetic mice. Impaired or stalled weight gain is a hallmark of severe and 

untreated hyperglycaemia (Tian, 2010, Sharma et al., 2014) as demonstrated in this cohort 

of mice.  

 

4.3.1 Identification of genes regulating body weight  

As reviewed by Corva and Medrano (Corva and Medrano, 2001) and other researchers 

(Reed et al., 2003, Neuschl et al., 2007, Tepaamorndech et al., 2014, Suto and Kojima, 

2017), many studies have mapped QTLs for the regulation of body weight/growth in 

mice. In the present study, three QTLs were mapped using the body weight from control 

(Chr 16; 3.8-6.1Mb), diabetic (Chr 4: 52.3-55Mb) and the difference between control and 

diabetic (Chr 5; 75.5-82.2Mb) mice. The genes identified within these QTL regions were 

not previously suggested to influence body weight. However, based on current evidence 

three genes are possible candidate genes regulating body weight: Srl (Sarcalumenin; table 

4.2), Fktn (Fukutin; table 4.3) and Igfbp7 (insulin like growth factor binding protein 7; 

table 4.4).  

 

Sarcalumenin has been shown to play a role in muscle physiology. The Srl gene encodes 

for a Ca2+ binding protein, localised to the sarcoplasmic reticulum of the intracellular Ca2+ 

store of striated muscle cells (Leberer et al., 1989, Leberer et al., 1990). Sarcalumenin is 

essential in the release and uptake of Ca2+, which is associated with the excitation-

contraction-relaxation process and it plays a role in improving Ca2+ haemostasis of the 

sarcoplasmic reticulum in striated muscles such as skeletal muscles (Yoshida et al., 2005, 

Zhao et al., 2008). Skeletal muscles comprise a substantial portion of whole body weight 

(Pedersen and Febbraio, 2012). During muscle development, increased Srl expression 

levels have been reported (Raeymaekers et al., 1993, Yoshida et al., 2005). Reduced 

levels of SRL is reported in lower leg muscle of aged rats (O'Connell et al., 2008) and in 

the dystrophin deficient mdx (X-chromosome-linked muscular dystrophy) mouse model 

(Dowling et al., 2004). Further studies on sarcalumenin knockout mice showed enhanced 

resistance to fatigue and muscle waste (Zhao et al., 2005). Collectively, current evidence 

suggest Srl could be associated in modulating body weight in normal mice. 
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Prolonged periods of diabetes can significantly alter body mass due to loss of lean skeletal 

muscle mass (Frier et al., 2008, Park et al., 2009). Excessive loss of muscle mass in 

diabetes could result in poor muscle strength, functional limitations and physical 

disability. Fukutin is a protein necessary for the maintenance of muscle integrity and is 

encoded by the Fktn gene. The fukutin protein is involved in adding ribitol-5-phosphate 

to a certain protein called alpha-dystroglycanin. This glycosylation process is critical for 

the normal function of alpha-dystroglycanin. In skeletal muscles, glycosylated alpha-

dystroglycan helps stabilise and protect muscle fibers. Mutation in the Fktn gene are 

associated with limb-girdle muscular dystrophy leading to weakness and wasting of 

muscles in the arms and legs (Godfrey et al., 2006, Murakami et al., 2006). Studies 

conducted on conditional knockout Fktn mice showed significantly lower body weight 

and calf-muscle (gastrocnemius and soleus) weight, indicating the role of Fktn in muscle 

development, differentiation and maintenance of fibers (Beedle et al., 2012). Together, it 

can be suggested that Fktn could control body weight under the influence of diabetes due 

to muscle atrophy or decrease in muscle mass.  

 

A close relationship between Insulin-Like Growth Factor Binding Proteins (IGFBPs) and 

components of the metabolic syndrome such as obesity, insulin resistance and 

cardiovascular risk is well-established in human studies (Attia et al., 1998, Sierra-Johnson 

et al., 2009, Reinehr et al., 2011). IGFBP7 has gained interest due to its low affinity for 

insulin-like growth factors and relatively high affinity for insulin. A study demonstrated 

high expression levels of Igfbp7 in adipocyte precursor cells in visceral fat, in high-fat-

fed mice (Macotela et al., 2012). Accumulation of visceral fat is associated with obesity 

and adverse metabolic outcomes. Furthermore, higher levels of serum IGFBP7 correlated 

with several parameters of the metabolic syndrome such as insulin resistance, body mass 

index, waist circumference, systolic and diastolic blood pressure (Shao et al., 2004, 

Lopez-Bermejo et al., 2006, Liu et al., 2015). Based on existing knowledge it can be 

suggested that Igfbp7 may play an essential role in regulating body weight in diabetes.  

  

4.3.2 Identification of genes regulating eye weight 

Environmental and genetic factors contribute to differences in eye growth, size and 

development (Williams et al., 1996, Zhou and Williams, 1999a, Zhou and Williams, 

1999b, Martins et al., 2008). Approximately one-third of the eye weight variation among 
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normal adult mice is due to genetic factors (Zhou and Williams, 1999b). In mice, eye size 

is taken into account in relation to myopia (Zhou and Williams, 1999b, Markand et al., 

2016); yet, it is not commonly used in vision research conducted under conditions such 

as diabetes or hypertension.  

 

In a given CC strain, mice are genetically identical. Hence, differences noted within a 

strain are primarily due to non-genetic developmental and environmental factors, whereas 

differences between strains could be primarily due to genetic factors. Therefore, eye 

weight data from the CC RI panel can be utilised to map possible QTLs that contribute to 

the trait eye weight. In this study QTL mapping was carried out using mean eye weight 

as a percentage of the body weight. None of the genes identified within the QTL regions 

were known previously to influence eye weight or have been associated with the diabetic 

eye. The QTL mapping of mean eye weight in the 21d diabetic cohort showed two protein 

changing missense SNPs within the Arhgap26 gene (table 4.5). The protein encoded by 

Arhgap26 (Rho GTPase Activating Protein 26 also known as GTPase regulator associated 

with FAK) is a GTPase-activating protein which binds to the C-terminal domain of focal 

adhesion kinase (FAK) and stimulates the GTPase activity of the GTP-binding protein 

RhoA (Taylor et al., 1999b). RhoA is highly expressed during mouse ocular tissue 

development and was specifically expressed in several regions of the adult mouse eye 

(Mitchell et al., 2007). Furthermore, RhoA/ROCK1 (Rho-associated coiled-coil 

containing protein kinase 1) signalling pathway is associated with ocular blood flow 

modulating IOP, microvascular endothelial cell dysfunction, inflammation and apoptosis 

in the diabetic eye (Arita et al., 2009, Goldhagen et al., 2012, Wang et al., 2013, Lu et al., 

2014). Therefore, based on existing evidence Arhgap26 may play a role in modulating 

eye weight in diabetes associated eye complications such as DR and glaucoma. 

 

4.3.3 Retinal vascular changes of DR  

Four of the founder strains (129, AJ, NOD and B6) were analysed for DR-like features. 

Of these, the diabetic B6 mice showed an increased distribution of tortuous retinal 

capillaries (figure 4.11 B and C), a hallmark clinical feature of DR (Adamis et al., 1994, 

Ferris  et al., 1999). Hence, we anticipated several CC strains to develop DR-like features 

following diabetes induction. The majority of CC strains showed an organised branching 

pattern of blood vessels in both control and diabetic groups. However, significant changes 
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in the retinal vasculature was observed in three CC strains. After induction of diabetes, 

the FOT strain showed markedly more torturous retinal capillaries irregularly distributed 

in the retina compared to PEF and GIG strains. Upon observation of these vascular 

changes, these three strains were further characterised with the anticipation of identifying 

the strain that closely mimicked the wide array of DR lesions seen in humans 

(Characterisation of PEF, GIG and FOT strains will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5).  

 

4.3.3.1 Mapping of DR genes 

The CC resource has been used for the rapid mapping and identification of genes 

responsible for a number of traits (Durrant et al., 2011, Thaisz et al., 2012, Ram et al., 

2014, Rasmussen et al., 2014, Vered et al., 2014, Gralinski et al., 2015, Shorter et al., 

2017). As shown previously by our group, testing of ~50 CC strains are required to 

reliably map causative genes for a major effect trait. Ram et al., also demonstrated the 

suitability of the CC for efficient mapping of major-effect genes and defining the 

underlying causative genetic variants in a monogenic trait (Ram et al., 2014). 

 

Retinal vascular characterisation of the available CC founders showed DR-like vascular 

changes occurring only in the B6 parental strain. If the development and progression of 

DR was due to a single gene in this strain, the phenotypic outcome should occur in one 

in every eight tested strains. More likely, if development and progression of DR was due 

to three genes, one in every 512 tested CC strains would show the desired phenotype. In 

this study, 61 CC strains were tested and of these, three showed DR-like features at 

varying degrees. Using this outcome, in the attempt to map candidate genes of DR, a 

suggestive peak was obtained on Chr 5. The founder coefficient plot for the specific gene 

region showed the B6 allele contributed to the DR phenotype. As shown in this study and 

previously published data the B6 strain is known to develop DR-like features (Feit et al., 

2004, Feit-Leichman et al., 2005). However, to successfully map causative genes 

predisposing to a complex disease trait such as DR, a greater number of CC strains require 

investigation (Ram et al., 2014). 
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4.3.4 Characteristics of retinal vascular distribution in the CC panel 

Understanding the heterogeneity of the mouse retinal vasculature in greater detail is 

essential for measuring and interpreting the clinical signs of retinal pathology in mouse 

models with or without retinal disease. However, investigations on pathological 

variations in the vasculature of the mouse retina is limited. A comprehensive 

characterisation of the healthy mouse retina showed the presence of an alternating 5-6 

arteriole-venule arrangement around the optic disc (McLenachan et al., 2015). During the 

initial analysis of retinal flat-mount preparations in different CC strains, variations in the 

number of retinal arterioles and venules were noted for the first time. In contrast to 

currently published work where most mouse retinas show 5-6 arterioles and 5-6 venules 

(Stalmans et al., 2002, Ganesan et al., 2010, McLenachan et al., 2015), the majority of 

the investigated CC strains showed 4-5 arterioles and 4-5 venules. However, the 

observations of hypovascular retinas (figure 4.17 E and I) are consistent with published 

work (Simon et al., 2013, McLenachan et al., 2015).  

 

Structural alterations in the retinal vasculature may mirror pathological changes occurring 

in the systemic circulation (Lanigan et al., 1989, Danciger et al., 2007, Flammer et al., 

2013). These changes represent novel biomarkers for the assessment of risk of a particular 

disease. Hence, the retina is examined for the number of arterioles and venules, and blood 

circulation parameters are determined (Huang and Yan, 2006). Qualitative aspects and 

quantitative measures such as number and size of retinal vessels have been associated 

with a broad range of diseases such as glaucoma (Mitchell et al., 2005), DR (Klein et al., 

2004), hypertension (Pose-Reino et al., 2005), stroke, coronary heart disease, heart failure 

(Ikram et al., 2004, Wong et al., 2006a, Cheung et al., 2007, Baker et al., 2008, Sun et al., 

2008, Flammer et al., 2013) and Kawasaki Disease (Chen et al., 2017). In particular, 

retinal vessel diameter is often measured in the area surrounding the optic disc, obtaining 

the arterio-venous ratio (Hemminki et al., 2007) and the retinal fractal dimension 

measured around the optic disc indicates the vasculature branching pattern complexity 

(Huang et al., 2016). These measurements are used in assessing the state of the retinal 

vasculature in the normal eye and in systemic diseases (Fischer et al., 2010). The variation 

in the number of retinal vessels and their size may potentially alter retinal fractal 

dimension, arterio-venous ratio (Stokoe and Turner, 1966, Patton et al., 2006) and retinal 

blood flow (Dziubek et al., 2016). Hence, understanding the normal retinal vascular 
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pathology of CC strains can further assist in interpreting the underlying mechanisms of a 

broad range of CC mouse models of disease. 

 

Most CC strains had a vascular distribution with two distinct capillary networks. An 

exception to this was noted in the ZOE strain, which showed a single capillary network 

(figure 4.11); upon neural retinal studies the ZOE retina was observed to be missing the 

OPL, ONL and PRL (figure 4.12). Similar findings have been reported in the FVB/N 

mouse with progressive loss of neurons in the retina produced by a mutation in the Pde6b 

(phosphodiesterase 6B, cGMP, rod receptor, beta polypeptide) gene (Pittler and Baehr, 

1991, Gimenez and Montoliu, 2001). These mice show severe visual impairment and 

hence are used in behavioural and vision-related research (Goddyn et al., 2006, Girard et 

al., 2016). The assessment of the visual capacity of the ZOE strain was beyond the scope 

of this project. However, the loss of photoreceptor layers leads to vision loss in mice 

(Brown and Wong, 2007, Chang et al., 2013, van Wyk et al., 2015). Hence, it can be 

hypothesised that the ZOE strain is visually impaired.  

 

4.3.5 Conclusion 

In summary, unlike existing studies on DR where mouse models were generated through 

specific transgenic modifications (Robinson et al., 2012) we studied a large RI panel of 

mice under chemically induced diabetes to identify the most suitable mouse model for 

DR. Three strains were identified that mimic human DR-like features, with different 

degrees of severity. The PEF and GIG strains depicted minimal changes whereas the FOT 

strain showed a wide array of DR features and is characterised in detail in Chapter 5. The 

differences observed in these phenotypes are likely due to the complex interaction 

between multiple genes (Ram et al., 2014). A CC mouse model of DR would permit the 

study of development and progression of retinal lesions and the interpretation of the 

underlying genetic basis of DR. These findings not only provide valuable information 

relevant to DR, but may also reveal findings relevant to other retinal diseases. 

Furthermore, the novel observations of retinal vascular patterns in CC strains will further 

provide insight into the structure and the development of the retina. 
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4.4 Figures and table 

 

 

Strain 

 

Alloxan 

(mg/kg) 

Control 21d Diabetic 

M F M F 
1 C57BL/6J (B6) 90 1 4 9 0 

2 NOD/ShiLtJ (NOD) 70 3 0 3 0 

3 A/J (AJ) 70 3 0 3 0 

4 129S1/SvlmJ (129) 70 3 0 3 0 

5 BEM_AG 70 2 3 6 0 

6 BOM_CB 80 5 2 3 2 

7 BOON_HF 80 2 2 1 2 

8 CIS_AD 60 4 1 3 2 

9 DAVIS_BA 80 7 4 2 2 

10 DET3_GA 90 8 0 2 2 

11 DOD_AH 80 2 1 2 2 

12 FEW_FD 80 3 0 1 2 

13 FIM_DF 80 2 1 0 4 

14 FIV_AC 80 2 2 4 0 

15 FOT_FB 80 13 14 20 9 

16 FUF_HE 70 1 2 3 2 

17 GALASUPREME_CE 70 3 0 4 1 

18 GEK2_AC 80 4 0 2 1 

19 GIG_EF 90 15 12 6 7 

20 GIT_GC 80 3 0 2 1 

21 HAX2_EF 80 4 4 4 0 

22 HAZ_FE 70 1 2 3 0 

23 HIP_GA 80 3 1 4 1 

24 JUD_EF 80 3 1 3 0 

25 JUNIOR_GB 70 1 2 1 2 

26 NUK_AC 70 4 3 2 1 

27 PAT_CD 80 2 1 0 4 

28 PEF_EC 80 7 6 10 3 

29 PEF2_EC 80 2 2 2 1 

30 PIPING_BD 80 1 7 0 3 

31 POH_DC 70 3 1 0 3 

32 PUB_CD 70 3 1 2 1 

33 ROGAN_CF 80 2 1 0 3 

34 SAT_GA 80 2 1 3 0 

35 SEH_AH 80 2 1 0 3 

36 STUCKY_HF 80 5 0 7 0 

37 TAS_FE 80 6 4 0 4 

38 TOP_DA 90 5 3 3 0 

39 VUX2_HF 70 0 3 0 3 

40 WAB2_DH * 90 3 4 0 5 

41 WAD_HG 80 3 0 2 1 

42 WOB2_BA 80 0 3 0 4 

43 XAC6_FA 70 2 1 3 0 

44 XAD7_BG (LIP_BG) 70 4 0 0 3 

45 XAN_DG (LUV_DG) 70 0 3 2 1 

46 XAP_AE (LOD_AE) 80 0 3 0 3 

47 XAS_AF (KAV_AF) 70 2 1 0 3 

48 XAT2_FH (LUZ_FH) 70 3 0 3 3 

49 XAV_AH 90 3 2 0 4 

50 XED2_AD (LUF_AD) 70 0 3 2 2 

Continue to next page 
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Strain 

 

Alloxan 

(mg/kg) 

Control 21d Diabetic 

M F M F 
51 XEH2_HD (LAT_HD) 70 2 1 1 2 

52 XEQ_EH (LUG_EH) 80 2 3 1 2 

53 XXAG4_FC (LAX_FC) 70 0 3 5 1 

54 XXEJ_FH (LEL_FH) 70 2 1 1 3 

55 XXEN2_DC 80 4 0 3 2 

56 YID_FH 100 4 5 0 3 

54 XXEJ_FH (LEL_FH) 70 2 1 1 3 

57 YOX_DE 100 3 0 3 0 

58 ZIF2_FC 70 2 2 3 0 

59 BALIN_AB 80 3 0 3 0 

60 GAV_FG* 80 0 2 0 3 

61 TUY_BA* 60 2 0 2 3 

62 MERCURI_HE 60 0 2 2 0 

63 VIT_ED 70 2 0 2 0 

64 ZOE_HA 70 0 2 0 2 

65 DONNELL_HA 70 2 0 1 1 

66 REV_HG 60 1 0 1 0 
67 XAB_DA 70 0 1 0 1 

68 XAB8_DA 70 0 1 0 1 

69 XAI3_AD 70 0 0 0 1 

70 GET_GC 70 0 0 1 0 

71 RONCHI_EC 70 0 1 0 0 

 

Table 4. 1: Tested CC strains along with administered Alloxan concentrations and number 
of mice tested in control and 21d diabetic groups. Six strains (66 to 71) were excluded due to 

inadequate animal numbers. * Data unavailable for eye weight QTL mapping.
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Figure 4. 1: The difference in final (21d) and initial (1d) body weight of control mice. * Strains with significant increase in final body weight (P≤0.05).
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Figure 4. 2: The difference in final (21d) and initial (1d) body weight of diabetic mice. * Strains showing significant weight loss at 21d of diabetes (P≤0.05).
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Figure 4. 3: Genome-wide QTL mapping associated with control body weight in the CC 
mapping panel. (A) The QTL map of control mean body weight with a significant QTL mapping 

to the proximal portion of Chr 16 (red arrow). The x-axis shows the points along the mouse 

genome and the y-axis indicates the LOD score. Red colour line indicates the threshold for 

significant level. (B) Founder coefficient plot for the Chr 16 carrying the peak locus. (Top) 

expanded QTL map for the Chr 16 showing the peak (*LOD=7.6) reaching over the significant 

threshold around 4Mb. (Bottom) QTL plot is aligned with the founder–ß coefficient plot for Chr 

16. (C) Box plot of founder effects at the Chr 16: 4.86Mb position showing WSB founder allele 

responsible for low phenotypic values (P<0.001).
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Gene dbSNP Chr 
Pos 

(bp) 
Database Function AJ B6 129 NOD NZO CAST PWK WSB 

Amino 

Acid 

Protein 

Position 
SIFT Confidence 

Nlrc3 rs247929564 16 3965129 SNP Missense - G - - - - - A P/S 155 Tolerated 0.76 

Slx4 rs242279453 16 3995862 SNP Missense - G - - - - - A A/V 85 Tolerated 0.09 

Slx4 rs32219666 16 4000958 SNP Missense - T - - - - - G Q/P 99 Tolerated 0.18 

Trap1 rs242068183 16 4052866 SNP Missense - G - - - - - A R/W 414 Deleterious 0 

Srl rs46542177 16 4523020 SNP Missense - C - - - - - T A/T 12 Deleterious 0.01 

Vasn rs236997451 16 4648204 SNP Missense - G - - - - - T S/I 5 Deleterious 0 

Vasn rs47200654 16 4648983 SNP Missense - A - - - - - G T/A 265 Tolerated 0.79 

Vasn rs263883322 16 4649367 SNP Missense - G - - - - - A V/I 393 Tolerated 0.44 

Coro7 rs244333509 16 4652712 InDel 
Inframe 

deletion 
 

CCT

GGC

A 

     C CQ/- 
C277_Q27

8del 
Tolerated 0.28 

 

Table 4. 2: List of WSB specific missense SNPs and Indels at the confidence interval of Chr 16: 3.1 to 6.1Mb.
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Figure 4. 4: Genome-wide QTL mapping associated with 21d diabetic body weight in the 
CC mapping panel. (A) The QTL map of 21d diabetic mean body weight with a significant QTL 

mapping to the proximal portion of Chr 4 (red arrow). The x-axis shows the points along the 

mouse genome and the y-axis indicates the LOD score. Red colour line indicates the threshold 

for significant level. (B) Founder coefficient plot for the Chr 4 carrying the peak locus. (Top) 

expanded QTL map for the Chr 4 showing the peak (*LOD=10.2) reaching over the significant 

threshold around 52Mb. (Bottom) QTL plot is aligned with the founder–ß coefficient plot for Chr 

4. (C) Box plot of founder effects at the Chr 4: 52.93Mb position showing NZO founder allele 

responsible for high phenotypic values (P<0.0001).
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Figure 4. 5: The founder haplotype visualisation of Chr 4: 52.13 to 55.10Mb region for 61 
CC strains. Strains are organised from low (top) to high (bottom) values. At the peak location of 

52.93 Mb (black box), the NZO founder allele is responsible for high phenotypic values.
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Gene dbSNP Chr Pos (bp) Database Function 

AI427809 . 4 53283371 
Regulatory 

Evidence 
H3K27 acylation site 

Fktn . 4 53728126 
Regulatory 

Evidence 
TF binding site 

Rps15a-ps8 rs216206741 4 53808284 
Regulatory 

Evidence 
TF binding site 

Tmem38b rs247736123 4 53847238 
Regulatory 

Evidence 

H3K36 trimethylation 

site 

Tmem38b . 4 53862705 
Regulatory 

Evidence 
TF binding site 

Zfp462 rs387320882 4 54974010 
Regulatory 

Evidence 
Open chromatin region 

 

Table 4. 3: List of NZO specific ENCODE SNPs at the confidence interval of Chr 4: 52.3 to 
55.0Mb. 
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Figure 4. 6: Genome-wide QTL mapping associated with mean body weight difference 
between control and 21d diabetics in the CC mapping panel. (A) The QTL map of body weight 

difference with a suggestive QTL mapping to the proximal portion of Chr 5 (red arrow). The x-

axis shows the points along the mouse genome and the y-axis indicates the LOD score. Yellow 

colour line indicate the threshold for suggestive level. (B) Founder coefficient plot for the Chr 5 

carrying the peak locus. (Top) expanded QTL map for the Chr 5 showing the peak (*LOD=7.2) 

reaching over the suggestive threshold around 74Mb. (Bottom) QTL plot is aligned with the 

founder–ß coefficient plot for Chr 5. (C) Box plot of founder effects at the Chr 5: 74.98Mb 

position showing CAST founder allele responsible for high phenotypic values (P<0.0001).
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Gene dbSNP Chr Pos (Bp) 
SO 

Term 
AJ B6 129 NOD NZO CAST PWK WSB Amino 

Protein 

Position 
SIFT 

Confidence/ 

PROVEAN 

Srd5a3 rs244898501 5 76582554 Missense - G - - - A - - V/I 202 Tolerated 0.34 

Nmu rs31550773 5 76792675 Missense - C - - - T - - R/H 8 Deleterious 0.01 

Cep135 rs241694537 5 77059712 Missense - C - - - T - - R/C 678 Deleterious 0 

Cep135 rs31564799 5 77068038 Missense - G - - - A - - E/K 1103 Deleterious 0.01 

C530008M17Rik rs582802416 5 77086862 Missense - G - - - A - - R/H 52 Deleterious -5 

C530008M17Rik rs49830853 5 77277887 Missense - G - - - A - - A/T 56 Tolerated 0.64 

C530008M17Rik rs245338879 5 77285627 
Inframe 

deletion 
- TGGAAGA - - - T - - LEE/- L270_E272del Deleterious -3.015 

C530008M17Rik rs230815117 5 77296228 Missense - G - - - A - - R/Q 1192 Tolerated 0.07 

Aasdh rs51417534 5 77305182 Missense - C - - - A - - R/L 1057 Tolerated 0.46 

Aasdh rs48885360 5 77306612 Missense - T - - - G - - Q/H 948 Tolerated 0.1 

Aasdh rs256158432 5 77325510 Missense - C - - - T - - R/Q 186 Tolerated 0.29 

Aasdh rs226903578 5 77325587 Missense - A - - - C - - D/E 160 Tolerated 1 

Srp72 rs237216964 5 77403761 Missense - G - - - A - - G/S 5 Tolerated 0.17 

Thegl rs236578370 5 77490234 Missense - A - - - G - - N/S 426 Tolerated 0.11 

Thegl rs264642600 5 77490235 Missense - C - - - G - - N/K 426 Deleterious 0.05 

Hopx rs256264026 5 77524002 Missense - C - - - A - - E/D 11 Tolerated 0.28 

Rest rs221285022 5 77710550 Missense - G - - - C - - G/A 597 Tolerated 0.14 

Rest rs580426969 5 77710934 Missense - A - - - T - - E/V 725 Tolerated 0.07 

Rest rs253264106 5 77711114 Missense - C - - - T - - S/L 785 Tolerated 0.26 

Noa1 rs222493597 5 77723408 Missense - G - - - A - - H/Y 687 Tolerated 0.6 

Noa1 rs37114042 5 77723431 Missense - G - - - A - - T/I 679 Deleterious 0 

Noa1 rs245519599 5 77738619 Missense - C - - - T - - G/S 155 Tolerated 0.59 

Noa1 rs246972108 5 77738700 Missense - G - - - T - - P/T 128 Tolerated 0.38 

Igfbp7 rs234017873 5 77830578 Missense - C - - - G - - A/P 168 Tolerated 0.17 

Adgrl3 rs31608520 5 81739057 Missense - C - - - T - - P/L 3 Deleterious 0.01 

 

Table 4. 4: List of CAST specific missense SNPs and Indels at the confidence interval of Chr 5: 75.5 to 82.2Mb.
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Figure 4. 7: Mean eye weight as a percentage of body weight in 58 CC strains. Strains are 

organised in the order of highest to smallest mean weight at 21d of diabetes.  (*) Strains showing 

significant increase in mean eye weight P≤0.05.
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Figure 4. 8: Genome-wide QTL mapping associated with control eye weight in the CC 
mapping panel. (A) The QTL map of control mean eye weight with a significant QTL mapping 

to the proximal portion of Chr 3 (red arrow). The x-axis shows the points along the mouse genome 

and the y-axis indicates the LOD score. Red colour line indicates the threshold for significant 

level. (B) Founder coefficient plot for the Chr 3 carrying the peak locus. (Top) expanded QTL 

map for the Chr 3 showing the peak (*LOD=7.5) reaching over the significant threshold around 

62Mb. (Bottom) QTL plot is aligned with the founder–ß coefficient plot for Chr 3. (C) Box plot 

of founder effects at the Chr 3: 62.07Mb position showing NZO founder allele responsible for 

low phenotypic values (P<0.0001).  
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Gene dbSNP Chr Pos (Bp) Database Function 

- rs107947198 3 60566774 Regulatory feature CTCF binding site 

- rs241566967 3 60619683 
Regulatory 

Evidence 

H3K36 trimethylation 

site 

Gm8325 . 3 60685911 Regulatory feature Promoter flanking region 

- rs235515043 3 61030603 
Regulatory 

Evidence 

H3K36 trimethylation 

site 

- rs247579027 3 61048283 Regulatory feature CTCF binding site 

- rs255350051 3 61079960 
Regulatory 

Evidence 

H3K27 trimethylation 

site 

- rs250606196 3 61108631 
Regulatory 

Evidence 

H3K27 trimethylation 

site 

B430305J03Rik rs220391633 3 61173392 
Regulatory 

Evidence 

H3K36 trimethylation 

site 

- rs232044059 3 61211053 Regulatory feature Promoter flanking region 

Arhgef26 rs240929338 3 62224177 
Regulatory 

Evidence 

H3K36 trimethylation 

site 

- rs31564259 3 62683493 
Regulatory 

Evidence 
H3K4 dimethylation site 

 

Table 4. 5: List of NZO specific ENCODE SNPs at the confidence interval of Chr 3: 59 to 
63Mb.
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Figure 4. 9: Genome-wide QTL mapping associated with 21d diabetic mean eye weight as a 
percentage of body weight in the CC mapping panel. (A) The QTL map of 21d diabetic mean 

eye weight with a significant QTL mapping to the proximal portion of Chr 18 (red arrow). The x-

axis shows the points along the mouse genome and the y-axis indicates the LOD score. Red colour 

line indicates the threshold for significant level. (B) Founder coefficient plot for the Chr 18 

carrying the peak locus. (Top) expanded QTL map for the Chr 18 showing the peak (*LOD=9) 

reaching over the significant threshold around 40Mb. (Bottom) QTL plot is aligned with the 

founder–ß coefficient plot for Chr 18. (C) Box plot of founder effects at the Chr 18: 40.01Mb 

position showing PWK founder allele responsible for low phenotypic values (P<0.001).
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Gene dbSNP Chr Pos (bp) Database Function AJ B6 129 NOD NZO CAST PWK WSB 
Amino 

Acid 

Protein 

position 
SIFT 

Confidence

/PROVEAN 

Arhgap26 rs31706418 18 39093476 SNP Missense - C - - - - T - P/L 57 Deleterious -10 

Arhgap26 rs250482897 18 39093493 SNP Missense - T - - - - C - V/A 26 Deleterious 0.02 

Nr3c1 rs262576779 18 39646848 SNP Missense - G - - - - T - D/E 13 Tolerated 1 

 

Table 4. 6: List of PWK specific missense SNPs and Indels at the confidence interval of Chr 18:38 to 42Mb. 
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Figure 4. 10: Characterisation of the retinal vasculature stained with Isolectin-B4 and 
Streptavidin Cy3 in control and diabetic 129, AJ and NOD. Control 129 (n=3), AJ (n=3) and 

NOD (n=3) mice (A, C and E respectively) showed an organised retinal vascular branching 

pattern. After 21d of diabetes, the vascular distribution in 129 (n=3), AJ (n=3) and NOD (n=3) 

retinas (B, D and F respectively) were comparable to the controls. Scale bar: 500µm (A-F).
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Figure 4. 11: Characterisation of the retinal vasculature stained with Isolectin-B4 and Streptavidin Cy3 in control and diabetic B6 mice. (A) Control B6 mice 

showed an organised retinal vascular branching pattern. After 7d of diabetes, the vascular distribution (B) was dense and disorganised, and (C) this worsens further by 

21d of diabetes. Scale bar: 500µm (A-C); n=5-9 mice/group.
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Figure 4. 12: Characterisation of the retinal vasculature stained with Isolectin-B4 and 
Streptavidin Cy3 in control and diabetic DOD, SHE, WAD, FIM and PEF2 strains. In each 

strain, the 21d diabetic (n=3-4) retinas showed a similar vascular pattern to that of controls (n=3-

4). Scale bar: 500µm (A-J).
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Figure 4. 13: Characterisation of the retinal vasculature stained with Isolectin-B4 and 
Streptavidin Cy3 in control and diabetic ROGAN, VIT, DAVIS, POH and YID strains. In 

each strain, the 21d diabetic (n=2-11) retinas showed a similar vascular pattern to that of control 

(n=3-4). Scale bar: 500µm (A-J).
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Figure 4. 14: Characterisation of the retinal vasculature stained Isolectin-B4 and 
Streptavidin Cy3 in control and diabetic CIS, XXEN2, XXAG4 and XAT2 strains. In each 

strain, the 21d diabetic (n=3-5) retinas showed a similar vascular pattern to that of controls (n=3-

6). Scale bar: 500µm (A-H).
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Figure 4. 15: Characterisation 
of the retinal vasculature 
stained with Isolectin-B4 and 
Streptavidin Cy3 in control and 
diabetic PEF, GIG, and FOT 
strains. Control (n=13-21) retinas 

(A1, B1 and C1 respectively) 

showed an organised retinal 

vascular branching pattern. After 

7d of diabetes (n=6-11) the 

vascular distribution was dense 

and disorganised (A2, B2 and C2 

respectively) and this worsens 

further (A3, B3 and C3, 

respectively) by 21d of diabetes 

(n=13-20). Scale bar: 500µm (A1-

C3).
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Figure 4. 16: Retinal vasculature stained with Isolectin-B4 and Streptavidin Cy3 showing 
vascular changes in diabetic CC mice. Microaneurysm (white box)/IRMA (yellow box) 

formation in 21d diabetic TOP, JUNIOR and XXAG4 strains (n=1). Scale bar: 100µm (A-C).
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Figure 4. 17: The QTL 
mapping of DR in the CC 
panel. (A) Genome-wide 

scan comparing the strains 

with DR-like features versus 

strains that did not develop 

DR. Strains with DR were 

rated according to severity: 

B6, GIG, FOT were assigned 

to one group; PEF to a less 

severe group; and all other 

strains to a third group. 

Analysis was performed 

using Gene Miner as 

described by Ram and 

Morahan (Ram and Morahan, 

2017). The x-axis shows the 

points along the mouse 

genome and the y-axis 

indicates the LOD score. (B) 

Founder coefficient plot for 

the Chr 5 carrying the peak 

locus. (Top) Expanded QTL 

map for Chr 5 showing a 

suggestive peak (LOD = ~4) 

around 81Mb. (Bottom) the 

QTL plot is aligned with the 

founder–ß coefficient plot for 

Chr 5.
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Figure 4. 18: Retinal vasculature stained with Isolectin-B4 and Streptavidin Cy3 showing 
the distribution of retinal arterioles and venules in CC strains. Ten strains are represented 

showing varying number of retinal arterioles and venules origination from the optic disc. 

Arterioles (yellow letter A) and venules (white letter V). Scale bar: 500µm (A-J). 
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 Strain 

Number 

of 

arterioles 

Number of 

venules 

Number 

of mice 

1 BEM 5-6 5-6 6 

2 BOM 4-5 4-5 8 

3 CIS 4-5 4-5 5 

4 DAVIS 3-4 3-4 13 

5 FIM 4-5 4-5 6 

6 FOT 5-6 5-6 20 

7 FUF 4-5 4-5 5 

8 GALASUPREME 4-5 4-5 6 

9 GEK2 5-6 4-6 6 

10 GIG 5-6 4-6 13 

11 HAX2 5-6 5-6 8 

12 HIP 3-4 3-4 5 

13 XXEN2 5-6 4-5 5 

14 XXAG4 4 4 5 

15 XXEJ 5-6 5-6 6 

16 XAT2 4-5 4-5 7 

17 NUK 3-4 3-4 9 

18 PEF 5-6 5-6 10 

19 PIPING 4-5 4-5 9 

20 POH 4-6 4-5 6 

21 PUB 4-5 4-5 4 

22 ROGAN 4-5 4-5 6 

23 SHE 4-5 4-5 7 

24 STUCKY 5-6 5-6 6 

25 TAS 4-5 4-5 7 

26 VUX2 4-5 4-5 4 

27 WAD 4-5 4-5 4 

28 XAP 4-5 4-5 5 

29 YID 4-5 4-5 8 

30 ZOE 4-5 4 4 

 

Table 4. 7: Varying number of arterioles and venules among several CC strains.
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Figure 4. 19: The retinal vascular architecture of the ZOE strain stained with Isolectin-B4 and Streptavidin Cy3. Photomontages of (A) control and diabetic 

(C) retinas. Both, (B) control (n=2) and (D) 21 diabetic (n=2) retinas showed a similar vascular pattern, where (E) blood vessels spanned forming a single capillary 

layer. Scale bar: 2mm (A and C), 500µm (B and D) and 100µm (E).
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Figure 4. 20: The retinal neural 
architecture of the B6 and ZOE strain 
stained with H&E. Sectioned full eye 

across the optic nerve head (A) B6 (n=4) and 

(B) ZOE (n=2). (C) Portion of the B6 retina 

showing all eight neural layers and (D) ZOE 

retina with reduced retinal depth showing 

only five neural layers. Black arrows- 

capillaries. 1- Nerve fiber layer, 2- Ganglion 

cell layer, 3- Inner plexiform layer, 4- Inner 

nuclear layer, 5- Outer plexiform layer, 6- 

Outer nuclear layer, 7- Photoreceptor layer, 

8- Choroid. Scale bar: 2mm (A and B) and 

200µm (C and D).
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Characterisation of the FOT mouse model as a novel mouse model of diabetic retinopathy 

was published in the Journal of Investigative Ophthalmology and Visual Science, June 

2015, Vol 56, Issue 6, Page No. 3721-30 (Full text in Appendix 2).  

 

5.1 Introduction and aims 

Diabetic retinopathy (DR) results from prolonged hyperglycaemia and is characterised by 

significant changes in the vasculature and neural structure of the retina. Despite 

established screening programs and early treatment, DR remains an important cause of 

visual loss in working-age adults in developed countries (Stratton et al., 2013). Clinically, 

DR has two principal stages (ETDRS, 1991b, Wilkinson et al., 2003). The first phase, 

non-proliferative DR (NPDR), is characterised by retinal microvascular changes such as 

pericyte loss, basement membrane thickening, formation of microaneurysms and 

intraretinal microvascular abnormalities (IRMA) (Hudson, 2008). The more serious 

proliferative DR (PDR) stage is characterised by the development of new blood vessels 

(neovascularisation) on the surface of the retina. This in turn leads to fibrovascular 

changes and tractional retinal detachment resulting in blindness (Steinle and Ambati, 

2010). In addition to these vascular changes, neurodegeneration in the diabetic retina is 

indicated by loss of specific cell types and reduced retinal layer thickness (Barber et al., 

2011). The mechanisms underlying development and progression of DR are incompletely 

understood. There is a need for a suitable animal model to understand both these 

mechanisms and the genetic factors contributing to DR.  

 

Several mouse models have been described with retinal abnormalities during diabetes 

(Timmers et al., 2010). However, none of these fully recapitulates the disease pathway 

seen in humans (Grossniklaus et al., 2010). Early NPDR features are seen in the 

spontaneously diabetic Akita (Ins2Akita) (Barber et al., 2005) and the STZ-induced 

C57BL/6J models (Feit-Leichman et al., 2005). Neither model progressed to PDR. 

However, the Akita mouse showed significant loss of neural tissue.  

 

Genetically modified mouse models can exhibit some of the retinal changes observed in 

DR (Timmers et al., 2010). Mice overexpressing platelet derived growth factor (PDGF)-

B exhibit early vascular phenotypes followed by some PDR characteristics in the vascular 
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and neural retina (Enge et al., 2002, Hammes et al., 2002). Development of NPDR lesions 

progressing to PDR was also noted in transgenic mice overexpressing insulin like growth 

factor (IGF). However, neural damage to the retina was not described in these mice 

(Ruberte et al., 2004). Endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) knockout diabetic mice 

also developed several NPDR features, together with PDR lesions and neurodegeneration, 

as indicated by gliosis of Müller cells (Li et al., 2010). Vascular endothelial growth factor 

(VEGF) transgenic mouse models were reported to mimic most human DR features and 

have been extensively used to study sequelae of diabetes-induced eye disease. Some 

VEGF models show NPDR features, including severe damage to retinal vascular and 

neural structure, while others show slow progression with mild features and minimal or 

no neural damage (Ohno-Matsui et al., 2002, Lai et al., 2005, Shen et al., 2006, van Eeden 

et al., 2006, Rakoczy et al., 2010). Although the VEGF model exhibits many of the 

features characteristic of human DR, it is limited by lack of hyperglycaemia, presence of 

genetic modifications and the direction of neovascularisation (Ohno-Matsui et al., 2002, 

van Eeden et al., 2006). While new retinal vessels invade the originally avascular vitreous 

in human DR, neovascularisation in VEGF models occurs in the opposite direction, from 

the deep capillary bed into the ONL.  

 

A suitable animal model to investigate diabetic eye disease should closely mirror the 

clinical features of human DR. It is evident that the majority of animal models of DR 

demonstrate only early or severe changes of retinopathy, and to date there is no ideal 

animal model of DR (Grossniklaus et al., 2010, Lai and Lo, 2013). Here, the novel mouse 

resource “The Collaborative Cross” (CC) (Churchill et al., 2004, Morahan et al., 2008) 

was used, to develop a suitable mouse model of conditions observed in human DR. The 

CC is a genetic reference population established from eight diverse founder strains 

(Churchill et al., 2004, Morahan et al., 2008), and captures a high degree of genetic 

diversity, with polymorphisms on average every ~200 base pairs (Consortium, 2012). 

Each CC strain is unique, having a distinct mosaic genome pattern of alleles inherited 

from the eight founders, which encompass over 90% of common genetic diversity of the 

species (Consortium, 2012). Therefore, the CC strains should harbour phenotypic 

diversity in any trait of interest. The aim of this study was to harness the power of the CC 

to establish a new mouse model having a range of hallmark features observed in human 

DR. 
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The specific aims for this chapter were to: 

1. Characterise PEF, GIG and FOT strains for DR lesions 

2. Identify the most suitable model of DR  

3. Identify potential candidate genes of DR using this mouse model 

 

5.2 Results  

Mice from a total of 65 strains from our CC colony (Churchill et al., 2004) were tested. 

All mice readily developed diabetes after administration of Alloxan. Diabetic mice from 

all strains were screened for DR lesions. Flat-mount retinal preparations stained for blood 

vessels were first evaluated by visualising the overall retinal vasculature in each retinal 

quadrant. The detailed structure of the vascular beds was visualised by capturing 

representative areas in Z-plane using an inverted fluorescence microscopic system. 

During this analysis, the vasculature was carefully screened for the presence of any 

microvascular lesions such as microaneurysms. At least 10 mice per strain were examined 

as described. From this screen, three strains (GIG, PEF and FOT) were selected for further 

studies. 

 

5.2.1 Characterisation of PEF, GIG and FOT strains 

Detailed characterisation of PEF, GIG and FOT strains was carried out with vascular and 

histological studies. 

 

5.2.1.1 Early vascular lesions and retinal vascular proliferation  

The overall retinal vascular distribution of control, 7d and 21d diabetic groups of the PEF, 

GIG and FOT strains was described in section 4.2.3.3. In the PEF strain, retinal vascular 

proliferation increased with duration of diabetes. Although proliferative blood vessels 

were noted, the presence of lesions such as microaneurysms and IRMA were absent from 

diabetic (7d and 21d) PEF retinas.  

 

In the GIG strain, retinal vascular distribution appeared dense and disorganised at 7d of 

diabetes, but without vascular lesions such as IRMA, capillary clusters and 

microaneurysms. However, by 21d of diabetes IRMA, capillary clusters and 
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microaneurysms were prominent within retinal capillary nets (figure 5.1) and the overall 

retinal vascular distribution increased. The presence of IRMA was noted within mid and 

lower capillary networks. These regions showed intraretinal capillary vessels branching 

at an irregular angle and frequency (figure 5.1 A and B, yellow arrows). Furthermore, 

capillary clusters were identified in the mid and lower capillary networks (figure 5.1 C 

and D, yellow boxes) and these lesions were predominant in the mid capillary network. 

Most clusters recruited capillaries from a single network (mid or lower) and were smaller 

in size; rarely, these formations involved both capillary networks forming large 

structures. Protruding capillary walls representing microaneurysms (figure 5.1 E, white 

box) were occasionally noted in the mid capillary network.  

 

In FOT mice, the retinal vasculature was disorganised and dense in distribution at 7d of 

diabetes and by 21d of diabetes vasculature worsened with convoluted retinal capillaries 

appearing throughout the retina. Vascular lesions in the FOT strain were noted at 21d 

(figure 5.2). Microaneurysms appeared in the middle capillary bed, as evidenced by out-

pouching or sac-like dilations of the retinal capillary walls (figure 5.2 A). Repeated 

overlapping of retinal capillaries within the mid and/or lower capillary beds occasionally 

formed lesions resembling IRMA (figure 5.2 B). These lesions were smaller when formed 

by capillary recruitment only from the middle capillary bed compared to those formed 

from both the middle and lower beds. No vascular lesions were observed at the earlier 

stage (7d) of diabetes. 

 

5.2.1.2 Presence of acellular capillaries and pericyte ghosts 

To assess early damage in the retinal vasculature of PEF, GIG and FOT strains, trypsin 

digest preparations were used in both control and diabetic retinas to identify the presence 

of acellular capillaries and pericyte ghosts.  

 

The presence of acellular capillaries was noted in digested retinas of PEF control, 7d and 

21d diabetic (figure 5.3 A, B and C respectively, red arrows) mice. Quantification of 

number of acellular capillaries (figure 5.3 D) showed no significant difference was 

observed within any group (P>0.05; control vs 7d diabetic, control vs 21d diabetic and 

7d vs 21d diabetic). Furthermore, microvascular lesions such as pericyte ghosts and 

microaneurysms were absent in diabetic (7d and 21d) mice.  
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Acellular capillaries were also noted in control and diabetic, 7d and 21d GIG retinas 

(figure 5.4 A, B and C respectively, red arrows). With diabetes, the acellular capillaries 

appeared considerably longer (figure 5.4 B and C, red arrows). However, there was no 

significant difference in the number of acellular capillaries (figure 5.5 D) within any 

group (P>0.05; control vs 7d diabetic, control vs 21d diabetic and 7d vs 21d diabetic). 

Pericyte ghosts and microaneurysms were absent from diabetic (7d and 21d) GIG mice.  

 

Diabetes significantly increased the formation of acellular capillaries in FOT mice 

(Figure 5.5 A, B and C). At 21d, acellular capillaries were observed within close 

proximity of each other (figure 5.5 B, black arrowheads). There was a 2.3-fold increase 

in acellular capillaries in the 7d diabetic mice, and a further 1.3-fold increase in the 21d 

group (P<0.001 vs controls; P<0.05 vs 7d; figure 5.5 E). Both 7d and 21d diabetic mice 

had migrating pericytes (figure 5.5 C, black arrows). Pericyte ghosts were occasionally 

observed in 7d diabetic (figure 5.5 D, asterisk) but not in 21d diabetic mice or controls.  

 

5.2.1.3 Macroglial activation 

Gliosis of Müller cells can be present in various retinal pathologies and is a distinct feature 

of human DR (Mizutani et al., 1998). Reactive Müller cells are characterised by the 

expression of GFAP in the fine projections of Müller cells spanning across the neural 

retina indicating the gliosis process (Feit-Leichman et al., 2005). Retinal sections from 

PEF, GIG and FOT strains were stained with anti-GFAP antibody. 

 

In PEF and GIG, control (figure 5.6 A1 and B1 respectively), 7d (figure 5.6 A2 and B2 

respectively) and 21d diabetic retinas (figure 5.6 A3 and B3 respectively) the GFAP 

expression was limited to astrocytes and the endfeet of Müller cells (black arrowheads) 

located in the NFL and GCL. Radial Müller cell projections indicating gliosis of Müller 

cells were absent from diabetic PEF and GIG retinas. 

 

In several 21d diabetic GIG retinas, pathological changes such as rosettes (figure 5.6 B4, 

red open arrows) which are wave-like formations present in the ONL of the neural retina 

(Tansley, 1933, Saunders and Rubin, 1975, Mears et al., 2001) and retinal folds (figure 

5.6 B4, red closed arrows) were observed in the outer retina. Although neural layers were 
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damaged, gliosis of Müller cells indicated by radial Müller cell projections were absent 

in these regions. 

 

In FOT control retinas, GFAP immunoreactivity was limited to astrocytes and the endfeet 

of Müller cells, located in the NFL and the GCL (figure 5.7 A). Occasional radial Müller 

cell projections were activated (black arrowheads), extending a short distance within the 

IPL. Müller glial cell activation was observed in the peripheral retina of 7d diabetic mice 

(figure 5.7 B) and was more severe at 21d (figure 5.7 C). It was present in the peripheral, 

mid, and occasionally in the central retinal regions.  

 

5.2.1.4 Neurodegeneration of the retina 

Neurodegeneration characterised by loss of neural cells accompanying thinning and 

alterations of retinal layers was recently reported in human DR (Barber et al., 2011). To 

establish neurodegeneration in PEF, GIG and FOT strains retinal sections stained with 

H&E were analysed. 

 

Central to peripheral regions of the neural retina of control (figure 5.8 A), 7d (figure 5.8 

B) and 21d (figure 5.8 C) diabetic PEF mice showed a clear consistent organisation of 

neural layers. In addition, an even distribution of ganglion cells (red arrows) was noted 

from central to peripheral retina within all three groups. The quantification of retinal 

ganglion cells (RGC) was carried out in central, mid and peripheral retinal regions in all 

three groups (figure 5.8 D). However, the number of RGC did not show a significant 

difference in any region within all three groups. 

 

The retinas of GIG control (figure 5.9 A) and 7d diabetic (figure 5.9 B) mice showed a 

clear, consistent organisation of retinal layers across the retina (central to peripheral). 

Retinal sections from 21d diabetic mice demonstrated abnormal retinal structures in the 

mid retinal regions (figure 5.9 C-G). In particular, rosette formations (figure 5.9 C and 

D), congested blood vessels (figure 5.9 E, yellow box) and retinal folds (figure 5.9 F and 

G, yellow arrow heads) represented by migration of cells from the nuclear layers were 

noted.  
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In the GIG strain, ganglion cells (red arrows) were evenly distributed in control (figure 

5.9 A) and 7d diabetic retinas (figure 5.9 B) from the central to the peripheral regions. 

However, in comparison to control and 7d diabetic retinas, most 21d diabetic GIG mice 

showed an uneven sparse distribution of ganglion cells (figure 5.9 C-G) from mid to the 

peripheral retina. There was no significant difference in the RGC number between control 

and 7d diabetic groups, in central, mid and peripheral retinal regions (figure 5.9 H). 

Despite the uneven distribution of RGC in the mid retinal region of 21d diabetics, there 

was no significant difference in RGC number when compared to controls. Nonetheless, 

the RGC number in the periphery of 21d diabetic retinas was significantly reduced, when 

compared to the periphery of control retinas (P<0.05). The ganglion cell number did not 

show a significant reduction in the central retina of 21d diabetic mice.  

 

Neurodegeneration was assessed in diabetic FOT mice (figure 5.10 A-F, H and I) where 

there was evidence of loss of retinal ganglion cells in both 7d (figure 5.10 B) and 21d 

diabetic mice (figure 5.10 C and F). Retinal ganglion cells (arrows) were more packed in 

controls (figure 5.10 A) than in 7d diabetic mice (figure 5.10 B). The 7d mid retinal region 

(figure 5.10 E) appeared more like the control mid retina (figure 5.10 D). At 21d, ganglion 

cell loss was evident and the distance between cells increased (arrowheads) in both the 

peripheral and mid retinal regions (figure 5.10 C, F). There was a significant reduction in 

the ganglion cell number in the periphery of 7d and 21d diabetic retinas (figure 5.10 G; 

P<0.05 and P<0.001 respectively). Ganglion cells were also reduced in the mid retinal 

region of 21d diabetic mice (P<0.05), and this reduction became worse with duration of 

diabetes, with a significant difference between the 7d and 21d time-points (P<0.05). 

However, there were no significant differences in the central retinal areas between any 

groups.  

 

The retinal layers situated towards the ONL, in both control (figure 5.10 A, D) and 7d 

diabetic mice (figure 5.10 B, E) appeared normal. In the mid retinal regions of 21d 

diabetic mice, dilated blood vessels were observed that projected from the NFL into the 

preretinal cavity, showing a congested appearance possibly representing venous dilation 

or beading (figure 5.10 H). By 21d, diabetic mice had disruption to the photoreceptor 

layer with the ONL penetrating towards the retinal pigment epithelium (figure 5.10 I). No 

significant difference was observed in the thickness of either the INL (figure 5.10 J) or 

the ONL (figure 5.10 K). 
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5.2.2 Characterisation of the DR mouse model 

Of the three strains (PEF, GIG and FOT) with retinal vascular and neural change, only 

one strain, FOT, showed significant changes in both retinal vasculature and neural 

structure; hence, this strain was studied further as a candidate mouse model for DR.   

 

5.2.2.1 Physiological status of FOT mice 

Despite their induced diabetes, Alloxan-treated FOT mice showed no weight loss over 

the 21-day experimental period (figure 5.11). Furthermore, diabetic FOT mice had three 

times the blood glucose concentration at day 7 in comparison to control mice (9.8 mmol/l 

to 28.0 mmol/l, respectively; P>0.01) and this concentration remained from day 14 to 21, 

with the largest difference being 8.2 mmol/l to 27.3 mmol/l on day 21; P>0.01 (figure 

5.12). 

 

No obvious gross anatomical abnormalities were observed and there was no significant 

difference in whole eye weight (mg) between control and diabetic mice at either 7d 

(control vs 7d diabetic: 22.6 ± 1.1 and 21.9 ± 0.4; P>0.05) or 21d (control vs 21d diabetic: 

22.6 ± 1.1 and 22.0 ± 0.5; P>0.05). 

 

5.2.2.2 Intraretinal vascular proliferation and formation of preretinal lesions 

Retinal vascular proliferation and location of lesions were studied in further detail in mice 

treated with Alloxan (figure 5.13, C and E). In retinal sections from control mice, the 

retinal capillaries were confined to the outer margin of the INL (figure 5.13 B). At 7d of 

diabetes, there were more retinal capillaries in the mid and deep capillary beds but these 

were limited to the outer margin of the INL. By 21d, the capillaries within retinal layers 

were dilated and formed convoluted IRMA-like structures (figure 5.13 D). Occasionally, 

abnormal blood vessels penetrated towards the ONL, disrupting the outer retina. 

Preretinal neovascular tufts were also present, appearing as disorganised, clustered 

vessels growing into the normally avascular vitreous cavity (figure 5.13 F). 
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5.2.2.3 Absence of neural apoptosis 

Evidence for apoptotic cells in retinal sections was sought using TUNEL staining. 

Although occasional apoptotic cells were observed in the ONL of 21d diabetic mice, there 

was no significant increase in the number of apoptotic cells in either of the diabetic groups 

(figure 5.14).  

 

5.2.2.4 Differential expression of retinal genes 

Microarray analysis of control vs 7d diabetic retinas showed a significant change in 

expression in 17 genes. Expression was increased in 16 genes (+1.0 to +4.0 log-fold) and 

decreased in one gene (-1.18 log-fold) (table 5.1). Among these, expression of several 

important genes such as Ttr, Rgr, Rdh5, Myl1 and Tmem14c showed an upregulation 

whereas the single downregulated gene was Arr3. 

 

Furthermore, analysis of 21d diabetic retinas showed changes in expression in 48 genes 

when compared to controls. Expression was increased in 45 genes (+1.0 to +7.7 log-fold), 

among these six genes showed a steady increase in expression from day 0 to day 21. The 

Ttr, Rgr, and Rdh5 were further upregulated at 21d with the fold change reaching over 

4.5 (table 5.2). In addition, several important genes such as Rbp1, Rpe65, Cryba1 and 

several genes regulating transmembrane proteins also showed an increased expression at 

21d of diabetes. However, Tmem14c and Suz12 showed a marginally decreased 

expression at 21d when compared to 7d. Overall, expression decreased only in three genes 

(-1.0 to -1.4 log-fold) (table 5.2).  

 

Analysis of 7d vs 21d diabetic retinas showed a significant change in expression in 40 

genes. Expression was increased in 31 genes (+1.0 to +3.9 log-fold) and decreased in nine 

genes (-1.0 to -3.1 log-fold) (table 5.3). Several that were found to display an upregulated 

expression in the control vs 7d or 21d were showing a similar trend within the 7d vs 21d 

diabetic group. Some of these genes include Ttr, Rgr, Rdh5, Rpe65, Trf and Rbp1. 

However, Myl1 that was found to be upregulated in the control vs 7d diabetic group was 

found to be downregulated in the 7d vs 21d diabetic retinas. 
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5.3 Discussion 

Several mouse models of DR have been reported, but none have been described that 

exhibit the range of features seen in human DR. Most of the models harboured genetic 

modifications designed to artificially over- or under-express particular genes. Our 

approach was to identify a mouse strain that would develop retinopathy lesions in 

response to diabetes, and would do so via the interaction of common genetic 

polymorphisms, just as humans do. The CC (Churchill et al., 2004, Morahan et al., 2008) 

was ideal for this purpose as it maximises genetic variation within a panel of inbred mouse 

strains (Consortium, 2012). Three strains PEF, GIG and FOT, showed retinal vascular 

and neural changes. Of these one strain, FOT, showed profound changes in both retinal 

vasculature and neural structure as early as 7d from the onset of diabetes (table 5.4). 

Diabetic FOT mice developed a wide range of lesions similar to those seen in human DR 

(Hudson, 2008). These included pericyte ghosts, increased acellular capillaries, 

microaneurysms, IRMA, vascular proliferation, Müller cell gliosis, ganglion cell loss, and 

disruption of the neural retina.  

 

5.3.1 Formation of acellular capillaries and pericyte ghosts 

Retinal homeostasis is maintained by the proper function of the blood–retinal barrier. 

Pericytes are important in maintaining this barrier. The loss of these cells can have a 

significant impact on the retinal vasculature, and their loss is often accompanied by 

endothelial cell degeneration, leading to acellular capillaries. Hence, degeneration of 

pericytes and endothelial cells contributes to blood–retinal barrier dysfunction and 

increased vascular permeability (Cunha-Vaz, 2012). Pericyte loss has been reported in 

humans (Mizutani et al., 1996) and in some animal models (Do carmo et al., 1998, Zheng 

and Kern, 2010), but infrequently detected in mice due to the small size of the mouse 

retinal capillaries (Feit-Leichman et al., 2005). The number of acellular capillaries 

significantly increases with diabetes in humans (Mizutani et al., 1996) and rodents 

(Hammes et al., 2002, Barber et al., 2005) and was significantly increased only in the 

FOT model. Pfister et al. (Pfister et al., 2008) first reported migrating pericytes in diabetic 

eyes. The signs of migrating pericytes in FOT retinas (figure 5.5 C) indicated ongoing 

vascular damage in these mice. This suggests that early retinal vascular degeneration can 
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contribute to ischemia followed by hypoxia, which eventually leads to severe retinal 

changes.  

5.3.2 Retinal vascular proliferation  

In PEF, GIG and FOT strains the formation of new blood vessels within the retina 

increased with duration of diabetes, indicating an IRNV rather than PRNV. Similar 

findings have been reported in the Ins2Akita mouse at 9 months of diabetes, but no 

preretinal neovascular signs were observed in this model (Han et al., 2013). Furthermore, 

retinal sections of diabetic FOT mice showed dilated capillaries within the retina, 

suggesting fluctuation of retinal blood flow. Increased retinal blood flow is an early 

consequence of diabetes (Patel et al., 1992) and can bring about capillary dilation.  

 

In the FOT retina the newly formed blood vessels on the retinal surface that penetrate into 

the vitreous possibly do so in response to a hypoxic environment, and neovascularisation 

may be initiated by interactions between ganglion cells and surrounding cells (Paques et 

al., 1997, Fruttiger, 2007). Models of oxygen-induced retinopathy demonstrate preretinal 

neovascular abnormalities such as neovascular tuft formation (Smith et al., 1994, 

Grossniklaus et al., 2010). Studies on such models show the recruitment of ganglion cells 

leading to the formation of these abnormalities (Dejda et al., 2014). 

 

5.3.3 Retinal glial activation 

Another classical feature of retinal neurodegeneration is glial activation. Glial fibrillary 

acid protein upregulation is a classical response of glial cells to injury or neural damage 

(Mizutani et al., 1998, Carrasco et al., 2008). Diabetic rodents show increased GFAP 

expression in Müller cells (Cheung et al., 2005, Feit-Leichman et al., 2005). The GFAP 

expression in PEF and GIG strains were limited to astrocytes and endfeet of Müller cells. 

In comparison to other retinal neural cells, Müller cells are more resistant to various forms 

of injury such as ischemia, and hyperglycaemia (Bringmann et al., 2009), which may 

explain the absence of Müller gliosis in the GIG strain neighbouring rosettes or retinal 

folds. In contrast, FOT mice showed an upregulation of GFAP in Müller cells without 

any notable changes in GFAP in astrocytes. These data suggest that Müller cell gliosis 

can take place early in the diabetic eye, irrespective of changes that may take place in 

astrocytes. The contribution of neural changes toward the ongoing vascular changes 
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remains poorly understood (Lieth et al., 2000), so the FOT model provides an opportunity 

to investigate this issue.  

  

5.3.4 Retinal neurodegeneration  

Reduced RGC numbers have been reported in diabetic subjects (van Dijk et al., 2010). 

The Ins2Akita model showed loss of RGCs from the peripheral retina, but not in the 

central retina after 3 months of diabetes (Gastinger et al., 2008). In both GIG and FOT 

strains, retinal ganglion cell loss was noted as early as 3 weeks after the onset of 

diabetes. However, in the GIG strain this was limited to the peripheral retina whereas in 

the FOT strain, ganglion cell loss was noted in both the mid- and peripheral retinal 

regions. 

 

Retinal rosettes are prominent in retinal diseases such as retinitis pigmentosa and retinal 

degradation (Tulvatana et al., 1999, Jacobson et al., 2003). To date, the mechanism behind 

rosette formation is poorly understood (Stuck et al., 2012). Studies suggest rosette 

formation is due to defects in the retinal outer limiting membrane (Mehalow et al., 2003, 

Stuck et al., 2012). Secondly, neural rosettes can develop due to irregular oxygen 

concentrations and hypoxia (Gao et al., 2016) and thirdly microaneurysms and IRMA 

invariably leads to fluid leakage followed by retinal edema around Müller cells 

(Lumbroso et al., 2015). Rosette formation was noted only in the GIG strain. The 

formation of microaneurysms, IRMA and vascular proliferation in GIG retinas suggest, 

rosette formation in this strain is perhaps due to the latter two mechanisms.   

 

Martin et al. (Martin et al., 2004) reported RGC loss and thinning of the retina after 10 

weeks of STZ-induced diabetes. There was no thinning of any retinal layer (i.e., NFL, 

GCL, IPL, INL, ONL, OPL or the photoreceptor layer) in PEF, GIG, and FOT strains; 

but the duration of diabetes was less in this study. Nevertheless, occasional migration of 

nerve cells from the ONL into the photoreceptor layer appeared to cause damage to the 

photoreceptors in GIG and FOT strains at 21d of diabetes. Severe neurophysiological and 

neurodegenerative changes, such as thinning or loss of retinal nuclear layers, may require 

more prolonged diabetes.  
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5.3.5 Retinal neural apoptosis 

Many studies in humans and rodents report that loss of retinal ganglion cells can be due 

to apoptosis (Barber, 2003, Kaur et al., 2008, Kern and Barber, 2008). Martin et al. and 

Barber et al. reported increased TUNEL and/or caspase-3 positive cells in the GCL of 

STZ-treated diabetic mice at an early age of two (Martin et al., 2004) and four (Barber et 

al., 2005) weeks, suggesting ganglion cell loss was due to apoptosis. In contrast, there 

was no significant apoptosis observed in any of the retinal layers of the FOT model. Our 

studies suggest, although ganglion cell loss can take place as early as 3 weeks from onset 

of hyperglycaemia, this could result from necrosis rather than apoptosis. These findings 

are consistent with previous studies (Buchi, 1992, Kaur et al., 2008). 

 

Overall, the FOT strain showed an increase in the incidence of a wide array of DR features 

(vascular and neuroretinal changes) in comparison to PEF and GIG strains. Hence, the 

FOT strain was used in further investigations to identify potential genes which may play 

a role in the development and progression of DR. 

 

5.3.6 Gene expression profile of the FOT  

Findings from expression profile analysis of the FOT diabetic and control retinas suggest 

that the pathological changes seen in the FOT model were possibly due to differential 

expression of several genes. Several of these genes are known to be involved in DR.  

 

An increase in the acute phase serum protein concentrations accompany inflammation 

and tissue injury (Gabay and Kushner, 1999), and correlate with the pathogenesis of 

diabetes induced microvascular complications (Rema et al., 1996, Azenabor et al., 2011). 

In this study, several inflammation-associated genes (Ritchie et al., 1999) were 

upregulated with the induction of diabetes. For instance, Ttr (transthyretin) expression 

steadily increased with the duration of diabetes, while Trf (transferrin) upregulation was 

noted only at 21d of diabetes. The upregulation of these genes could be an adaptive 

response to repair the dysregulated retinal homeostasis (Gabay and Kushner, 1999) 

caused by hyperglycaemia. However, the precise consequences of the upregulation of 

acute-phase proteins in the diabetic retina remain inconclusive.  
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Increased TTR protein levels have been identified in the vitreous of patients with PDR 

(Van Aken et al., 2009) and in mice (Kandpal et al., 2012). Upregulation of TTR is 

reported in diabetic Müller cells (Gerhardinger et al., 2005) and is shown to promote 

angiogenesis (Carlevaro et al., 1997). Furthermore, TTR brings about apoptosis in retinal 

endothelial cells (Shao et al., 2017) and regulate genes such as angiopoietin 1 and 2, 

tyrosine-protein kinase receptor 2 and VEGF receptor 1 and 2 (Shao and Yao, 2016a, 

Shao and Yao, 2016b) involved in the neovascularisation stage of DR.  

 

Several visual cycle associated genes (Quadro et al., 1999, Saari, 2000, Maeda and 

Palczewski, 2013) including Rbp1, Ttr, Rgr, Rpe65, Rdh5 and Stra6 were differentially 

regulated in this study. In the retinal visual cycle vitamin A (all-trans-retinol) is supplied 

from the blood circulation by the intensive action of serum retinol-binding protein (RBP), 

stimulated by retinoic acid 6 (STRA6) and cellular retinol-binding protein type 1 

(CRBP1) (Naylor and Newcomer, 1999, Mata et al., 2010, Amengual et al., 2014). All-

trans-retinyl esters are converted to 11-cis-retinol by RPE65 (retinal pigment epithelium 

65) and subsequently 11-cis-retinol dehydrogenases such as RDH5 (retinol 

dehydrogenase 5) oxidise 11-cis-retinol to 11-cis-retinal. Mutations in genes encoding 

visual cycle proteins lead to retinal degeneration (Maeda and Palczewski, 2013). It has 

been demonstrated that retinal function and outer segment ultrastructure were 

compromised in the RBP1 knockout mouse, suggesting RBP1 as a likely candidate 

influencing the proper folding of retinal outer segment membranes (Ghyselinck et al., 

1999). However, several rhodopsin-retinol pathway transcripts such as Ttr, Rbp1 and 

Stra6 are increased in the retina of diabetic mice (Kandpal et al., 2012). Hence, the 

upregulation of these visual cycle genes in the FOT model warrant further investigations, 

to establish its role in DR.  

 

Studies show the ONL dysmorphogenesis, such as migration of retinal layers and rosette 

formation appears to depend on the presence of Rpe65. It is hypothesised that the lack of 

retinaldehyde isomer 11-cis-retinal, caused by absence of Rpe65 may be responsible for 

this phenomenon (Chen et al., 2006, Wenzel et al., 2007). However, Shalchi et al. have 

shown increased levels of circulating Rpe65 mRNA in the presence of PDR (Shalchi et 

al., 2008). In this study, Rpe65 was upregulated in the diabetic FOT mice. Given the 

changes noted in the FOT neural retina, Rpe65 and its role in DR should be analysed 

further. 
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Disruption to the retinal vascular homeostasis that involves compromised Gap junction 

intercellular communication activity is associated with the development and progression 

of DR (Dagli and Hernandez-Blazquez, 2007, Li et al., 2012). Gap junction protein, alpha 

1 (Gja1) also known as Connexin43 (Cx43) is abundantly expressed in endothelial cells 

and pericytes (Janssen-Bienhold et al., 1998, De Maio et al., 2002), and is also detected 

in the GCL and in astrocytes (Sohl et al., 2000). At 21d of diabetes, FOT mice showed 

upregulation of Gja1. Abnormalities in Cx43 have been linked to the development of DR 

(Roy et al., 2017a, Roy et al., 2017b). Studies on Cx43 in DR have produced contradictory 

findings. High levels of Cx43 expression have been reported in human DR and in 

neovascular Kimba and Akimba mouse models (Danesh-Meyer et al., 2016, Mugisho et 

al., 2017). However, several investigations have shown that down regulation of 

Connexin43, inhibits gap junctional intracellular communication affecting non-vascular 

cells and thus compromises the blood-retinal barrier function leading to apoptosis of 

retinal vascular cells (Sato et al., 2002, Li et al., 2003, Tien et al., 2016). Thus, further 

studies are necessary to better understand how high glucose differentially alters Cx43 

expression in the retina.  

 

Oxidative stress during diabetes is a key event leading to the pathogenesis of DR 

(Kowluru and Chan, 2007). Vascular endothelial and smooth muscle cells express Mt1 

(metallothionein) (Kaji et al., 1995) and it is involved in the removal of free radicals 

formed due to oxidative stress in DR (Miao et al., 2013). Significantly higher levels of 

MT1 has been reported in PDR patients and OIR mouse models and is suggested to play 

an important role in ocular neovascularisation (Nakamura et al., 2014). The increased 

expression of Mt1 in the diabetic FOT model could correspond to increased oxidative 

stress leading to retinal vessel proliferation. Furthermore, upregulation of metallothionein 

is associated with Müller glial activation and retinal degradation (Wunderlich et al., 

2010). 

 

It has been demonstrated that apoptosis of endothelial (Qi and Anand-Apte, 2015) and 

retinal pigment epithelial cells (Majid et al., 2002) is induced by TIMP3 (tissue inhibitor 

of metalloproteinase 3). A recent study in STZ-diabetic rats suggests that Timp3 

upregulation improved Müller cell gliosis, retinal oxidative stress and visual function 

(Wang et al., 2017). It functions as a natural inhibitor of A disintegrin and 

metalloproteinase 17 (ADAM17), which is implicated in pathological neovascularisation 
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(Weskamp et al., 2010). The upregulation of Timp3 in FOT mouse model is in line with 

former studies. Although TIMP3 inhibits neovascularisation (Hewing et al., 2013), it is 

difficult to speculate its role in the neovascularisation of the diabetic retina. It may be 

possible that TIMP3 is upregulated in a compensatory manner to control the increased 

activity of ADAMs. If ADAMs are produced excessively or insufficient levels of TIMPs 

are released, an adequate anti-neovascular activity may not occur (Abu El-Asrar et al., 

2018). 

 

Another important finding in this study was the upregulation of Cryba1 (crystallin, beta 

A1). There have been conflicting reports of the regulation of crystallin family genes in 

DR. Zhou et al. (Lei Zhou, 2011) and Farjo et al. (Farjo et al., 2003, Xi et al., 2003) 

reported the downregulation of these genes, whereas Fort et al. (Fort et al., 2009), Fort 

and Lampi (Fort and Lampi, 2011) and Kandpal et al. (Kandpal et al., 2012) found 

increased expression. The upregulation of Cryba in FOT mice is consistent with the latter 

study. The overall function of crystallin genes in DR needs further evaluation. The FOT 

mouse described here provides a basis for studying the role of these and other genes that 

mediate DR.  

 

5.3.7 Summary 

Our results show both vascular changes and retinal neuropathy develop progressively 

after induction of diabetes, suggesting these processes are closely linked. New therapeutic 

interventions could target both vascular and neural damage. The FOT mouse model 

provides an excellent preclinical resource to test the effectiveness of such treatments. 

Finally, the CC was developed to assist in identifying genes mediating traits that can only 

be assessed in vivo, (Morahan et al., 2008) a potential that is now being realised (Ram et 

al., 2014). Most of the CC mice tested did not display DR, suggesting the involvement of 

multiple DR susceptibility genes. Identification of these genes in our novel model will 

provide targets for new treatments of DR. 
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5.4 Figures and tables 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. 1: Retinal vasculature stained with Isolectin-B4 and Streptavidin Cy3 showing 
retinal vascular lesion in 21d diabetic GIG mice. Formation of (A and B) intra retinal 

microvascular abnormalities (IRMA) (yellow arrows) in the mid capillary and lower capillary 

network. Capillary clusters (yellow box) in (C) mid and (D) lower capillaries. Formation of (E) 

microaneurysms (white box) within the mid capillary network. Scale bar: 50µm (A-E); n=5 mice.
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Figure 5. 2: Retinal vasculature stained with Isolectin-B4 and Streptavidin Cy3 showing 
vascular lesions in 21d diabetic FOT mice. Formation of (A) microaneurysms in retinal 

capillary walls and (B) IRMA formed by repeated folding of capillaries. Scale bar: 50μm (A and 

B); n=12 mice.
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Figure 5. 3: Retinal vasculature stained with Periodic acid–Schiff stain showing 
microvascular abnormalities in the PEF diabetic retina. (A) Control (n=3), (B) 7d diabetic 

(n=3) and (C) 21d diabetic (n=3) retinas showing the development of acellular capillaries (red 

arrows). (D) Number of acellular capillaries with mean ± SEM. Scale bar: 50µm (A-C).

D 
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Figure 5. 4: Retinal vasculature stained with Periodic acid–Schiff stain showing 
microvascular abnormalities in the GIG diabetic retina. (A) Control (n=3), (B) 7d diabetic 

(n=3) and (C) 21d diabetic (n=3) retinas showing the development of acellular capillaries (red 

arrows). (D) Number of acellular capillaries with mean ± SEM. Scale bar 50µm (A-C).

D 
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Figure 5. 5: Retinal vasculature stained with Periodic acid–Schiff stain showing 
microvascular abnormalities in the FOT diabetic retina. (A) Normal retinal vasculature is 

seen in controls. Retinas from diabetic mice are shown with examples of acellular capillaries 

within close proximity (B, arrowheads); apparently migrating pericytes (C, arrow); and pericyte 

ghost in 7d diabetics (D, asterisk). Number of acellular capillaries are shown (E) with mean ± 

SEM. *P<0.001 control (n=4) vs 7d diabetic (n=4), +P<0.001 control vs 21d diabetic (n=6), and 

#P<0.05 7d vs 21d diabetic. Scale bars: 50μm (A–C), 10μm (D).
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Figure 5. 6: PEF and GIG retinal 
paraffin sections 
immunohistochemically stained for 
GFAP and counterstained with 
haematoxylin. In (A1 and B1) 

control (n=3), (A2 and B2) 7d diabetic 

(n=3) and (A3 and B3) 21d diabetic 

(n=4) retinas the GFAP expression 

was localised to the astrocytes in the 

GCL (black arrowheads). Dashed 

boxes indicate regions depicted at 

higher magnification in panels a1-a3 

and b1-b3. (B4) Extensive disruption 

to the ONL due to rosette formation 

(red open arrows) and retinal folding 

(red closed arrows) in the 21d diabetic 

GIG retina. GCL-Ganglion cell layer, 

INL-Inner nuclear layer and ONL-

Outer nuclear layer. Scale bar: 50µm. 
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Figure 5. 7: FOT retinal paraffin sections immunohistochemically stained for GFAP and counterstained with haematoxylin showing increased Müller cell 
gliosis in the mid-retinal region of the diabetic FOT retina. Paraffin sections were stained for GFAP expression and visualised in the Müller cell projections 

spanning from the central, mid-, and peripheral retinal regions. In (A) control (n=6) mice GFAP expression was confined to astrocytes. Müller cell gliosis (arrowheads) 

is shown for (B) 7d (n=4) and (C) 21-day (n=8) diabetic FOT mice. Scale bar: 50μm (A–C).
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Figure 5. 8: Retinal paraffin sections immunohistochemically stained with H&E in the PEF 
strain. Organised retinal neural structure of (A) control (n=3), (B) 7d diabetic (n=3) and (C) 21d 

(n=4) diabetic retinas. (D) Quantification of ganglion cells in central, mid and peripheral retinal 

regions in control, 7d and 21d diabetics. Data have been plotted as mean ± SEM. 1- Nerve fiber 

layer, 2- Ganglion cell layer, 3- Inner plexiform layer, 4- Inner nuclear layer, 5- Outer plexiform 

layer, 6- Outer nuclear layer, 7- Photoreceptor layer, 8- Choroid. Red arrows - ganglion cells. 

Scale bar: 50µm (A-C).
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Figure 5. 9: Retinal paraffin sections immunohistochemically stained with H&E in the GIG 
strain. Organised retinal neural structure of (A) control (n=3) and (B) 7d diabetic (n=3) retina. 

Various neural changes occurring in 21d diabetic (n=5) retinas (C-G). (C and D) Rosette 

formation, (E) congested blood vessel (yellow box) and (F and G) retinal folds causing disruption 

to the outer retina (yellow arrowhead). (H) Quantification of ganglion cells in central, mid and 

peripheral retinal regions in control, 7d and 21d diabetics. Data have been plotted as mean ± SEM. 

The number of ganglion cells were significantly lower in the periphery of 21d diabetic mice when 

compared controls (**P≤0.05). 1- Nerve fiber layer, 2- Ganglion cell layer, 3- Inner plexiform 

layer, 4- Inner nuclear layer, 5- Outer plexiform layer, 6- Outer nuclear layer, 7- Photoreceptor 

layer. Red arrow - ganglion cells. Scale bar: 50µm (A-G).
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Figure 5. 10: Ganglion cell 
loss and changes in retinal 
layers of diabetic FOT 
mice seen in retinal 
paraffin sections 

immunohistochemically 
stained with H&E. Control 

(n=6) (A) peripheral and (D) 

mid-retinal regions showed 

an even distribution of 

retinal ganglion cells (RGC; 

arrows). In comparison, (B) 

7d (n=4) and (C) 21d (n=8) 

retina after diabetes showed 

a reduction in the RGC from 

the peripheral retina 

(arrowheads), whereas with 

the mid-region (E) 7d did 

not show RGC loss and by 

(F) 21d RGC loss was 

evident. (G) Quantification 

of RGC in central, mid-, and 

peripheral retinal regions in 

control, 7d, and 21d diabetic 

retina. Data were plotted as 

mean ± SEM. The central 

retinal region had no 

significant RGC loss in any 

group (P>0.05), whereas the 

mid-region showed 

significant RGC loss in 21d 

diabetic mice when 

compared with controls and 

7d diabetic mice (*P<0.05; 

**P<0.001). The number of 

RGC were significantly 

lower in the periphery of 7d 

and 21d diabetic mice when 

compared with controls 

(+P<0.05; ++P<0.05). 

Congested blood vessel 

penetrating through the 

GCL into the nerve fiber 

layer (H, box) and 

disruption to the 

photoreceptor layer due to 

ONL migration (I, asterisk) 

were evident. No significant 

difference in the thickness of 

INL (J) and ONL (K) 

between diabetic and control 

retinas. Scale bars: 50μm. 

RGC- Retinal ganglion 

cells, GCL- Ganglion cell 

layer, INL- Inner nuclear layer, ONL- Outer nuclear layer.
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Figure 5. 11: Body weight of control and diabetic mice. Control and diabetic mice showed an 

increase in body weight (*P<0.05; 1d control vs 21d control) over the experimental period (n=18-

20 mice/group). 

 

 

Figure 5. 12: Blood glucose levels of control and diabetic mice. Diabetic mice (n=11) showed 

significantly higher (*P<0.01) blood glucose levels in comparison to controls (n=6).
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Figure 5. 13: Intraretinal vascular proliferation and formation of preretinal lesions 
identified in retinal paraffin sections stained with Isolectin-B4 and Streptavidin Cy3 and 
nuclear stained with DAPI. Enucleated eyes were fixed and sectioned then nuclei stained 

followed by fluorescent microscopy. (A) Control (n=4) mice showed capillaries (arrowheads) in 

the IPL extending toward the external margin of the INL, (C) 21d diabetic mice showed an 

increased number of dilated capillaries forming complex structures within retinal layers (closed 

arrows). (E) Preretinal neovascular lesions in 21d diabetic (n=3) mice (open arrows). Optical 

overlay of DAPI and Isolectin-B4 + Streptavidin -Cy3 (B, D and F). Scale bars: 50μm. IPL- Inner 

plexiform layer, INL- Inner nuclear layer, OPL- Outer plexiform layer, ONL- Outer nuclear layer.
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Figure 5. 14: Retinal cell apoptosis detected by TUNEL and DAPI staining. (A, B, and C) 

The positive control retina treated with DNase showed abundant TUNEL-positive cells (arrows) 

throughout the retina. In (D, E and F) control (n=4) mice and (G, H and I) 7d diabetic (n=4) mice 

no TUNEL-positive cells were detected. In (J, K and L) 21d diabetic (n=4) mice, sporadic 

TUNEL-positive cells were detected. Apoptotic retinal cell death was detected by TUNEL 

(green), and the nuclei (blue) were stained with DAPI. Merged images (C, F, I and L) of TUNEL 

and DAPI. Scale bar: 50µm (A-L). GCL- Ganglion cell layer, INL- Inner nuclear layer, ONL- 

Outer nuclear layer. 
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Table 5. 1: Gene expression changes in the diabetic retina at 7d of diabetes. List of genes up 

regulated (≥1.0-fold change) and down regulated (≥-1.0-fold change) in the diabetic mouse 

compared with the control.

FOT Control vs 7d Diabetic 

Up-regulated genes 

 ID Symbol 
Fold 

change 
P-value Accession 

1 TTR transthyretin 3.74 1.34E-05 NM_013697.3 

2 RGR 
retinal G protein coupled 

receptor 
2.88 6.90E-05 NM_021340.2 

3 MYL1 myosin, light polypeptide 1 2.58 4.95E-02 NM_021285.1 

4 RGR 
retinal G protein coupled 

receptor 
2.16 2.97E-05 NM_021340.3 

5 PTGDS 
Prostaglandin D2 Synthase 

21kDa (Brain) 
1.94 2.93E-04 NM_008963.1 

6 TMEM14C transmembrane protein 14C 1.58 3.41E-04 NM_025387.2 

7 RGR 
retinal G protein coupled 

receptor 
1.36 2.05E-03 NM_021340.2 

8 DPYSL3 dihydropyrimidinase-like 3 1.26 2.28E-02 NM_009468.3 

9 3300001P08RIK LUC7-like 3 (S. cerevisiae) 1.26 4.68E-02 NM_026313.1 

10 RDH5 retinol dehydrogenase 5 1.22 2.08E-03 NM_134006.4 

11 GPNMB 
glycoprotein (transmembrane) 

nmb 
1.10 1.36E-03 NM_053110.3 

12 CLIC6 chloride intracellular channel 6 1.08 4.95E-03 NM_172469.3 

13 EG434858 predicted gene 5643 (Gm5643) 1.06 7.35E-03 NR_002883.1 

14 SUZ12 
suppressor of zeste 12 

homolog (Drosophila) 
1.04 3.56E-03 NM_199196.1 

15 LOC100047583 apolipoprotein D-like 1.02 3.92E-04 
XM_001479138

.1 

16 ACSL3 
acyl-CoA synthetase long-

chain family member 3 
1.02 8.57E-04 NM_028817.2 

Down-regulated genes 

  ID Symbol 
Fold 

change 
P-value Accession 

1 ARR3 arrestin 3, retinal  -1.18 1.36E-04 NM_133205.2 
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Continue to next page.

FOT Control vs 21d Diabetic 

Up-regulated genes 

 ID Symbol 
Fold 

change 
P-value Accession 

1 TTR * transthyretin 7.70 1.15E-05 NM_013697.3 

2 RGR * retinal G protein coupled receptor 6.72 3.55E-04 NM_021340.2 

3 PTGDS * prostaglandin D2 synthase (brain) 5.66 6.21E-07 NM_008963.1 

4 RGR * retinal G protein coupled receptor 5.38 1.81E-06 NM_021340.3 

5 RDH5 * retinol dehydrogenase 5 4.56 1.84E-06 NM_134006.4 

6 RGR * retinal G protein coupled receptor 4.42 1.61E-03 NM_021340.2 

7 TRF transferrin 4.36 4.66E-06 NM_133977.2 

8 CLIC6 * chloride intracellular channel 6 4.02 2.89E-06 NM_172469.3 

9 RBP1 retinol binding protein 1, cellular 3.78 2.76E-05 NM_011254.2 

10 DCT dopachrome tautomerase 3.58 1.09E-05 NM_010024.2 

11 SLC16A8 
solute carrier family 16 

(monocarboxylic acid transporters), 

member 8 

3.28 
4.15E-06 

NM_020516.2 

12 RPE65 retinal pigment epithelium 65 3.20 1.23E-05 NM_029987.2 

13 PON1 paraoxonase 1 2.86 6.22E-06 NM_011134.2 

14 HMGCS2 

3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-

Coenzyme A synthase 2 (Hmgcs2), 

nuclear gene encoding 

mitochondrial protein 

2.74 

3.59E-06 

NM_008256.3 

15 GJA1 gap junction protein, alpha 1 2.74 5.50E-05 NM_010288.2 

16 MT1 metallothionein 1 2.22 5.00E-04 NM_013602.2 

17 TIMP3 tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase 

3 
2.22 9.85E-06 NM_011595.2 

18 GPNMB * glycoprotein (transmembrane) nmb 2.14 2.36E-05 NM_053110.3 

19 ACTB actin, beta, cytoplasmic 1.82 1.33E-02 NM_007393.1 

20 TMEM27 transmembrane protein 27 1.68 3.37E-03 NM_020626.2 

21 TMEM98 transmembrane protein 98 1.68 1.00E-02 NM_029537.1 

22 TMEM14C ** transmembrane protein 14C 1.54 3.14E-03 NM_025387.2 

23 SLC6A13 
solute carrier family 6 

(neurotransmitter transporter, 

GABA), member 13 

1.50 3.53E-03 NM_144512.2 

24 ACTB actin, beta 1.46 4.01E-02 NM_007393.3 

25 TSPAN10 tetraspanin 10 1.44 1.16E-02 NM_145363.1 

26 TMEM56 transmembrane protein 56 1.36 1.22E-02 NM_178936.3 

27 COX8B cytochrome c oxidase, subunit 

VIIIb 
1.32 5.02E-04 NM_007751.2 

28 ENPP2 
ectonucleotide 

pyrophosphatase/phosphodiesterase 

2 

1.30 4.45E-03 NM_015744.1 

29 GPC3 glypican 3 1.28 4.84E-03 NM_016697.2 

30 STRA6 stimulated by retinoic acid gene 6 1.26 3.49E-03 NM_009291.1 

31 MFSD7C major facilitator superfamily 

domain containing 7C  
1.24 1.32E-02 NM_145447.2 

32 TMEM98 transmembrane protein 98 1.24 3.69E-02 NM_029537.1 

33 TES 
testis derived transcript (Tes), 

transcript variant 1 
1.18 1.62E-02 NM_011570.2 

34 SOSTDC1 sclerostin domain containing 1 1.18 1.93E-02 NM_025312.2 

35 BMP4 bone morphogenetic protein 4 1.16 2.89E-03 NM_007554.2 
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Table 5. 2: Gene expression changes in the diabetic retina at 21d of diabetes. List of genes 

up regulated (≥1.0-fold change) and down-regulated (≥-1.0-fold change) in the diabetic mouse 

compared with the control. (* steady increase in expression from 0d to 21d, ** marginally 

decreased expression at 21d).

Up-regulated genes continued 

 
ID Symbol 

Fold 
change 

P-value Accession 

36 BDH2 
3-hydroxybutyrate 

dehydrogenase, type 2 
1.16 1.03E-02 NM_027208.1 

37 CRYBA1 crystallin, beta A1 1.14 2.90E-02 NM_009965.1 

38 INPP5K 
inositol polyphosphate 5-

phosphatase K 
1.14 1.32E-03 NM_008916.2 

39 CTSA 
cathepsin A (Ctsa), transcript 

variant 2 
1.14 8.78E-03 NM_001038492.1 

40 ACTB actin, beta 1.12 1.18E-03 NM_007393.3 

41 CALML4 calmodulin-like 4 1.10 3.53E-03 NM_138304.1 

42 FLOT2 
flotillin 2 (Flot2), transcript 

variant 2 
1.10 1.71E-02 NM_008028.2 

43 GPC3 glypican 3 1.08 1.56E-02 NM_016697.2 

44 EPHX2 
epoxide hydrolase 2, 

cytoplasmic 
1.08 2.53E-02 NM_007940.3 

45 SUZ12 ** 
suppressor of zeste 12 homolog 

(Drosophila) 
1.02 1.26E-03 NM_199196.1 

Down-regulated genes 

 ID Symbol 
Fold 

change 
P-value Accession 

1 XIST inactive X specific transcripts -1.10 4.07E-02 NR_001570.1 

2 1810035L17RIK 
RIKEN cDNA 1810035L17 

gene 
-1.14 1.47E-02 NM_026958.2 

3 LOC100044779 prothymosin alpha  -1.42 1.38E-03 XR_030993.1 
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FOT 21d vs 7d Diabetic 

Up-regulated genes 

 ID Symbol 
Fold 

Change 
P-value Accession 

1 TTR transthyretin 3.98 1.62E-03 NM_013697.3 

2 RGR retinal G protein coupled receptor 3.82 4.80E-03 NM_021340.2 

3 PTGDS prostaglandin D2 synthase (brain) 3.72 2.94E-03 NM_008963.1 

4 TRF transferrin 3.46 6.77E-03 NM_133977.2 

5 RDH5 retinol dehydrogenase 5 3.34 3.14E-03 NM_134006.4 

6 RGR retinal G protein coupled receptor 3.24 5.87E-03 NM_021340.3 

7 RBP1 retinol binding protein 1, cellular 3.18 2.83E-03 NM_011254.2 

8 RGR retinal G protein coupled receptor 3.06 8.61E-03 NM_021340.2 

9 CLIC6 chloride intracellular channel 6 2.94 7.85E-03 NM_172469.3 

10 DCT dopachrome tautomerase 2.72 1.67E-02 NM_010024.2 

11 RPE65 retinal pigment epithelium 65 2.46 1.23E-02 NM_029987.2 

12 SLC16A8 
solute carrier family 16 

(monocarboxylic acid transporters), 

member 8 

2.38 8.32E-03 NM_020516.2 

13 PON1 paraoxonase 1 2.26 1.10E-02 NM_011134.2 

14 GJA1 gap junction protein, alpha 1 2.18 4.07E-02 NM_010288.2 

15 HMGCS2 

3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-

Coenzyme A synthase 2 (Hmgcs2), 

nuclear gene encoding mitochondrial 

protein 

2.00 3.26E-02 NM_008256.3 

16 EGR1 early growth response 1 1.82 2.96E-03 NM_007913.5 

17 MT1 metallothionein 1 1.82 4.96E-03 NM_013602.2 

18 CLEC2E 
C-type lectin domain family 2, 

member e 
1.50 4.31E-03 NM_153506.2 

19 TSPAN10 tetraspanin 10 1.40 1.22E-02 NM_145363.1 

20 TMEM98 transmembrane protein 98 1.30 2.62E-02 NM_029537.1 

21 INPP5K 
inositol polyphosphate 5-

phosphatase K 
1.26 1.77E-03 NM_008916.2 

22 SLC6A13 

solute carrier family 6 

(neurotransmitter transporter, 

GABA), member 13 

1.26 9.85E-03 NM_144512.2 

23 CTSA 
cathepsin A (Ctsa), transcript variant 

2 
1.16 8.34E-03 

NM_001038492

.1 

24 STRA6 stimulated by retinoic acid gene 6 1.10 6.16E-03 NM_009291.1 

25 TMEM27 transmembrane protein 27 1.10 1.89E-02 NM_020626.2 

26 EPHX2 epoxide hydrolase 2, cytoplasmic 1.10 2.52E-02 NM_007940.3 

27 
OTTMUSG0

0000005065 

predicted gene, 

OTTMUSG00000005065 
1.08 9.95E-03 NM_177799.3 

28 CALML4 calmodulin-like 4 1.06 4.23E-03 NM_138304.1 

29 TES 
testis derived transcript (Tes), 

transcript variant 1 
1.04 2.20E-02 NM_011570.2 

30 TMEM56 transmembrane protein 56 1.02 3.23E-02 NM_178936.3 

31 MFSD7C 
major facilitator superfamily domain 

containing 7C 
1.00 3.00E-02 NM_145447.2 

Continue to next page.
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Down-regulated genes 

  ID Symbol 
Fold 

change 
P-value Accession 

1 ACSL3 

acyl-CoA synthetase long-chain 

family member 3 (Acsl3), 

transcript variant 1 

-1.00 8.53E-04 NM_028817.2 

2 LOC100044779 prothymosin alpha -1.04 1.12E-04 XR_030993.1 

3 SLC38A2 
solute carrier family 38, 

member 2 
-1.06 1.02E-03 NM_175121.3 

4 DDX3X 

DEAD/H (Asp-Glu-Ala-

Asp/His) box polypeptide 3, X-

linked 

-1.20 1.25E-03 NM_010028.2 

5 LOC100044204 
hypothetical protein 

LOC100044204 
-1.24 1.20E-02 XM_001471696.1 

6 TNNI2 troponin I, skeletal, fast 2 -1.34 9.54E-03 NM_009405.2 

7 ACTA1 actin, alpha 1, skeletal muscle -1.70 1.13E-02 NM_009606.2 

8 ATP2A1 
ATPase, Ca++ transporting, 

cardiac muscle, fast twitch 1 
-2.48 6.31E-03 NM_007504.2 

9 MYL1 myosin, light polypeptide 1 -3.18 5.02E-03 NM_021285.1 

 

Table 5. 3: Gene expression changes in the 21d diabetic retina compared with the 7d diabetic 
retina. List of up regulated (≥1.0-fold change) and down regulated (≥-1.0-fold change) genes. 
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Table 5. 4:  Characteristic features of spontaneous DR in the three strains PEF, GIG and 
FOT.  

* 
+, more than 10; +++, more than 25 

** -, absent; +, present 

*** 
-, absent; +, present 

#  ++, periphery and mid retina; +++, periphery, mid and central retina 

## -, absent; ++, less than 5; +++, more than 5 

$ -, absent; +, less than 5 

$$  -, absent; +, minimal; +++, extensive 

^ -, absent; ++, mild; +++, extensive 

^^ -, absent; +, less than 4; ++, 4 or more 

@ -, absent; +++, extensive 

 

 

  

Characteristics of DR 
Strain name 

PEF GIG FOT 

Acellular capillaries/mm2 * + + +++ 

Pericyte ghost** - - + 

Pericyte migration*** - - + 

Intraretinal vascular proliferation# ++ ++ +++ 

Microaneurysms and IRMA## - ++ +++ 

Preretinal lesions$ - - + 

Ganglion cell loss$$ - + +++ 

Retinal rosette formation and nuclear layer 

damage^ 
- ++ +++ 

Congested blood vessel^^ - + ++ 

Müller cell gliosis@ - - +++ 
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The focus of this thesis is the development of a better mouse model for DR (Diabetic 

Retinopathy). In DR the initial stages are characterised by mild microvascular and neural 

changes; the more severe proliferative stage is characterised by abnormal growth of new 

blood vessels on the surface of the retina. Although current mouse models of DR have 

played an important role in understanding the pathogenesis of DR, these mouse models 

do not mimic the wide range of lesions seen in humans. Furthermore, mouse models that 

represent features characteristic of early DR leading to severe DR are often induced by 

genetic modifications or oxygen induced retinopathy and lack the diabetic background 

(Chapter 1 section 1.5.1.2). In the present study, two well-established inbred mouse 

panels (the BXD and the Collaborative Cross (CC) resources) were used for the 

development of chemically induced diabetes and for the characterisation of a novel mouse 

model of DR.  

 

6.1 Characterisation of DR in the BXD and CC panels 

As shown in Chapter 3, 4 and other published studies (Robinson et al., 2012), one of the 

parental strains of the BXD and CC panels, the B6 strain, develop several DR-like 

features upon chemically-induced diabetes. Based on these findings, the BXD and CC 

panels were investigated for DR-like features upon Alloxan-induced diabetes. Both BXD 

(Kirstein et al., 2002, Tabakoff et al., 2008, Graybeal et al., 2014, Wu et al., 2014) and 

CC (Rogala et al., 2014, Rutledge et al., 2014, Vered et al., 2014, Ferguson et al., 2015, 

Levy et al., 2015, Mao et al., 2015, Atamni et al., 2016, Abu-Toamih Atamni et al., 2017) 

panels have been widely studied to successfully model various phenotypes, identify 

associated quantitative trait loci (QTL) and causative genes. In Chapter 3, it was shown 

that although one of the parental strains of the BXD RI panel developed DR-like retinal 

vascular features, this was not evident in any of the tested BXD strains (36). As explained 

previously on several occasions, the development and progression of DR is determined 

by complex interactions between many genes. For that reason, the genetic diversity 

captured by the BXD RI panel may not be sufficient to bring about pathological features 

of a complex disease trait such as DR. The relatively small number of BXD strains tested 

during this project may have failed to capture the DR phenotype. Therefore, more BXD 

strains require testing to successfully identify a strain that may develop DR-like features. 
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Results from Chapter 4 showed that, of the tested 61 CC strains PEF, GIG and FOT 

developed DR-like characteristic features within a short duration of diabetes. The CC was 

developed with the intent of enhancing genetic diversity relative to previously available 

RI panels (Churchill et al., 2004, Morahan et al., 2008, Threadgill and Churchill, 2012), 

allowing the identification of complex disease phenotypes and effectively mapping 

QTLs. Unlike testing the BXD panel, by testing less than twice the number of CC strains, 

three strains with the DR phenotype were identified. Therefore, findings from Chapter 4 

validate the use of eight parental strains in the CC, which has dramatically increased the 

genetic and phenotypic diversity of this resource, when compared to conventional RI 

panels designed using fewer parental strains (Threadgill et al., 2002), allowing the 

identification of the DR phenotype. Upon QTL mapping for DR using all tested strains 

from the CC panel (61 CC strains and 4 founders), no significant QTLs were detected. 

This finding is not entirely surprising, given the apparently complex disease aetiology of 

DR as implied from the BXD study. However, a suggestive peak was mapped to Chr 5, 

and the B6 allele at this locus contributed to the DR phenotype. As suggested by Ram et 

al., testing of more CC strains is required to increase the significance for this peak (Ram 

et al., 2014).  

 

6.2 A novel mouse model of DR 

The three strains that developed DR did so with different presentation. The PEF strain 

was found to show minimal vascular changes such as acellular capillaries (Chapter 5: 

figure 5.3) and mild retinal vascular proliferation (Chapter 4: figure 4.15). The GIG strain 

showed moderate vascular and neural changes such as acellular capillaries (Chapter 5: 

figure 5.4), intraretinal microvascular abnormalities (IRMA) (Chapter 5: figure 5.1), mild 

retinal vascular proliferation (Chapter 4: figure 4.15), ganglion cell loss, congested blood 

vessels (Chapter 5: figure 5.9) and formation of retinal rosettes (Chapter 5: figure 5.6 and 

5.9). Compared to PEF and GIG strains, the FOT strain showed more severe retinal 

vascular pathology with markedly increased retinal vascular proliferation, preretinal 

neovascular tuft formation, acellular capillaries, microaneurysms and IRMA. In addition, 

the FOT mice also showed neural retinal changes such as enhanced ganglion cell loss, 

Müller cell gliosis and photoreceptor layer damage due to the migration of nuclear layers. 

Taken together, these observations suggest that, hyperglycaemia in conjunction with the 
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genetic background of the FOT strain did result in vascular and neural changes observed 

in this strain. Although GIG and PEF strains did not show a wide array of DR-like lesions, 

it does not discount these strains as suitable models to investigate specific DR features.  

Given the profound changes noted in the FOT retina, this strain was deemed the most 

suitable strain from the CC panel to be used for the identification of genes predisposing 

to DR, as discussed in section 6.2.1 and as published previously (Weerasekera et al., 

2015).  

 

Unlike other DR animal models such as transgenic and diet-induced models, a particular 

advantage of the FOT mouse model is that diabetes is induced by pancreatic β-cell death 

similar to that of humans with type 1 diabetes and DR-like features develop with the 

progression of diabetes. The FOT mouse model developed several key retinal vascular 

and neural lesions similar to those in human DR after a relatively short period of diabetes.  

 

Intraretinal neovascularisation (IRNV) has been reported in patients with mild to 

moderate NPDR (also known as pre-proliferative DR) (Muraoka and Shimizu, 1984, 

Takahashi et al., 1998, Proia and Caldwell, 2010). The IRNV is initiated by budding of 

pre-existing capillaries forming a new capillary network towards the inner retina. This 

newly formed network consists of torturous capillaries (Muraoka and Shimizu, 1984, 

Takahashi et al., 1998). In this study, FOT diabetic mice showed IRNV at 7d and 21d of 

diabetes, where the extent of proliferation was exacerbated with the duration of diabetes 

(Chapter 4; figure 4.15 and Chapter 5; figure 5.13). Development of IRNV being 

associated with pre-proliferative DR indicates the importance of this phenomenon in the 

progression of DR into the more serious proliferative DR (PDR) phase (Muraoka and 

Shimizu, 1984, Proia and Caldwell, 2010). The process of IRNV is reported in the early 

stages of age related macular degeneration and pre-proliferative DR (Muraoka and 

Shimizu, 1984, Yannuzzi et al., 2001, Proia and Caldwell, 2010). Similar findings have 

been reported in large animals (Kador et al., 1995) and other rodent models (Okamoto et 

al., 1997, Shen et al., 2012, Han et al., 2013, Hasegawa et al., 2014). However, 

mechanisms underlying the regulation and patterning of IRNV are not fully understood 

and are seldom taken into account in the pathogenesis of DR.  
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As seen in other DR studies (Mizutani et al., 1998, Rungger-Brandle et al., 2000, Carrasco 

et al., 2008), the gliosis of Müller cells was identified in the FOT model. IRNV has been 

reported in mice with selective Müller cell ablation, suggesting Müller glial alterations 

may have a mechanistic link to vascular and neuronal pathology in retinal diseases (Shen 

et al., 2012). Therefore, the development of both Müller gliosis and IRNV in FOT mice 

provides an excellent platform to study these mechanisms and their relationship in a true 

diabetic setting.  

 

Degeneration of the neural retina is a characteristic feature of DR (Sohn et al., 2016). 

However, the exact chronological manifestations of neuroretinal degeneration in DR is 

controversial. Sohn et al., reported the thinning of retinal layers without the reduction of 

retinal ganglion cells (RGC) (Sohn et al., 2016), while many studies attribute reduced 

retinal layer thickness to progressive loss of RGC (from peripheral to central retina) in 

both diabetic patients and animals (Martin et al., 2004, Kern and Barber, 2008, van Dijk 

et al., 2012, Vujosevic and Midena, 2013, Bogdanov et al., 2014). Furthermore, studies 

have been carried out to establish the neurodegenerative aspect of DR prior to the 

appearance of vascular changes (Feit-Leichman et al., 2005, Rodrigues et al., 2015, Sohn 

et al., 2016). At 7d and 21d of diabetes, the FOT mouse model showed the loss of RGCs 

only in the peripheral and mid retinal regions, without the thinning of retinal layers 

(Chapter 5; figure 5.10). Current evidence suggests that, with prolonged duration of 

diabetes, the FOT mouse model could develop more severe neural damage leading to the 

loss of RGCs from the central retina and thinning of retinal layers. 

 

To date, none of the mouse models with true hyperglycaemia exhibit pre-retinal 

neovascularisation (PRNV) (Grossniklaus et al., 2010, Robinson et al., 2012, Cai and 

McGinnis, 2016) and the precise mechanism of PRNV and its development in diabetic 

animals is poorly understood (Duh et al., 2017). The FOT strain did not develop PRNV, 

a hallmark pathological feature of human DR. However, FOT mice developed pre-retinal 

neovascular tufts similar to that of oxygen-induced retinopathy (OIR) mouse models 

(Smith et al., 1994), a well-established ischemic model of retinopathy. The formation of 

new vessels from vascular tufts has been reported previously (Ishibazawa et al., 2016), 

suggesting the possibility of the FOT mouse model developing PRNV with prolonged 

duration of diabetes.  
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6.2.1 Gene expression investigations of the FOT model 

To characterise the gene expression pattern in the FOT mouse model, microarray 

investigations were carried out on control and diabetic (7d and 21d) retinas (Chapter 5; 

table 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3). A particularly interesting finding was the upregulation of the β-

crystallin family gene, Cryba1. This gene encodes for two proteins, crystallin βA1 and 

βA3. Increased levels of α-, β-, and γ-crystallin proteins in the retina was found in STZ 

and Akita diabetic mice after 12 weeks of diabetes (Losiewicz and Fort, 2011). The Nuc1 

rat that has a mutation in the Cryba1 gene shows characteristic clinical features of DR 

such as the development of microaneurysms, vessel leakage and blockage of vessels, 

traction retinal detachment, pre-retinal fibrosis and neovascularisation (Gehlbach et al., 

2006). Furthermore, a differential expression pattern in Cryba1 and other Crystallin 

family genes is reported in experimental models of oxygen induced retinopathy, corneal 

neovascularisation, elevated intraocular pressure (IOP), glaucoma and other ocular 

disease (Naskar and Thanos, 2006, Steele et al., 2006, Jia et al., 2011, Zhu et al., 2012, 

Shi et al., 2015). Given the existing evidence of Crystallin genes in the pathogenesis of a 

number of ocular diseases including DR (Binz et al., 2006, Fort et al., 2009, Losiewicz 

and Fort, 2011), the upregulation of Cryba1 in the FOT mouse model as early as three 

weeks of diabetes warrants future evaluation. 

 

Jelcick et al. has shown that inbred mouse strains have a unique gene expression signature 

that impacts whole gene networks which in-turn invariably leads to biological 

consequences affecting cell patterning and retinal function (Jelcick et al., 2011). In 

addition, mice with short-term STZ-induced diabetes lack several biochemical changes 

that are clearly manifest in the retina of STZ-diabetic rats (Obrosova et al., 2006). 

Although some chemically induced rodent models of DR are known to develop 

pathological DR-like features including neovascularisation (Su et al., 2012, Lai and Lo, 

2013, Olivares et al., 2017, Yang et al., 2018), these models have failed to show 

differential expression of several DR-related angiogenic factors such as Vascular 

Endothelial Growth Factor (Vegf), Platelet Derived Growth Factor (Pdgf), Fibroblast 

Growth Factor (Fgf) (Joussen et al., 2001a, Adachi-Uehara et al., 2006, Freeman et al., 

2009, Bogdanov et al., 2014, Zhao et al., 2017). The differentially expressed genes 
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reported in these models encoded proteins that mediated functions such as oxidative 

phosphorylation, protein turnover, signal transduction, inflammation, visual functions 

such as visual perception, and retinol metabolism (Joussen et al., 2001a, Adachi-Uehara 

et al., 2006, Zhao et al., 2017). Several DR related genes (for example Rbp1, Ttr, Rgr, 

Rpe65, Rdh5, Stra6, Mt1, Gja1, Timp3 and Cryba1) were differentially expressed in 

diabetic FOT mice. However, similar to other studies the FOT mouse model did not show 

differential expression of well-established angiogenic factors with disease progression. 

Nonetheless, the FOT mouse model is a valuable tool for further research into molecular 

mechanisms involved in the initiation and early progression of DR.  

 

6.3 Characterisation of additional features in the BXD and CC RI 

panels 

Screening of the BXD and CC RI panels for the development of DR revealed some 

interesting features in these panels. These features are discussed below. 

 

Eye morphology investigations in the BXD panel revealed several novel findings. Eye 

morphology results presented in Chapter 3 showed that several BXD strains with diabetes 

developed corneal calcification and this phenomenon increased eye weight (Chapter 3; 

table 3.6). These findings were hypothesised to be linked to the development of glaucoma 

in the presence of diabetes. While several groups have measured mouse eye weight, lens 

weight, axial length, cornea and lens thicknesses to identify genes that may regulate 

fundamental pathways influencing the size and structure of the eye (Zhou and Williams, 

1999a, Zhou and Williams, 1999b, Puk et al., 2006, Wisard et al., 2010), to date, none 

have assessed the eye weight in relation to diabetic ocular disease. During this study, 

several candidate genes were identified using QTL mapping of eye weight in 7d diabetic 

mice and these genes can be associated with diabetic ocular disease. In particular, the 

genes Snta1, Samhd1, Rpn2 and Ctnnbl1 are important, as these genes have been 

implicated in ganglion cell development, modifying IOP and corneal morphology in 

glaucoma (Jacobson et al., 2001, Liu et al., 2002, Joe et al., 2012, Owen et al., 2013, 

Scheetz et al., 2013).  
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An interesting finding was that both control and 7d diabetic eye weight groups mapped a 

suggestive QTL to Chr 14 spanning 2Mb between 118-120Mb (Chapter 3; figure 3.6 and 

3.8). The fact that both traits mapped to the exact same region on Chr 14 suggest that 

genes identified within this QTL may play a role in controlling the normal development 

of the eye and could be associated with diabetic ocular disease. Further analysis of this 

peak identified three genes Abcc4, Cldn10 and Uggt2 (Chapter 3; table 3.9), of these, 

Abcc4 could be of particular interest as this gene has been previously implicated in both 

physiological and pathological retinal angiogenesis (Tagami et al., 2009, Tagami et al., 

2010).  

 

Multidrug resistance protein 4 (MRP4, ABCC4) belongs to the C subfamily of the ATP-

binding cassette (ABC) transporter superfamily. MRP4 mediates the transport of cyclic 

nucleotides such as cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) and cyclic guanosine 

monophosphate (cGMP) from the intracellular space to the extracellular space (efflux) 

(Borst et al., 2007). It has been shown that MRP4 plays a critical protective role in retinal 

vascular development through the regulation of the intracellular cAMP levels (Matsumiya 

et al., 2012) and enhanced intracellular cAMP levels could lead to the development of 

abnormal retinal vasculature (Tagami et al., 2009, Tagami et al., 2010). Furthermore, 

cAMP and cGMP efflux regulating MRP4 plays a significant role in homeostasis of IOP 

(Pattabiraman et al., 2013). 

 

In Chapter 4, body weight and eye weight data from control and 21d diabetic CC mice 

were utilised to identify genomic regions that may affect the specific trait. For control 

body weight, 21d diabetic body weight and body weight difference between categories, 

found three proximal QTLs each on Chr 16, 4 and 5, respectively (Chapter 4; figure 4.3, 

4.4 and 4.6, respectively). The QTLs mapped in the control and 21d diabetic groups 

reached above the significance threshold suggesting that these QTLs are strongly 

associated with the phenotypic trait investigated in this study. Furthermore, this result 

suggests that a different set of genes may be involved in normal growth in mice as 

opposed to maintaining body weight under the influence of diabetes.  

 

Under all three QTLs, several genes were identified and some of these genes showed the 

presence of protein changing SNPs. Based on current literature none of these genes had 
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a validated role in modulating body weight with or without diabetes. However, three 

candidate genes Srl (Chapter 4; table 4.2), Fktn (Chapter 4; table 4.3) and Igfbp7 (Chapter 

4; table 4.4) can be suggested as contributors to the phenotype. Srl encodes a Ca2+ binding 

protein, which maintains muscle Ca2+ homeostasis thereby being associated with 

structure and the proper function of skeletal muscles (Raeymaekers et al., 1993, Yoshida 

et al., 2005, O'Connell et al., 2008, Picard et al., 2016). The Fukutin protein encoded by 

Fktn is involved in muscle integrity. Muscle-specific Fktn deficit mice are susceptible to 

reduced body and calf-muscle weight (Beedle et al., 2012) and mutations in this gene are 

associated with the lack of muscle strength and muscle atrophy (Godfrey et al., 2006, 

Murakami et al., 2006), suggesting Fktn is essential in muscle pathophysiology. In 

individuals with metabolic syndrome higher serum IGFBP7 levels have been determined 

and this is significantly correlated with metabolic-associated parameters such as body 

mass index, waist circumference and insulin resistance (Lopez-Bermejo et al., 2006, Liu 

et al., 2015). 

 

Eye weight data from control and 21d diabetic CC strains were utilised in Chapter 4 to 

identify genomic regions that may affect the trait eye weight. Both control and 21d 

diabetic eye weight data mapped significant QTLs to Chr 3 (Chapter 4; figure 4.8) and 

Chr 18 (Chapter 4; figure 4.9), respectively. None of the genes identified within these 

QTL regions were known previously to influence eye weight. However, the locus 

identified in the 21d diabetic cohort showed two protein changing missense SNPs within 

the Arhgap26 gene (Chapter 4; table 4.5) and existing knowledge highlights its role in 

ocular biology. Focal adhesion kinase (FAK) signalling and activation were shown to be 

essential for the survival of RGCs (Santos et al., 2012). Furthermore, FAK is a 

downstream mediator of the VEGF/VEGF-receptor and other ligand-receptor systems 

that regulate neovascularisation (Kornberg et al., 2004, Wary et al., 2012). Given the 

association between ARHAP26 and FAK signalling (Taylor et al., 1999b); Arhgap26 

could be a potential candidate modulating the physiology of the eye under the influence 

of diabetes.  

 

Based on existing literature and gene expression data (where available) the list of genes 

identified for each trait by QTL mapping was narrowed down to a more restricted number 
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of candidate genes. However, establishing and validating the functional role of these 

genes was beyond the scope of this project, but it could be the subject for future studies. 

 

Despite recent advances in retinal vascular biology and imaging techniques, data on the 

normal retinal vascular topography of the mouse is limited. During this novel project, the 

distribution of major retinal arterioles and venules in the BXD and CC RI panels was 

investigated for the first time. The mouse retina typically has 5-6 retinal arterioles and 

venules. Arterioles and venules are typically present in pairs alternately distributed 

around the optic disc and are identified based on the branching pattern and the size of the 

vessels (Ganesan et al., 2010, McLenachan et al., 2015). In the cohort of BXD mice (12 

strains) investigated, most eyes displayed 5-6 arterioles and venules (Chapter 3). In 

contrast, of the 30 CC strains investigated, the majority of the strains showed 4-5 

arterioles and venules and three strains displayed hypovascular retinas with only three 

arterioles and venules (Chapter 4). Variations in the number and arrangement of the major 

retinal vessel network may alter retinal vascular parameters such as retinal fractal 

dimension, arterio-venous ratio, branching angle and blood flow (Paques et al., 2003, 

Bernabeu et al., 2014). These parameters are implicated in ocular and systemic disease, 

and can be used as indicators of disease development and progression (Cheung and Wong, 

2009, Huang et al., 2016). Given the application of both BXD and CC panels in the 

development of disease models, understanding the diverse characteristics of the normal 

retinal vascular pathology is valuable for future research.   

 

The most extreme example of variation in the retinal vasculature and neural structure was 

noted in the CC strain, ZOE (Chapter 4). As explained in Chapter 1, in the typical retina, 

the retinal neural structure consists of eight distinct layers and two distinct capillary 

networks are observed spanning to the external margin of the INL. Unlike other CC 

mouse strains, the ZOE strain showed a single capillary network and the neural retina was 

devoid of outer plexiform, nuclear and photoreceptor layers, making the retina 

considerably thinner. This retinal phenotype is likely due to a specific combination of 

several genes in the ZOE strain. Incurable blindness occurs in humans with retinal 

degenerative diseases due to the dysfunction or death of photoreceptor cells (Santos et 

al., 1997, Cideciyan et al., 2013). In addition, retinal degenerative disease in humans has 

a strong genetic basis (Lev, 2001). To date, multiple mouse strains manifest retinal 
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degeneration followed by blindness due to mutations in the genes encoding for 

phototransduction proteins (Chang et al., 2002, Veleri et al., 2015). Assessing the time 

course of retinal degeneration and identification of causative genes leading to this 

phenotype, and assessing the retinal visual function of the ZOE strain was beyond the 

scope of this study. However, based on current literature (Park et al., 2001, Thyagarajan 

et al., 2010, Yang et al., 2015, Hasegawa et al., 2016), retinal vascular and histological 

observations, it was hypothesised that the ZOE strain models the anatomy of end-stage 

human retinal degeneration. Understanding the vascular distribution and neural structure 

of the retina plays an important role in identifying the most suitable species that can be 

used in a particular line of research. (Chang et al., 2005, Won et al., 2011, Chang, 2013). 

For instance, the ZOE strain can be an ideal candidate for regenerative studies of the 

retinal photoreceptor layer, yet would be unsuitable for tests that depend on visual cues 

(Errijgers et al., 2007). 

 

6.4 Future Directions 

Variations in retinal arterioles and venules have been reported in common inbred strains 

of mice (McLenachan et al., 2015). Chapter 3 and 4 showed varying number of retinal 

arterioles and venules in different BXD and CC strains. These findings were carried out 

using standard tissue processing, staining and imaging techniques in a small number of 

BXD and CC strains. Further in-depth characterisation of the overall vascular pathology 

in BXD and CC RI panels could be carried out using imaging techniques such as scanning 

laser ophthalmoscopy, retinal angiography in conjunction with spectral domain optical 

coherence tomograph (SD-OCT). 

 

Overall, the FOT mouse model developed several key DR-like features. In Chapter 5, it 

is shown that retinal vascular proliferation and the formation of neovascular tufts in this 

CC strain could occur via alternative molecular pathways. Given the unique genetic 

background of the FOT strain, future investigations understanding the cellular and 

molecular mechanisms of these phenomena would be an advancement for the study of 

DR. However, the FOT model does not develop PRNV, the hallmark feature of PDR, 

likely due to the relatively short duration of diabetes in this study. Hence, the next logical 
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approach to study PRNV in the FOT mouse model is to lengthen the course of diabetes 

in this strain exposing the retina to prolonged duration of hyperglycaemia. 

 

DR is considered mostly a vascular disease, but investigations have demonstrated retinal 

neurodegeneration in early disease pathogenesis (van Dijk et al., 2009). Diabetic patients 

with and without retinopathy underwent measurement of retinal layer thickness with SD-

OCT, where thinning of inner retinal layers in diabetics without retinopathy has 

confirmed the occurrence of the neurodegeneration early in DR (Rodrigues et al., 2015). 

Unlike histological analysis, the advancement of technologies such as SD-OCT has 

emerged as a valuable tool to analyse and monitor structural changes in the retina. In 

particular, the SD-OCT system offers longitudinal, non-invasive, high quality in vivo 

imaging of the retina, permitting precise and detailed examination of retinal layers, 

detecting subtle changes in the retina. These characteristics of the SD-OCT technology 

has led to the study of disease pathogenesis in oxygen induced retinopathy, retinal 

degeneration and DR (Huber et al., 2009, Mezu-Ndubuisi et al., 2017, Francis et al., 

2018). Therefore, future studies could incorporate the SD-OCT technology for a 

comprehensive characterisation of neurodegeneration (particularly thinning of retinal 

layers) in the FOT model. 

 

In chapter 5, microarray investigations reported differential expression of several DR 

related genes. Although microarray technology is an effective tool for the identification 

of DR genes, next generation sequencing-based RNA sequence (RNA-seq) profiles could 

provide comprehensive signatures of transcripts that are altered in different stages of 

diabetic retinopathy (Liu et al., 2016). This technology provides higher sensitivity, 

accuracy, replication and a better representation of the transcriptome. Employing RNA-

seq to study the pattern of gene expression in the diabetic FOT retina has the potential to 

provide useful and detailed information on unknown pathways and underlying 

mechanisms of DR. To further understand the differential expression pattern of DR genes 

in the novel FOT model an analysis that includes extensive time-points could be of added 

value.  

 

Functional changes such as impaired electroretinograms (ERG) and flicker responses, 

similar to those in humans occur in rodents due to diabetes induced retinal neuronal and 
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glia cell dysfunction. The functional changes in the retina occur prior to the onset of 

clinical signs of DR (Abcouwer and Gardner, 2014). Chapter 5 showed changes in 

neuronal and glia cells, and alterations in several visual cycle genes. These attributes open 

up a new avenue for the early assessment of retinal function in the FOT model, employing 

methods such as ERG. 

 

Based on evidence demonstrated throughout this thesis, the FOT mouse model presents 

itself as a novel mouse model for testing of new therapeutic agents to reduce the 

development and progression of DR. An important aim of future work is to use the FOT 

mouse model to test a panel of traditional Chinese medicines in collaboration with the 

Shanghai University of Traditional Chinese Medicine in China. Andrographolide, one 

such compound has already been shown to improve DR (Yu et al., 2015). Testing of this 

compound and other Chinese herbal compounds on the FOT model at early stages of 

lesion development may improve disease progression via inhibiting retinal inflammation 

and vascular damage. Furthermore, changes occurring in molecular and biochemical 

pathways may also be studied in relation to any observed pathological changes by 

employing technologies such as microarray, RT-PCR and RNA-seq.  

 

It is known that diabetic retinopathy and nephropathy (kidney disease) are closely 

associated (Klein et al., 2005, Girach and Vignati, 2006). During the course of this 

project, kidney weight data were collected and kidney tissue was processed for 

histological analysis. However, analysis of these data were beyond the scope of this 

project but will be the subject of future studies. The analysis of these data may lead to the 

characterisation of a diabetic nephropathy mouse model from the CC panel. Furthermore, 

if the development of nephropathy was found in PEF, GIG and/or particularly in the FOT 

strain, it would complement the DR findings in this study.  

 

The body of work presented in this thesis provides evidence for use of the FOT strain as 

a mouse model for better understanding the pathological and molecular consequences of 

DR, and has provided several opportunities to successfully utilise this strain for future 

work. It will be exciting to observe the extent and scope of research that will follow. 
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Genetic Variation in the Retinal Vasculature of the Collaborative Cross

Abstract

Purpose: Examination of the vessels of the retina provides an insight into the health of the eye. Variation in the number of major reti-
nal blood vessels may indicate development of various diseases. Identification of mouse strains with a varied number of vessels will 
be useful to understand the genetic basis for, and the physiological consequences of, such variation. We therefore analyzed variation 
in retinal vasculature among strains of the next-generation genetic resource, The Collaborative Cross (CC).
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Methods: The retinal vasculature from both flat mounted whole-retina and histology sections were examined in our panel of CC 
and common inbred mouse strains, to characterize the vascular pattern. In the course of this work, we optimized the trypsin digest 
method for examination of fragile retinal samples. We describe our optimized method, providing a step-by-step protocol and list of 
specific tools to isolate the vascular network.

Results: The CC strains showed wide variation in numbers of the major retinal arteries and veins. One strain had only a single capil-
lary network. Our modified method was able to isolate the retinal vasculature successfully and was particularly suited to strains with 
minimal neural structure.
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Conclusions: Different retinal anatomy, with wide variation in the numbers of retinal arteries and veins was observed and could 
be explained by genetic variation. Our optimized trypsin digest method can be applied to study ocular vasculature pathology in any 
retinal disease in humans or animal models.
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Different methods have been employed to study the retinal vasculature. Among these, the trypsin digest method is well established; 
it was first described in 1960 by Kawabara and colleagues to study the structure of blood vessels in the human retina [4] and has since 
been used extensively to study the retinal vasculature in many species, under normal and disease conditions [5]. The method involves 
digestion of the retinal neural structure, so the vasculature collapses onto a single plane. The structure is then stained to visualize the 
blood vessels. In addition, histochemical staining techniques can be implemented to detect specific elements of the vasculature.

Introduction

The retina is composed of multiple layers. The retinal and choroidal vascular systems provide oxygen and nutrients [1]. The inner 
retina is sustained via the retinal blood supply whereas the outer retina is nourished and sustained by the choriocapillary network [2]. 
The retinal pigment epithelium transports ions, water, and metabolic end-products from the sub-retinal space into the blood stream. 
The uptake of nutrients such as glucose, retinol and fatty acids from the retinal blood supply is then delivered to the photoreceptor cells 
[3]. A disruption to either of these blood supplies can lead to the degeneration of the retina, loss of visual function and blindness [3]. 
Examining specific vascular cells of the retina can provide vital information for studying mechanisms of retinal pathology.

The complexity of the retinal vascular tree is indicated by the number of retinal arteries and veins. An abnormal vessel count is an 
important symptom in diabetic retinopathy and other diseases such as high blood pressure or diseases of the pancreas [6,7] .

The genetic control of the number of arteries and veins has been studied, but the only component identified to be under genetic 
influence was twisted blood vessels [8]. Tortuosity was suggested to be linked to several diseases (arterial hypertension, retinopathy, 
cerebral vessel disease and stroke) [9]. The vessel length, numbers of crossings and regional branch points were not found to have a 
genetic component [8].

Here, we examined the major blood vessels that form the retinal vasculature in strains of the novel mouse resource “The Collabora-
tive Cross” (CC) [10,11]. The CC is a genetic reference population established from eight diverse founder strains [10,11]. It captures over 
90% of common genetic diversity of the mouse species, with polymorphisms occurring on average every ~200 base pairs [12]. Each 
CC strain is unique, having a distinct mosaic genome pattern of alleles inherited from the eight founders[12]. Therefore, the CC strains 
should harbor phenotypic diversity in any trait of interest. This resource provides an ideal opportunity to study the metrics of vessel 
length, numbers of crossings, regional branch points, and tortuosity for a genetic basis using the CC strains.

In this paper, we studied the variation in number of vessels in the retinas of CC mice and of some common inbred mouse strains. In 
the course of this work, we optimized the trypsin digest method which enables the observation of the overall retinal vasculature and 
specific morphological characteristics of retinal blood vessels such as pericytes and endothelial cells.

Animals: All experimental and animal handing activities were performed in accordance with the guidelines of institutional Animal Eth-
ics Committee and ARVO statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research. The principles, development and initial 
characterization of the CC have been described [10,11]. Mice were bred at the Animal Resources Center (Perth WA) and were gener-
ously provided by Geniad Pty Ltd. [11]. Common inbred strains A/J, C57BL/6J (B6), 129S1/SvImJ, NOD/LtJ, FVB/NJ (FVB) and DBA/2J 
(D2) were purchased from the Animal Resource Centre. Male and female mice were used at 8-10 weeks of age, housed under a 12-h 
light/dark cycle and given a standard diet with free access to food and water. All experiments were performed in accordance with The 
University of Western Australia institutional animal care and use committee guidelines and ethics. Experimental mice were housed and 
maintained in The University of Western Australia animal care services facility.

Specimen collection: At experimental end-point, animals were euthanased; eyes were enucleated, cleaned and weighed. The right eye 
was collected into 10% buffered formalin for histology or trypsin digest. The left eye was collected into phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 
for retinal whole mount preparation.
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Retinal Digestion: Retina was transferred to a well of a 96 well plate with 500 µl of trypsin. Critical: The retina must be fully immersed 
in the trypsin solution to avoid drying of tissues. The plate was then placed in a 37°C humidified chamber for ~12 hrs. When the retinal 
neural structure appeared too disintegrated, the plate was removed from the incubator.

Whilst holding the eyecup with the virtuous side facing down, carefully move the angled forceps closer to the optic nerve head. Us-
ing the capsulotomy scissors, optic nerve was clasped from the base. Critical: The clasping of the optic nerve head must take place in the 
correct position to release the retina from the eyecup with ease. Cutting too deep will damage the retina whereas insufficient cutting can 
hinder the retina coming off the eyecup. The retina was gently rolled away from the retinal pigment epithelium/choroid. Critical: Extra 
care must be taken rolling the retina as long-term fixed retinae can be brittle. The dissected retina holds a cup-like shape. The retina was 
gently cleaned to remove any choroid particles and gently washed with distilled water.

Whole Mount Preparation: Freshly dissected retina was fixed immediately in 4% paraformaldehyde (pH 7.3) for 5 minutes at room 
temperature followed by washing in PBS. Retina were incubated overnight at 48C with endothelial cell marker biotinylated Griffonia 
(Bandeiraea) simplicifolia Lectin 1 Isolectin-B4 (Isolectin-B4, 1:100 in PBS; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA), followed by 3 
hours at 48C in Cy3-Streptavidin (1:500 in PBS; GE Healthcare, Amersham, UK). Following incubation, samples were washed in PBS, 
mounted, and cover-slipped with Vectashield hard-set mounting medium (Vector Laboratories). The overall retinal vasculature of la-
beled whole mounts was evaluated from the vitreous side of all diabetic and control retina using fluorescent microscopy. The detailed 
structure of the vascular beds and lesions was analyzed by capturing representative areas in the Z-plane at 1- to 2-lm steps.
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Retinal vascular isolation: Trypsin was replaced in each well with distilled water and washed for 5 minutes on a shaker at room tem-
perature. Using a wide bore plastic transfer pipette, the retina was moved to a sterile petri dish filled with distilled water. Using forceps 
(World Precision Instruments, Inc., USA. Cat No 500341 1) and a single-hair paintbrush, initial portions of neural tissue were removed 
with gentle movements. With the use of a pipette, place 500 µl of distilled water one drop at a time on to the retina, to remove majority 
of the neural tissue. When most of the neural tissue is removed, transfer the retina to a super frost slide using a transfer pipette. Critical: 
the exposed retinal vessels can easily adhere to the edges of the transfer pipette, care must be taken to avoid direct contact with the 
plastic surface. Using a higher magnification on the dissection microscope, identify any areas with small amounts of remaining neural 
tissue and gently brush these away using only the single-hair paintbrush. Critical: Do not use any metal-based forceps during this pro-
cess. The isolated vasculature has a great affinity to metal, so will adhere to the metal surface turning the vasculature into a tangled, 

Enucleation and fixation: After the mouse was euthanised the eyelid was opened widely and the eye socket gently pressed down with 
the thumb and forefinger to achieve proptosis of the eye. Critical: Do not press hard against the socket, excess pressure will damage the 
eye. With the use of 45° angle forceps (World Precision Instruments, Inc., USA. Cat No 14101) the muscles were loosened around the 
eye socked. Critical: This avoids unnecessary muscle and tissue damage. While pressing on the eye socket, the eye was gently pulled to 
obtain the eye together with about 5mm of the optic nerve. Critical: The eye specimen must be obtained with the optic nerve to ensure 
the integrity of the posterior portion of the eye. Any excess tissue was removed and the eye then transferred to cold 1x PBS. The eye was 
then washed gently and the PBS removed, tubes were filled with buffered formalin and stored at room temperature. Critical: For eyes 
kept in fixative for longer than a week, ensure lids are tightened well to avoid evaporation of fixative.

Retinal Dissection: The formalin-fixed eye was remove from the tube and washed in cold 1x PBS three times for 5 minutes per wash 
on a shaker at room temperature. Using a cut plastic pipette, the eye was transferred onto a sterile petri dish containing distilled water. 
Critical: Add adequate amount of distilled water to fully immerse the eye. With a dissection microscope the eye ball was held using the 
45° Dumont Tweezers where a small incision was made limbus using a No.12 scalpel. Critical: The eye ball must be held gently with 
the Dumont medical biology tweezers (World Precision Instruments, Inc., USA. Cat No 500341 1) to avoid damage to the retina. The 
anterior segment of the eye (cornea) was gently pinched with the use of capsulotomy scissors (VANNAS, Germany. Cat. No. OP3300), 
followed by cutting at the point of incision, along the limbus. Once the anterior and posterior segments of the eye are separated, the 
cornea was discarded.
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PAS Staining: Approximately 150 µl of 0.5% Periodic Acid-Schiff ’s stain was added to each sample and incubated at room temperature 
for 15 minutes. The samples were then washed with filtered running tap water for 15 minutes. Then add 100-200 µl of Schiff ’s reagent 
onto each slide and incubate for 15 minutes. Critical: Schiff ’s reagent must be colorless when used. The samples were the wash with 
filtered running tap water for 15-20 minutes. Critical: Wash until the water runs clear. Inadequate washing will not intensify the pink 
colour. Counterstain was done by adding 100-200 µl of Haemtoxylin for approximately 5 minutes at room temperature. Critical: Hae-
mtoxylin must be filtered prior to use to avoid any partial sediment, which can mask the visualization of tissue of interest. Wash with 
filtered running tap water for 15 minutes. Dehydrate and coverslip using DPX.

Microscopy: Using a bright field microscope (Nikon Eclipse TiE, Japan) samples were screened for overall retinal vascular architecture, 
followed by screening for acellular capillaries, pericyte ghost and microaneurysms.

Mice from a total of 29 strains from our CC colony [10] were analyzed. All mice were screened for retinal vasculature and specific 
morphological characteristics of retinal blood vessels such as pericytes and endothelial cells. During the course of this work, we found 
retinas for some strains could not be examined due to inadequate digestion of the retinal neural structure. This prompted us to develop 
an optimized trypsin digest method as described below. The original trypsin digest method enabled successful isolation of the retinal 
vasculature from neural structures from the B6, D2 and several CC strains. However, this protocol was not satisfactory for isolation of 
the retinal vascular structure in many strains, especially FVB and ZOE (Figure 2A). Excellent results were obtained using the modified 
method for preparation of retinal samples from all strains. This method also improved the visualization in the B6, D2 and CC strain 
digest preparations.
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unusable structure. Gradually remove excess water around the isolated vasculature and gently spread it using only the single-hair 
paintbrush. Samples were left to dry at room temperature for 20-30 minutes.

Results

Figure 1:  Variation in the number of retinal arteries and veins originating from the optic disc. 

Freshly dissected retina were fixed immediately then stained with Isolectin-B4 and Cy3-Streptavidin an endothelial cell marker 
and visualized. More arteries and veins were observed in the GEK2 strain (A) in comparison to the DAVIS (B) and ZOE (C) strains.
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Tools for fine retinal dissection: To successfully dissect the retina and to isolate the vasculature, we used several specific tools (Fig-
ure 3). For enucleating the eye, we preferred number 5, 11cm, 45° angle forceps (Figure 3A). It is often difficult to hold the whole eye 
when dissecting the retina so it is critical to avoid damage to the retina during this process. By using the number 5, 11 cm Dumont 
tweezers (Figure 3B) the whole eye was suitably secured, preventing damage. Fine capsulotomy scissors (Figure 3C) were used for cut-
ting around the limbus to expose the retina. Lastly, to remove the neural tissue without damage to the retinal vasculature, a single hair 
paintbrush was used, made from natural material (Figure 3D).
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Figure 2: Retinal architecture of B6, FVB and ZOE mice. 

Enucleated eyes were fixed then sectioned or stained with and without our optimized trypsin method. Current trypsin 
digestion with FVB retina (A), haematoxylin and eosin staining of B6 (B), FVB (C) and ZOE (D) retinal sections. The 
retinal layers are; 1-Nerve Fibre Layer, 2-Ganglion Cell Layer, 3-Inner Plexiform Layer, 4-Inner Nuclear Layer, 5-Outer 
Plexiform Layer, 6-Outer Nuclear Layer, 7-Photoreceptor Layer and 8-Choroid. The lower figures are the result of our 
improved trypsin digest method on B6 (E), FVB (F) and ZOE (G) retina displaying clear vascular architecture. Magnifi-
cation; B, C, D - 40x and A, E, F, G - 20X.

Figure 3:  Tools used for retinal dissection and vasculature isolation. 

For the isolation of the retina with no tearing and perfect placement these tools are recommended. (A) Angled forceps, 
(B) Dumont tweezers, (C) Capsulotomy scissors and (D) Single hair paint brush.
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The intensity of staining in the trypsin digest preparation will depend on the staining method and the condition of reagents used. 
As stated in the methods, it is of utmost importance to use freshly prepared Schiff ’s reagent. Schiff ’s reagent is stable at low pH (Acidic 
pH of 2) at 4°C and must be refrigerated in the dark. Failing to do so may result in improper staining, which will impact severely on the 
visualisation of the desired retinal vasculature. Endothelial cells were identified within the vessel wall as large oval cell nuclei whereas 
pericyte nuclei appeared small, round in shape and were observed prominently protruding from the vessel wall. The basement mem-
branes appeared as clear tube-like structures devoid of endothelial or pericyte cells (Figure 4). Subpopulations of migrating pericytes 
and their implication in retinopathy have been reported, indicating the importance of detecting these early vascular changes in ocular 
complications [15]

Variation in numbers of retinal arteries and veins originating from the optic disc: For further analysis, the trypsin digest method 
was used on all CC and inbred mouse strains. Fluorescent microscopy studies captured in the Z-plane showed retinal vascular architec-
ture of all tested CC strains had the classical structure of retinal capillary distribution, where the extensive capillary network spanned 
across the inner two thirds of the retina, forming two distinguishable capillary networks: the superficial capillary network and the deep 
capillary network.

Variation in the number of retinal arteries and veins originating from the optic disc was noted within different CC strains (Table 1). 
For example, the GEK2 strain had on average 6 arteries and 4 veins (Figure 1A) while the DAVIS strain had only 3 arteries and 4 veins 
(Figure 1B). The most extreme example was noted in the ZOE strain, which had only a single capillary network and 4 arteries and 5 
veins. Further analysis of this strain was conducted in order to establish the localisation of the capillary network.
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Trypsin Digest Optimization: For the application of the optimized trypsin digest method, retinal tissue was cleaned using the fine-hair 
paintbrush, leaving the clear thread-like network of retinal capillaries. A representative field from a retinal digest from the FVB strain 
is shown in (Figure 4).

Figure 4:   Trypsin digest preparation of the retinal vasculature strained with Periodic Acid Schiff ’s stain and 

Haematoxylin of the FVB mouse using our modified trypsin method. 

Whole eyes were processed to isolate the intact retinal microvasculature using trypsin. The retinal vas-
culature was then mounted on a slide, stained with Periodic Acid Schiff ’s and analysed using bright field 
microscopy. Round-shaped pericytes outside the capillary wall are stained dark blue (Arrowheads), Elon-
gated endothelial cells within the capillaries are stained light blue (Thin Arrows) and Basement membrane 
of retinal blood vessels are stained light purple (Thick Arrows). Scale Bar 50 mm.
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Strain Number of Arties Number of Veins 

1 BOM 4 ± 0.3 5 ± 0.6 
2 CIS 4 ± 0 4 ± 0.2 
3 DAVIS 3 ± 0.3 4 ± 0.7 
4 FIM 4 ± 0.3 5 ± 0.3 
5 GALASUPREME 4 ± 0.3 5 ± 0.3 
6 GEK2 6 ± 0.5 5 ± 0.5 
7 HAX2 5 ± 0.5 5 ± 0.4 
8 NUK 3 ± 0 3 ± 0 
9 POH 6 ± 0.5 4 ± 0 

10 ROGAN 5 ± 0.5 4 ± 0.5 
11 SHE 4 ± 0.5 4 ± 0 
12 WAD 4 ± 0.5 5 ± 0.5 
13 XAP 5 ± 0 4 ± 0 
14 LUZ 4 ± 0.3 4 ± 0.3 
15 LAX 5 ± 0.3 5 ± 0.3 
16 LEL 5 ± 0 5 ± 0.5 
17 YID 5 ± 0.3 4 ± 0.3 
18 PIPING 4 ± 0.3 4 ± 0.3 
19 TOFU 5 ± 0.2 5 ± 0.2 
20 GIG 5 ± 0.3 4 ± 0 
21 PEF 5 ± 0.2 5 ± 0.2 
22 PUB 4 ± 0.3 4 ± 0 
23 STUCKY 5 ± 0.3 5 ± 0.3 
24 TAS 4 ± 0 5 ± 0.5 
25 LAM 5 ± 0.3 4 ± 0.3 
26 VUX2 4 ± 0 5 ± 0.5 
27 FUF 4 ± 0.5 4 ± 0 
28 BEM 5 ± 0.4 5 ± 0.4 
29 ZOE 5 ± 0.3 4 ± 0.3 

Table 1: Overall number of retinal arteries and veins in CC strains.

 Retinas were enucleated and strained with Isolectin-B4 and Cy3-Streptavidin 
followed counting the number of arteries and veins.

Retinal Architecture: The B6 strain (Figure 2B) showed a normal retinal structure where all eight retinal neural layers were visible 
and two capillary nets were noted spanning to the external margin of the inner nuclear layer. In contrast, the ZOE strain had a thinner 
retina with only 5 retinal layers and a single capillary net that was visible towards the external margin of the inner nuclear layer. The 
superficial capillary network usually seen in the ganglion cell layer was absent from the ZOE strain. The outer plexiform, nuclear and 
photoreceptor layers were not observed in the ZOE retina. The FVB and ZOE strains (Figure 2C, 2D) showed similar retinal layer dis-
tributions. The FVB strain’s retinal architecture showed markedly different retinal layer depth (Figure 2C) in comparison to B6 (Figure 
2B) and other CC strains. The defect in the FVB retina was reported to be due to a mutation in Pde6b, the gene encoding Phosphodies-
terase 6B, CGMP-Specific, Rod, Beta [13,14]. This mutation resulted in the absence of several neural layers, which was evident in the re-
duced depth of the retinal vasculature in whole mounts and with the absence of retinal layers (beyond the inner nuclear layer) (Figure 
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2C). Interestingly, the ZOE retinas were found to be missing the same retinal layers as the FVB strain (Figure 2D). In comparison to the 
B6 (Figure 2E), the FVB (Figure 2F) and ZOE (Figure 2G) retinas had long clusters of acellular capillaries distributed across the retina.

Marked differences are exhibited in the retinal vascularization between species. Primates show a complex arrangement with four 
quadrants and an avascular zone at the fovea; rabbits and hares have a rather simple narrow band of superficial vessels; rodents have 
a wagon-wheel spoke-like arrangement; guinea pigs have no inner retinal vessels [16]. There are many diseases with an abnormal 
size and number of arteries and veins in the retina [7]. For example, in diabetic subjects the veins are often abnormally wide [17]. To 
detect diseases of the eye, the retina is routinely examined for the count of arteries and veins, and blood circulation parameters are 
determined [7].

Changes in collateral circulation can extend to variation in other tissues in the same individual, at least in mice [18,19] . A recent 
mouse study identified differences in arterial branch-patterning in the retina defined by genetic background as a prediction for varia-
tion in collateral extent and stroke severity [20]. Our findings of varying number of retinal arteries and veins in a genetically diverse and 
unique population of mice can be taken further using retinal patterning metrics to predict similar outcomes. This could further lead to 
identification of novel genes that mediate the variations seen in the retinal vascular tree.

In addition, understanding the vascular distribution and neural structure of the retina plays an important role in identifying the 
most suitable species that can be used in a particular line of research. For instance, the ZOE strain can be an ideal candidate for regen-
erative studies of the retinal photoreceptor layer yet would be unsuitable for tests that depend on visual cues.

The mouse retina is small and fragile, making its analysis particularly difficult and challenging to obtain good preparations [4,21]. 
Retinas of different species and different individuals within the same species do vary in size and thickness [22,23]. Hence, careful moni-
toring during the digestion process is essential for the optimization of the digestion period. For retinas that do not have a thick neural 
structure, such as those of the FVB and ZOE strains, it is imperative to use the optimized trypsin digest method we described. A longer 
digestion period with a lower trypsin concentration at a lower pH provided excellent results for samples having a variety of retinal 
thicknesses and lesions.

Lesions such as pericyte ghosts and pericyte position, acellular capillaries and micro- aneurysms could be reliably visualized by 
our optimized trypsin method, allowing detection of retinal vascular changes early in a disease process. In addition, the number of 

Differential numbers of lesions: Retinal lesions such as acellular capillaries were visible in four outbred strains B6, D2, FVB and ZOE 
and many CC strains retinas (Table 2). However, the degree of lesions varied among these strains. For example, the FVB and ZOE strains 
showed a large number of acellular capillaries and migrating pericytes in comparison to the B6 and D2 strains.

Mouse Strain Acellular Capillaries Pericyte Ghost Migrating Pericytes 

C57BL/6 + - + 
DBA/2 + - - 
FVB/N +++++ - ++++ 
ZOE_AH + - - 

Table 2: Quantified retinal lesions number. 

Retinas were enucleated, subjected to optimised trypsin digested method to identify the number of retinal lesions. 
Numbers of acellular capillaries, pericyte ghosts and migrating pericytes were determined. The ‘+’ sign indicates 

the presence of lesions and the total number as a comparison between strains.

Discussion 
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endothelial cells and pericytes could be counted to determine the endothelial to pericyte ratio, which is a useful measurement in defin-
ing the degeneration of the retinal vasculature. However, since the vasculature is collapsed on to a single plane, this method restricts 
the visualization of the two retinal capillary networks, limiting the ability to identify the precise location of vascular lesions such as 
microaneurysms.

The duration of fixation had an impact on the digestion process. Kawabara (1989) used eyes fixed for several years [4]. However, 
we used eyes fixed for no longer than 3 months; these required a lower trypsin concentration, with a longer digestion period to com-
pletely release the vasculature from the neural structure. Shorter incubation periods gave only partial digestion of the neural retina, 
resulting in damage to the vasculature during the cleaning process.

This optimized trypsin method can be easily adapted to retinal tissue from other animal species, with suitable optimization of 
digestion duration and staining according to the specimens and laboratory conditions. The procedure outlined here, with critical steps 
identified, can be used to isolate the vasculature for the study of any retinal vascular lesions.
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PURPOSE. Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is a major cause of blindness globally. Investigating the
underlying mechanisms of DR would be aided by a suitable mouse model that developed key
features seen in the human disease, and did so without carrying genetic modifications. This
study was undertaken to produce such a model.

METHODS. Our panel of Collaborative Cross strains was screened for DR-like features after
induction of diabetes by intravenous injection with alloxan or streptozotocin. Both flat-
mounted whole-retina and histologic sections were studied for the presence of retinal lesions.
Progression of DR was also studied by histologic examination of the retinal vascular and
neural structure at various time points after diabetes onset. In addition, microarray
investigations were conducted on retinas from control and diabetic mice.

RESULTS. Features of DR such as degenerated pericytes, acellular capillaries, minor vascular
proliferation, gliosis of Müller cells, and loss of ganglion cells were noted as early as day 7 in
some mice. These lesions became more evident with time. After 21 days of diabetes, severe
vascular proliferation, microaneurysms, preretinal damage, increased Müller cell gliosis, and
damage to the outer retina were all obvious. Microarray studies found significant differential
expression of multiple genes known to be involved in DR.

CONCLUSIONS. The FOT_FB strain provides a useful model to investigate the pathogenesis of DR
and to develop treatments for this vision-threatening disease.

Keywords: mouse model, diabetic retinopathy, retinal vasculature, retinal neural cells

Diabetic retinopathy (DR) results from prolonged hypergly-
cemia and is characterized by significant changes in the

vasculature and neural structure of the retina. Despite
established screening programs and early treatment, DR
remains an important cause of visual loss in working-age adults
in developed countries.1 Clinically, DR has two principal
stages.2,3 The first phase, nonproliferative DR (NPDR), is
characterized by retinal microvascular changes such as pericyte
loss, basement membrane thickening, formation of microaneu-
rysms, and intraretinal microvascular abnormalities.4 The more
serious proliferative DR (PDR) stage is characterized by the
development of new blood vessels (neovascularisation) on the
surface of the retina. This in turn leads to fibrovascular changes
and tractional retinal detachment resulting in blindness.5 In
addition to these vascular changes, neurodegeneration in the
diabetic retina is indicated by loss of specific cell types and
reduced retinal layer thickness.6 The mechanisms underlying
development and progression of DR are incompletely under-
stood. There is a need for a suitable animal model to understand
both these mechanisms and the genetic factors contributing to
DR.

Several mouse models have been described with retinal
abnormalities during diabetes.7 However, none of these fully
recapitulates the disease pathway seen in humans.8 Early NPDR
features are seen in the spontaneously diabetic Akita (Ins2Aki-
ta)9 and the streptozotocin (STZ)-induced C57BL/6J models.10

Neither model progressed to PDR, and only the Akita mouse
showed significant loss of neural tissue.

Genetically modified mouse models can exhibit some of the
retinal changes observed in DR.7 Mice overexpressing platelet
derived growth factor (PDGF)-B exhibit early vascular pheno-
types followed by some PDR characteristics in the vascular and
neural retina.11,12 Development of NPDR lesions progressing to
PDR was also noted in transgenic mice overexpressing insulin-
like growth factor (IGF). However, neural damage to the retina
was not described in these mice.13 Endothelial nitric oxide
synthase (eNOS) knockout diabetic mice also developed several
NPDR features, together with PDR lesions and neurodegener-
ation, as indicated by gliosis of Müller cells.14 Vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF) transgenic mouse models
were reported to mimic most human DR features and have
been extensively used to study sequelae of diabetes-induced
eye disease. Some VEGF models show NPDR features, including
severe damage to retinal vascular and neural structure, while
others show slow progression with mild features and minimal
or no neural damage.15–19 Although the VEGF model exhibits
many of the features characteristic of human DR, it is limited by
lack of hyperglycemia, presence of genetic modifications, and
the direction of neovascularisation.18,19 While new retinal
vessels invade the originally avascular vitreous in human DR,
neovascularisation in VEGF models occurs in the opposite
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direction, from the deep capillary bed into the outer nuclear
layer (ONL).

A suitable animal model to investigate diabetic eye
disease should closely mirror the clinical features of human
DR. It is evident that the majority of animal models of DR
demonstrate only early or severe changes of retinopathy, and
to date there is no ideal animal model of DR.8,20 Here, we
used the novel mouse resource ‘‘The Collaborative Cross’’
(CC),21,22 to develop a suitable mouse model of conditions
observed in human DR. The CC is a genetic reference
population established from eight diverse founder
strains,21,22 and captures a high degree of genetic diversity,
with polymorphisms on average approximately every 200
bp.23 Each CC strain is unique, having a distinct mosaic
genome pattern of alleles inherited from the eight founders,
which encompass over 90% of common genetic diversity of
the species.23 Therefore, the CC strains should harbor
phenotypic diversity in any trait of interest. The aim of this
study was to harness the power of the CC to establish a new
mouse model having a range of hallmark features observed
in human DR.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals

All experimental and animal handing activities were per-
formed in accordance with the guidelines of institutional
Animal Ethics Committee and ARVO statement for the Use of
Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research. The principles,
development, and initial characterization of the CC have been
described.21,22 Mice were bred at the Animal Resources
Center (Perth, WA, Australia) and were generously provided
by Geniad Pty Ltd. (Perth, WA, Australia).21 Male and female
mice were used at 8 to 10 weeks of age, housed under a 12-
hour light/dark cycle and given a standard diet with free
access to food and water. Diabetes was induced with a single
dose (60–80 mg/kg) of alloxan24 (Sigma-Aldrich, Sydney,
Australia) dissolved immediately prior to use in saline and
injected intravenously, or STZ (180–200 mg/kg; Sigma-
Aldrich)24 dissolved in either saline or citric acid and injected
intraperitoneally; control mice received citric acid. Experi-
ments were carried out to either 7 (7d) or 21 (21d) days. Every
second day, hyperglycemia was tested by urine glucose
measurements (Keto-Diabur-Test 5000; Roche Diagnostics,
Mannheim, Germany). Blood glucose levels were recorded
on day 7, 14, and 21 by obtaining blood from the lateral tail
vein. Mice were considered diabetic if they had a blood
glucose concentration higher than 15 mM (Accu-Check
Performa; Roche Diagnostics). The most promising strain
(named FOT_FB) was selected for detailed investigations,
where each experimental group (control, 7d, and 21d
diabetic) used 10 to 12 FOT_FB mice per experiment.
Geniad’s CC strains are named as follows: Each breeding
funnel22 was assigned a random consonant-vowel-consonant
combination. The suffix denotes the founder strains contrib-
uting mitochondria and Y chromosome, respectively; FOT_FB
mice inherited these from the CAST and C57BL/6 strains.21

Specimen Collection

At experimental end-point, animals were euthanized; eyes
were enucleated, cleaned, and weighed. The right eye was
collected into 10% buffered formalin for histology or trypsin
digest. The left eye was collected into PBS for retinal whole-
mount preparation.

Retinal Isolation, Whole-Mount Preparation, and
Analysis

Freshly dissected retinas were fixed immediately in 4%
paraformaldehyde (pH 7.3) for 5 minutes at room temperature
followed by washing in PBS. Retinas were incubated overnight
at 48C with endothelial cell marker biotinylated Griffonia

(Bandeiraea) simplicifolia Lectin 1 Isolectin-B4 (Isolectin-B4,
1:100 in PBS; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA),
followed by 3 hours at 48C in Cy3-Streptavidin (1:500 in PBS;
GE Healthcare, Amersham, UK). Following incubation, samples
were washed in PBS, mounted, and cover-slipped with
Vectashield hard-set mounting medium (Vector Laboratories).

The overall retinal vasculature of labeled whole mounts was
evaluated from the vitreous side of all diabetic and control
retinas using fluorescent microscopy. The detailed structure of
the vascular beds and lesions was analyzed by capturing
representative areas in the Z-plane at 1- to 2-lm steps.

Retinal Trypsin Digest Preparation and Analysis

Whole eyes were processed to isolate the intact retinal
microvasculature using 2.5% Trypsin (Invitrogen, Victoria,
Australia) overnight at 378C. Retinal vasculature was then
mounted on a slide, stained using Periodic Acid Schiff’s (PAS)
reagent, cover-slipped with glycerol, and stored at 48C. Trypsin
digest preparations were imaged using bright field microscopy;
the number of acellular capillaries was counted in eight
random fields and the numbers were normalized to the relative
capillary density (number of acellular capillaries per millimeter
squared of capillary area). The preparation was also screened
for pericyte ghosts.

Section Preparation and Analysis

Enucleated eyes were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 24
hours, placed in 70% ethanol overnight, followed by wax
embedding. Paraffin sections (5 lm) were collected and
stained with (1) hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), (2) glial
fibrillary acid protein (GFAP; 1:3000; Dako, City, Denmark),
and (3) Isolectin-B4 (Vector Laboratories) at 48C overnight,
Cy3-Streptavidin (GE Healthcare) and 40,6-diamidino-2-phe-
nylindole dihydrochloride (DAPI) for nuclei staining (Sigma-
Aldrich) followed by bright field or fluorescent microscopy.

Sections stained with H&E were used for evaluating the
number of ganglion cells in the ganglion cell layer (GCL).
Ganglion cells were counted in approximately 500- to 700-lm
linear distance in central, mid, and peripheral retinal regions.
Expression of GFAP was visualized in Müller cell projections
spanning layers situated toward the ONL of the GCL, from
central, mid, and peripheral retinal regions. Hematoxylin and
eosin– and GFAP-stained sections were also scanned for
changes in retinal layers. Isolectin-B4– and Cy3-Streptavidin–
stained retinal sections were scanned for intraretinal neuro-
vascular lesions from the inner limiting membrane toward the
outer retina. Similarly, blood vessels protruding through the
inner limiting membrane into the vitreous were considered for
preretinal neovascularization. At least six sections per retina
were assessed.

Microscopy

Retinal whole-mounts were analyzed using an Olympus IX71
fluorescent microscope with a digital camera Olympus DP70
linked to computer running image analysis software DP
Controller (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). Detailed structure of
retinal whole-mounts, trypsin digest preparations, retinal
sections stained with isolectin-B4 and Cy3-Streptavidin were
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FIGURE 1. Characterization of the retinal vasculature in nondiabetic control (A) and diabetic FOT (B–E) mice. Freshly dissected retinas were fixed
immediately then stained with an endothelial cell marker and visualized. Nondiabetic mice had an organized retinal vascular branching pattern (A).
After 7d of diabetes, the vascular distribution in retinas of FOT mice was dense and disorganized (B) and this deteriorated by 21d after diabetes
induction (C). Formation of microaneurysms in retinal capillary walls (D) and intraretinal microvascular abnormalities formation by repeated folding
of capillaries (E) were observed at 21d of diabetes. Scale bars: 50 lm (A–E).
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imaged and analyzed using the inverted fluorescent/bring field
microscope Nikon Eclipse Ti (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) with a
digital camera CoolSNAP HQ2 (Photometrics, Tucson, AZ,
USA) linked to a computer running image analysis software
NIS-Elements Advanced Research (Nikon). Image deconvolu-
tion was used where appropriate. Sections stained with H&E

or GFAP were imaged using the Aperio ScanScope XT
automated slide scanner and analyzed using the ImageScope
(Aperio, Vista, CA, USA) software.

Microarray

Whole retinas were collected in Trizol and purified using the
manufactures instructions (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY, USA).
Each sample consisted of three retinas in groups of either
diabetic or control mice; three samples of each group were
then run on the array. RNA was quantified using a Nanodrop
spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA)
and quality checked with the Total RNA Nano 6000 Assay Kit
(Agilent Technologies, Victoria, Australia) and the Agilent
Bioanalyser. All RNA integrity (RIN) values were 7 or higher.
Synthesis of cRNA was performed using an Illumina Total-
PrepTM RNA Amplification Kit (Ambion, Austin, TX, USA)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. A total of 750 ng
labeled cRNA was suspended in 5 lL RNase free water and
hybridized to a BeadChip Array MouseRef-8 V2 (Illumina, San
Diego, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions,
followed by washing and staining with Streptavidin Cy-3 (GE
Heathcare, Amersham, UK). The BeadChip was scanned with
Bead Array Reader (Illumina) using Illumina Bead Studio
software (Illumina).

The data were further analyzed in the ‘R’ statistical
environment. Transcripts that had a detection P value less
than 0.05 in greater than 10% of the sample set were obtained
using the LUMI R module. Following this, negative gene
expression values (which do not have any biological meaning)
were removed. Other experimental-, biological-, and machine-
related variations were then eliminated by transforming data
sets to Log2 scale values and normalizing using a Robust Spline
Normalization (RSN) algorithm. In order to ensure the
accuracy of the normalizing process, diagnostic plots were
generated. Sample replicates clustering together and aligning
to the same median value indicates correct normalization.
Following the above procedure, Principle Component Analysis
(PCA) was applied to the normalized microarray data sets.
Samples were subject to differential expression analysis using
the empirical Bayesian technique described in the LIMMA R
package and a False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction was
applied to the P values. Genes were considered differentially
expressed if they had Benjamini-corrected FDR P values
smaller than 0.05 together with a greater than 0.5 log 2-fold
change (either positive or negative).

Statistical Analysis

All morphometric data were analyzed using two-tailed Stu-
dent’s t-test or ANOVA where appropriate, and P less than 0.05
was considered as a significant threshold.

RESULTS

Mice from a total of 64 strains from our CC colony22 were
tested. All mice readily developed diabetes after administration
of alloxan or STZ. Diabetic mice from all strains were screened
for DR lesions. Flat-mount retinal preparations stained for
blood vessels were first evaluated by visualizing the overall
retinal vasculature in each retinal quadrant. The detailed
structure of the vascular beds was visualized by capturing
representative areas in Z-plane using an inverted fluorescence
microscopic system. During this analysis, the vasculature was
carefully screened for the presence of any microvascular
lesions such as microaneurysms. At least 10 mice per strain
were examined as described. From this screen, the most

FIGURE 2. Retinal vasculature in control (A) and STZ-diabetic FOT (B,
C) mice. Freshly dissected retinas were fixed immediately then stained
with an endothelial cell marker and visualized. Nondiabetic mice had
an organized retinal vasculature (A). After 7d of STZ-diabetes, the
vascular distribution was disorganized (B), which deteriorated by 21d
of STZ-diabetes (C). Scale bar: 50 lm (A–E).
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promising strain (FOT_FB, referred to hereafter as FOT) was
selected for further studies.

Despite their induced diabetes, alloxan or STZ-treated FOT
mice showed no weight loss over the 21-day experimental
period (not shown). No obvious gross anatomical abnormali-
ties were observed and there was no significant difference in
whole-eye weight (mg) between control and diabetic mice, at
either 7d (control versus 7d diabetic: 22.6 6 1.1 and 21.9 6

0.4; P > 0.05) or 21d (control versus 21d diabetic: 22.6 6 1.1
and 22.0 6 0.5; P > 0.05).

Early Vascular Lesions and Retinal Vascular
Proliferation

Control retinas showed a clear organized branching pattern of
blood vessels (Fig. 1A). In contrast, a disorganized, dense
distribution of capillaries was prominent in the peripheral retina
as early as 7d after diabetes induction with alloxan (Fig. 1B). By
21d of diabetes there was a dense, convoluted retinal capillary
network in both peripheral and mid retinal regions (Fig. 1C). This
vascular distribution did not favor any specific retinal quadrant.

Vascular lesions were also noted at 21d (Figs. 1D, 1E).

Microaneurysms appeared in the middle capillary bed, as
evidenced by out-pouching or sac-like dilations of the retinal
capillary walls (Fig. 1D). Repeated overlapping of retinal

capillaries within the mid or/and lower capillary beds
occasionally formed lesions resembling intraretinal microvas-
cular abnormalities (Fig. 1E). These lesions were smaller when

formed by capillary recruitment only from the middle capillary
bed compared with those formed from both the middle and
lower beds. No vascular lesions were observed at the earlier

stage (7d) of diabetes.

In order to demonstrate that these lesions were due to
hyperglycemia of diabetes, rather than to a putative, previously
unknown side effect of alloxan, we also tested FOT mice

rendered diabetic by STZ treatment. Streptozotocin and
alloxan both induce diabetes by destruction of the insulin-
producing beta cells, but they operate via different biochem-

ical pathways.24 As expected, FOT mice rendered diabetic by
STZ also showed neovascularization at 7d (Fig. 2B), 21d (Fig.
2C) compared to controls (Fig. 2A).

FIGURE 3. Intraretinal vascular proliferation and formation of preretinal lesions. Enucleated eyes were fixed and sectioned then nuclei stained
followed by fluorescent microscopy. Control mice (A) showed capillaries (arrowheads) in the IPL extending toward the external margin of the INL,
21d diabetic mice (C) showed an increased number of dilated capillaries forming complex structures within retinal layers (closed arrows). Preretinal
neovascular lesions in 21d diabetic mice (open arrows) (E). Optical overlay of DAPI and Isolectin-B4þ Cy-3 (B, D, F). Scale bars: 50 lm.
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Retinal vascular proliferation and location of lesions were
studied in further detail in mice treated with alloxan (Figs. 3A,
3C, 3E). In retinal sections from control mice, the retinal
capillaries were confined to the outer margin of the inner
nuclear layer (INL; Fig. 3B). At 7d of diabetes, there were more
retinal capillaries in the mid and deep capillary beds but these
were limited to the outer margin of the INL (not shown). By
21d, the capillaries within retinal layers were dilated and
formed convoluted intraretinal microvascular abnormalities-
like structures (Fig. 3D). Occasionally, abnormal blood vessels
penetrated toward the ONL, disrupting the outer retina (not
shown). Preretinal neovascular tufts were also present,
appearing as disorganized, clustered vessels growing into the
normally avascular vitreous cavity (Fig. 3F).

Increased Acellular Capillaries and Presence of
Pericyte Ghosts

To assess damage in the retinal vasculature, the presence of
acellular capillaries and pericyte ghosts was analyzed in retinal
trypsin digest preparations of both control and diabetic mice
(Figs. 4A–D). Diabetes significantly increased the formation of
acellular capillaries. At 21d, acellular capillaries were observed
within close proximity of each other (Fig. 4B). There was a 2.3-
fold increase in acellular capillaries in the 7d diabetic mice, and
a further 1.3-fold increase in the 21d group (P < 0.001 versus
controls; P < 0.05 versus 7d; Fig. 4E). Both 7d and 21d diabetic
mice had migrating pericytes (Fig. 3C). Pericyte ghosts were
occasionally observed in 7d diabetic (Fig. 3D) but not in 21d
diabetic mice or controls.

Macroglial Activation

Müller cell gliosis is a distinct feature of human DR.25 Retinal
sections were stained with anti-GFAP antibody. In control
retinas, GFAP immunoreactivity was limited to astrocytes and
the endfeet of Müller cells, located in the nerve fiber layer and
the GCL (Fig. 5A). Occasional radial Müller cell projections
were activated, extending a short distance within the inner
plexiform layer (IPL). Müller glial cell activation was observed
in the peripheral retina of 7d diabetic mice (Fig. 5B) and was
more severe at 21d (Fig. 5C). It was present in the peripheral,
mid, and occasionally in the central retinal regions.

Neurodegeneration of the Retina

Loss of neural cells accompanying thinning and alterations of
retinal layers was recently reported in human DR.6 Neurode-
generation was assessed in diabetic FOT mice (Figs. 6A–F, 6H,
6I). There was evidence of loss of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs)
in both 7d (Fig. 6B) and 21d diabetic mice (Figs. 6C, 6F).
Retinal ganglion cells were more packed in controls (Fig. 6A)
than in 7d diabetic mice (Fig. 6B). The 7d midretinal region
(Fig. 6E) appeared more like the control midretina (Fig. 6D). At
21d, ganglion cell loss was evident and the distance between
cells increased in both the peripheral and midretinal regions
(Figs. 6C, 6F).

There was a significant reduction in the ganglion cell
number in the periphery of 7d and 21d diabetic retinas (Fig.
6G; P < 0.05 and P < 0.001, respectively). Ganglion cells were
also reduced in the mid retinal region of 21d diabetic mice (P
< 0.05), and this reduction became worse with duration of
diabetes, with a significant difference between the 7d and 21d
time points (P < 0.05). However, there were no significant
differences in the central retina areas between any groups.

The retinal layers situated toward the ONL, in both control
(Figs. 6A, 6D) and 7d diabetic mice (Figs. 6B, 6E) appeared
normal. In the midretinal regions of 21d diabetic mice, dilated
blood vessels were observed that projected from the nerve fiber
layer into the preretinal cavity, showing a congested appearance
possibly representing venous dilation or beading (Fig. 6H). By
21d, diabetic mice had disruption to the photoreceptor layer
with the ONL penetrating toward the retinal pigment epithelium
(Fig. 6I). No significant difference was observed in the thickness
of either the INL (Fig. 6J) or the ONL (Fig. 6K).

Differential Expression of Retinal Genes

Microarray analysis of 21d diabetic retinas showed changes in
expression in 46 genes compared with controls. Expression
was increased in 45 genes (þ1.0 toþ7.7 log-fold) and decreased
in 1 gene (�1.42 log-fold). Among these, expression of several
important genes such as Ttr, Rgr, Rbp1, and Rpe65 more than

FIGURE 4. Retinal microvascular abnormalities in the diabetic FOT
retina. Whole eyes were processed to isolate the intact retinal
microvasculature using trypsin. The retinal vasculature was then
mounted on a slide, stained with Periodic Acid Schiff’s, and analyzed
using bright field microscopy. Normal retinal vasculature is seen in
controls (A). Retinal sections from diabetic FOT mice are shown with
examples of acellular capillaries within close proximity (arrowheads

[B]); apparently migrating pericytes (arrow [C]); and pericyte ghost in
7d diabetics (asterisk [D]). Numbers of acellular capillaries are shown
(E) with mean 6 SEM. *P < 0.001 control versus 7d diabetic, þP <
0.001 control versus 21d diabetic, and #P < 0.05 7d versus 21d
diabetic. Scale bars: 50 lm (A–C), 10 lm (D).
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doubled (Table). The one gene that was downregulated was
anonymous (Table).

DISCUSSION

Several mouse models of DR have been reported, but none
have been described that exhibit the range of features seen in
human DR. Most of the models harbored genetic modifications
designed to artificially over- or underexpress particular genes.
Our approach was to identify a mouse strain that would
develop retinopathy lesions in response to diabetes, and would
do so via the interaction of common genetic polymorphisms,
just as humans do. The CC21,22 was ideal for this purpose as it
maximizes genetic variation within a panel of inbred mouse
strains.23 We found one strain, FOT, which showed profound
changes in both retinal vasculature and neural structure as
early as 7d from the onset of diabetes. Diabetic FOT mice
developed a wide range of lesions similar to those seen in
human DR.4 These included pericyte ghosts, increased
acellular capillaries, microaneurysms, intraretinal microvascu-
lar abnormalities, vascular proliferation, Müller cell gliosis,
ganglion cell loss, and disruption of the neural retina.

Retinal homeostasis is maintained by the proper function of
the blood–retinal barrier. Pericytes are important in maintain-
ing this barrier. The loss of these cells can have a significant
impact on the retinal vasculature, and their loss is often
accompanied by endothelial cell degeneration, leading to
acellular capillaries. Hence, degeneration of pericytes and

FIGURE 5. Increased Müller cell gliosis in the midretinal region of diabetic FOT retina. Paraffin sections were stained for GFAP expression and
visualized in the Müller cell projections spanning from the central, mid-, and peripheral retinal regions. In control mice GFAP expression was
confined to astrocytes (A). Müller cell gliosis (arrowheads) is shown for 7d (B) and 21-day diabetic FOT mice (C). Scale bar: 50 lm (A–C).

FIGURE 6. Ganglion cell loss and changes in retinal layers of diabetic
FOT mice. Sections stained with H&E were used for evaluating the
number of ganglion cells in the GCL. Ganglion cells were counted in
approximately 500- to 700-lm linear distance in central, mid-, and
peripheral retinal regions. Control mouse peripheral (A) and mid- (D)
retinal regions showed an even distribution of retinal ganglion cells
(RGC; arrows). In comparison, 7d (B) and 21d (C) FOT retina after
diabetes induction showed a reduction in the RGC from the peripheral
retina (arrowheads), whereas with the midregion 7d (E) did not show
RGC loss and by 21d (F) RGC loss was evident. Quantification of RGC
in central, mid-, and peripheral retinal regions in control, 7d, and 21d
FOT diabetic retina (G). Data were plotted as mean 6 SEM. The central
retinal region had no significant RGC loss in any group (P > 0.05),
whereas the midregion showed significant RGC loss in 21d diabetic
mice when compared with controls and 7d diabetic mice (*P < 0.05;
**P < 0.001). The number of RGC were significantly lower in the
periphery of 7d and 21d diabetic mice when compared with controls
(þP < 0.05;þþ P < 0.05). Congested blood vessel penetrating through
the GCL into the nerve fiber layer (box [H]) and disruption to the
photoreceptor layer due to ONL migration (asterisk [I]) were evident.
No significant difference in the thickness of INL (J) and ONL (K)
between diabetic and normal retinas. Scale bars: 50 lm.
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endothelial cells contributes to blood–retinal barrier dysfunc-
tion and increased vascular permeability.26 Pericyte loss has
been reported in humans27 and in some animal models,28,29

but infrequently detected in mice due to the small size of the
mouse retinal capillaries.10 The number of acellular capillaries
increases with diabetes in humans27 and rodents9,12 and was
also evident in the FOT model. Pfister et al.30 first reported
migrating pericytes in diabetic eyes. The signs of migrating
pericytes in FOT retinas (Fig. 3C) indicated ongoing vascular
damage in these mice. This suggests that early retinal vascular
degeneration can contribute to ischemia followed by hypoxia,
which eventually leads to severe retinal changes.

The formation of new blood vessels within the retina
increased with duration of diabetes, indicating an intraretinal
neovascularization rather than preretinal neovascularization.
Similar findings have been reported in the Ins2Akita mouse at 9
months of diabetes, but no preretinal neovascular signs were
observed in this model.31 Furthermore, retinal sections of
diabetic FOT mice showed dilated capillaries within the retina,
suggesting fluctuation of retinal blood flow. Increased retinal
blood flow is an early consequence of diabetes32 and can bring
about capillary dilation.

The newly formed blood vessels on the retinal surface that
penetrate into the vitreous possibly do so in response to an
hypoxic environment, and neovascularization may be initiated
by interactions between ganglion cells and surrounding
cells.33,34 Models of oxygen-induced retinopathy demonstrate
preretinal neovascular abnormalities such as neovascular tuft
formation8,35 Studies on such models show the recruitment of
ganglion cells leading to the formation of these abnormali-
ties.36

Reduced RGC numbers have been reported in diabetic
subjects.37 The Ins2Akita model showed loss of RGCs from the
peripheral retina, but not in the central retina after 3 months of
diabetes.38 In the FOT mice, ganglion cell losses from both the
mid- and peripheral retinal regions were seen as early as 3
weeks after the onset of diabetes.

Martin et al.39 reported RGC loss and thinning of the retina
after 10 weeks of STZ-induced diabetes. We found no thinning
of any retinal layer (i.e., nerve fiber layer, IPL outer or the ONL,

outer plexiform layer or photoreceptor layer) but the duration
of diabetes was less in our study. Nevertheless, occasional
migration of nerve cells from the ONL into the photoreceptor
layer appeared to cause damage to the photoreceptors in mice
at 21d of diabetes. Severe neurophysiological and neurodegen-
erative changes, such as thinning or loss of retinal nuclear
layers, may require more prolonged diabetes.

Another classical feature of retinal neurodegeneration is
glial activation. Glial fibrillary acid protein upregulation is a
classical response of glial cells to injury or neural damage.25,40

Diabetic rodents show increased GFAP expression in Müller
cells.10,41 In the FOT mice, there was upregulation of GFAP in
Müller cells without any notable changes in GFAP in astrocytes.
These data suggest that Müller cell gliosis can take place early
in the diabetic eye, irrespective of changes that may take place
in astrocytes. The contribution of neural changes toward the
ongoing vascular changes remains poorly understood,42 so the
FOT model provides an opportunity to investigate this issue.

Findings from expression profile analysis of the FOT
diabetic and control retina suggest that the pathological
changes seen in the FOT model were possibly due to
differential expression of several genes. Several of these genes
are known to be involved in DR (Table). Another important
finding in our study was the upregulation of Cryba1

(Supplementary Fig. S1). There have been conflicting reports
of the regulation of crystallin family genes in DR. Zhou et al.43

and Farjo et al. (Farjo R, et al. IOVS 2003;44:ARVO E-Abstract
3297) reported the downregulation of these genes, whereas
Fort et al.44 and Fort and Lampi45 found increased expression.
The upregulation of Cryba in FOT mice is consistent with the
latter study. The overall function of crystallin genes in DR needs
further evaluation. The FOT mouse described here provides a
basis for studying the role of these and other genes that mediate
DR.

Our results show both vascular changes and retinal
neuropathy develop progressively after induction of diabetes,
suggesting these processes are closely linked. New therapeutic
interventions could target both vascular and neural damage.
The FOT mouse model provides an excellent preclinical
resource to test the effectiveness of such treatments. Finally,

TABLE. Gene Expression Changes in the Diabetic Retina

ID Symbol Fold Change P Value Accession

Upregulated genes

TTR Transthyretin 7.70 0.0000115 NM_013697.3

PTGDS Prostaglandin D2 synthase 21 kDa (brain) 5.66 0.0000006 NM_008963.1

RGR Retinal G protein coupled receptor 5.38 0.0000018 NM_021340.3

RDH5 Retinol dehydrogenase 5 (11-cis/9-cis) 4.56 0.0000018 NM_134006.4

TRF Transferrin 4.36 0.0000047 NM_133977.2

CLIC6 Chloride intracellular channel 6 4.02 0.0000029 NM_172469.3

RBP1 Retinol binding protein 1, cellular 3.78 0.0000276 NM_011254.2

DCT Dopachrome tautomerase 3.58 0.0000109 NM_010024.2

SLC16A8 Solute carrier family 16 (monocarboxylate transporter), member 8 3.28 0.0000042 NM_020516.2

RPE65 Retinal pigment epithelium-specific protein 65 kDa 3.20 0.0000123 NM_029987.2

PON1 Paraoxonase 1 2.86 0.0000062 NM_011134.2

HMGCS2 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA synthase 2 (mitochondrial) 2.74 0.0000036 NM_008256.3

GJA1 GAP junction protein, alpha 1, 43 kDa 2.74 0.0000550 NM_010288.2

MT1 Metallothionein 1 2.22 0.0005000 NM_013602.2

TIMP3 TIMP metallopeptidase inhibitor 3 2.22 0.0000099 NM_011595.2

GPNMB Glycoprotein (transmembrane) nmb 2.14 0.0000236 NM_053110.3

Downregulated genes

LOC100044779 Prothymosin alpha �1.42 0.001 XR_030993.1

RNA was isolated from the retinas of FOT mice that either had or had not been treated over a period of 4 weeks with (þ)-alloxan and subjected to
microarray analysis. Information is shown about genes with expression that was altered in the diabetic mouse compared with the control.
Upregulated genes (‡2.0-fold change) and downregulated genes (‡-1.0-fold change) are provided.
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the CC was developed to assist in identifying genes mediating
traits that can only be assessed in vivo,21 a potential that is now
being realized.46 Most of the CC mice we tested did not display
DR, suggesting the involvement of multiple DR susceptibility
genes. Identification of these genes in our novel model will
provide targets for new treatments of DR.
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